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Mitch's Sketchbook

The Stereo Club of Southern Caiifornia was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normaliy include 3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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July 16

August 20
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September 17
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Our Annual Awards Banquet at Taix Restaurant,
1911 Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park at 7:30 pm. In
addition to the announcement of the Slide of the

Year, there will tentatively be a slide program by
former SCSC President Bryan Riggs.

In place of our usual meeting, there will be rides and
3D entertainment available at Iwerks Entertainment,

_4540 West Valerie Street, in Burbank. See.
Lawrence's column for all the_detajjSj_

The quarterly Movie Division meeting will be held
one week early so as to not interfere with the Labor
Day celebrations. We'll meet and greet at 7:00 pm
at the Longley Way School Auditorium, 2601
Longley Way, Arcadia.

Tire first competiton of Ihe new Club year. 7^3Gpm
at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

Visit our website at http://liome.earthlmk.iiet/~campfire
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Obituary

Aloha and Good Night, Margette!
by Ray Zone

•*|̂ he 3D Queen has attended her last
H luau. Marjorie Webster, long-time

hospitality hostess of the Stereo Club
of Southern California has gone to
meet the Big Kahuna in the Sky and
regale the Gods and Goddesses of the
Orchid with her tales of Hollywood
and Honolulu. Hopefully, she will
project a few of her gorgeous 3D
photographs for them, shot with her
trusty Kodak Stereo, and wow the
assembly just as she amazed and
impressed the members of SCSC for
two decades with her colorful stereo

images. And what images they were!
Hot lava flowing down from a
volcano, floral celebrations and fire
dances, and many, many stars of TV
and motion pictures captured
backstage in vibrant three dimensions.
Many of these wonderful stereo
photographs were published in The
3D Zone publication "Hollywood
3D."

Known professionally as
Margette, Marjorie Webster was a
writer, a publicist, an accomplished
organist, a painter, a bon vivant and
lecturer. I can't give her age because
she always refused to tell me. So let's
just call her timeless. Margette was
the daughter of Edna Robb Webster, a
prolific author who wrote for many
magazines and had numerous novels
and works of non-fiction to her credit.

Margette was married for a time to
Robert Stacey-Judd, the local
arehitect known for his Mayanesque
buildings and who has become
something of a cult figure. When the
Crossroads-of-the-World on Sunset
Strip opened as the first mall in the
late 1940s, Marjorie had an office
there running her own public relations
business.

Since the 1950s Margette had
been taking stereophotography on the
road with 3D slide shows and lectures

at churches, professional
organizations and adult education
schools. Her specialties were Flowers
of the World, International Historic
Sites, Hollywood and, of course,
Hawaii. In addition to shooting all the
stereophotography, Margette handled

projection chores at these lectures
henself, using a modified Stereo Vivid
projector. She never did her own
mounting. Many of her
stereophotographs from the 1950s
were shot with a flash when you still
used a reflector and a bulb. Her stereo

philosophy was "If it's 3D, the
picture should jump out at you, right
into the room."

Two other 3D Zone publications
featured Margette 3D photos: "3D
Exotic Beauties" with a color

anaglyph backcover of Judith,
receptionist of the Allure
Bust-Development Salon in Palm
Springs and "Surf-Crazed 3D" with
an image of Duke Kahanamoku.
Surfing King of Hawaii. With this
kind of unique subject matter you just
know Margette got around. I
remember one Margette stereo photo
of Micky Cohen, shot in the early
1950s. Somehow, Margette persuaded
the mob Czar of Los Angeles to stand
still long enough for her to
immortalize him in close-up 3D with
a straight-on flash. Cohen's direct
gaze into the Kodak Stereo camera is
unnerving and compelling!

The 3D Queen will be sorely
missed by the SCSC. But thankfully
her work survives in the form of

hundreds of stereophotographs all
shot on archival Kodachrome slide

film. Aloha, Margette.

Newbies

Welcome to These
Recent Members

by David Kuntz

We'd like to take this opportunity
to welcome these members to

SCSC, who have joined in the last two
or three months.

Andrew & Johanna McElfresh

Los Angeles, CA 90036

Selly Jenny
c Newport Beach, CA 92660

Fred Peters

Panorama City, CA 91402

Sharon Shoemaker

Cinton, WA 98236
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Classified fids

WANTED—Slide carrier for

TOO Deluxe (716). Gary
Schwartz (213) 655-2664.

WANTED—70"x70" silver

movie screen. Also, any stereo
images of Los Angeles,
Hollywood, movie theaters,
anything movie related. Chris
Perry, 7470 Church Street, #A,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284.
Phone (760) 365-0475. FAX
(760) 365-0495



3D History

Large Format Cinema Association Conference Showcases 3D
by Ray Zone

'"l^he Recent LFCA Conference and
\ Film Festival, held in Los Angeles

on May 13-15, featured numerous
opportunities to examine the
state-of-the-art for 3D in the large
film format within this unique
" location-based" entertainment.

Numerous companies in the
stereoscopic arena such as Imax and
Iwerks had representatives in
attendance. Screenings of several
large format 3D films took place.
These included "Transitions,"

produced twelve years ago and
released recently for general
distribution. Clips were also shown
from two 3D films "Encounter in the

Third Dimension" and "Mark

Twain's America" that are to be

released in 1998.

In addition, new digital tools were
demonstrated for converting "flat"
2D footage to stereoscopic 3D. Two
companies, Imagica USA and
Xenotech, have developed this
technology and a clip of a 3D
conversion of the current large format
blockbuster," Everest" from
MacGillivray Freeman films, was
screened to showcase it. LFCA

president Christopher Reyna, who is
also Executive VP of Imagica USA,
was enthusiastic after the festival. "As

a result of this conference," he stated,
"more and more people are seeing the
possibilities of an industry poised on
the verge of explosive growth."

f

On the morning of May 14 a
special panel discussion of large
format 3D was pre.sented. Participants
included Ben Stassen, director of the
forthcoming " Encounter in the Third
Dimension" from Iwerks

Entertainment, Mark Katz of Sony
Pictures Classics, Brett Leonard,

director of the soon to be released 3D

film "T-Rex: Back to the

Cretaceous," director Stephen Low
("Across the Sea of Time" and
"Mark Twain's America") and Mary
Jane Dodge, a distributor with Sony in
New York, who has been called the
"Queen of 3D Theatres." As a
prelude to the panel discussion, Peter
Anderson, director of 3D
cinematography on "Pirates" and "T2
3D" illustrated the optical principles
of stereo.scopic exhibition using a
small wood model of the theatrical

screen and visual field.

"3D has been phenomenal for the
success of our theatre," declared
Mary Jane Dodge. She was referring
to the Sony 3D Theatre in New York
where the Imax films "Wings of
Courage" and "Across the Sea of
Time" were launched. These 3D films

have become a tourist attraction in

New York City. Mark Katz, who also
helped promote these films for Sony,
said that" the economic model must

change" for 3D films if they are to
survive in the large format and that it
will be increasingly "software

f

3D cinematographer Peter Anderson uses a wooden model to explain stereo
projection in the movie theater.

driven" as the need for films with

story values becomes evident.

Ben Stassen of Iwerks

Entertainment agrees. His new film,
"Encounter in the Third Dimension"

explains the 3D process to the
audience. Stassen also directed

"Thrill Ride" for Iwerks, which has

been playing for the last year in Imax
Theatres. "Thrill Ride" is

undoubtedly the best 3D film in 2-D
that has ever been made. "What the

audience wants is a 3D film that plays
with the 3D space," noted Stassen. He
pointed out that Iwerks Entertainment
believes a special venue film should
be "either good 2-D or 3D but not
both." In creating "Encounter in the
Third Dimension" Iwerks has elected

to maximize the market for the film

with a 3 or 4-pronged attack. The film
will be a 37 to 40 minute story film in
large format 3D. There will akso be a
short "Ride Film" embedded within

the feature that will sell separately.
And, finally, a black-and-white
anaglyphic version of the film will be
made to sell to conventional theatres

without the need for the high end
technology. A simple pair of red/blue
3D glasses will be the only device
required to view the film in stereo.

Brett Leonard, who has previously
directed the 35mm feature films

"Lawnmower Man" and

"Virtuosity," has been spoiled by his
experience making large format 3D
film. "Once 1 saw my rushes in Imax
3D," he emphasized, "1 can't go back
to 35 millimeter." With his current 3D

effort "T-Rex: Back to the

Cretaceous," Leonard has tried to
create what he calls "environmental

narrative." Stephen Low, whose Imax
3D film "Mark Twain's America"

will be released late in 1998, finds
that "3D is a lot better story telling
convention than 2D. It's a marvelous

new medium. There is nothing you
can't do better in 3D albeit

differently," he concludes. "There is
nothing 1 wouldn't want to do in 3D
Imax."

For more information visit the

LFCA website at; http://lfca.org/
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SCSC Into the Next Millennium!With the August SCSC meeting, a
new club year will begin.

Marvin Jones has begun to call this
the "Kaufman era". Which, I think,
has a nice ring to it. We have a great
group of volunteers for officers this
year and with regular Board meetings
(the first one is scheduled at a top
secret location on September 1st), we
plan to build a road map and steer the
club into the new millennium. But,
just as a hiker needs a compass to find
the right direction to travel, we need
out member's help and support to
keep us traveling in the right direction.

Sounds good, huh? What I hope
this means is, SCSC will grow and be
fun. We continue to have the same

challenges, we need programs, we
need articles for the 3D News and we

need members to take and enter their

very best slides. We will again host
three international PSA recognized
competitions. The Hollywood, the
View-Master and the 3D Movie. We

are continuing discussions of adding a
stereo card competition. The officers
need all the help they can get. They
might ask you for help. Please, if you
see the opportunity, help the club and
don't wait to be asked. Volunteer, if
you think you have a particular
expertise, and the club will be better
because of it!

The Awards Banquet
Our Annual July Banquet will be

held again at Taix Restaurant at 1911
Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park, on
Thursday, July 16, 1998. Good
news—if you have not yet purchased
your ticket, don't worry. Just give
Chuck and Dorothy a call and you can
purchase one at the door, for the same
low $20 price they have been selling
them for! For that low price you get
an evening of 3D camaraderie, a great
meal, two fabulous slide shows and a
chance to pledge your allegiance to
SCSC.

Slide of the Year will be

announced, and Mitch Walker has
another 3D program to present. The
fun-filled, cram-packed, 3D-full

by Lawrence Kaufman
evening will begin promptly (as usual)
at 7:30pm. Come and thank the
outgoing SCSC officers for a great Job
and welcome the new guys.

We're Gonna Go On A Thrill

Ride!

In fact, we're gonna go on a bunch
of them! Our August meeting won't
be a meeting at all, but a special visit
to Iwerks Entertainment. We'll get to
try out their working prototypes of
Dino Island II, Escape from Dino
Island in 3D, plus other great
attractions. There will be a $10

admission charge (paid in advance!),
paltry considering that you'd have to
travel the world over to see these

presentations in their native
environments! Contact Lawrence

Kaufman for more details. You must

pre-register and pre-pay for this event.
There will be no food or drink

allowed into Iwerks' facility.
To try to start the new club year

off with a fun night, we have made
arrangements with Iwerks
Entertainment to rent their facility for
our Thursday, August 20th meeting.
In the past SCSC has taken August off
or as we did last year, just had a bring
your slides and show them to
everyone night.

Members who went to the Iwerks

open house four years ago will recall
how much fun the night was. It was a
full house and there were some long
lines at some of the attractions. The

attempt to hold a meeting pretty much
failed, because there was so much to
see. So this time, there will be no
meeting other than to welcome
everyone to the festivities. Iwerks has
a large-format theater (like an IMAX
theater) and they are equipped with
8/70 (eight perf, 70 mm film)
projectors. They have a 360 degree
video screen, which plays a CGI
dinosaur film and is used in night
clubs, they have several ride film
theaters showing films such as
Speedway, Dino Island and the film
that was mentioned in the last 3D

News (and is only playing at two
locations) Dino Island II in 3D!

Bring a guest, their charge will
also only be $10 (in advance). You
must pre-register and pre-pay for this
event. Due to Iwerks management
change and policy change, it was
necessary for us to pay a rental fee for
this visit. We will lose money on the
meeting, but it is a chance for the club
to have an experience that would not
be open to most of us as individuals.

IMPORTANT—at this writing,
SCSC has not yet signed the contract,
but it looks like a done deal (they
have our deposit). You must
pre-register and pre-pay for this event.
We are limited to 45 people. We
might be required to turn people
away, as we will forfeit our large
deposit, if we do not follow the terms
of our contract. There is no food,
drink or chewing gum allowed into
the Iwerks facility. There might be
limited rest rooms available to us.

Sign up at the July Banquet or contact
Lawrence Kaufman to be added to the

list. We have a limit of one guest per
member at this time and there will be

a $10 charge collected in advance for
each member and guest.

The Next Movie Division

Meeting
The Movie Division will meet on

Saturday, August 29, 1998 (a week
early, due to the Labor day holiday
week-end). The quarterly meeting of
the Movie Division of SCSC will

meet as usual at the Longley Way
School Auditorium, 2601 Longley
Way at Las Tunas in the city of
Arcadia. The festivities begin
promptly at 7:00pm.

Thursday, September 17, 1998 is
the first official meeting of the
" Kaufman era" SCSC as our new

President and Board take over from

the Old Guard. 7:30pm at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church. September
will be our first club competition of
the new club year. You have been
warned—now is not too early to get
your prize-winning slides ready or
even go out and reshoot some new
fabulous slides to enter. Good Luck!



Our Previous Meetings
Our June meeting was held on

Thursday, June 18, 1998. It was the
Third Annual, PSA approved
View-Master Sequence Exhibition.
We had a false start as we wandered

from room to room, as we had been

displaced by Hollywood taking over
our usual room. Chris Olson

mentioned as we .set our screen down

"When life serves you lemons
make...." Since the room was short on

air conditioning, lemonade would
have been nice. Instead we were

treated to a fabulous 28 reel

competition. The entries were really
great and what a turnout! We hardly
had time to view the entiies as the

judges decided the winners, before the
night had come to too quick of an end.
I am looking forward to viewing the
reels again in Richmond at the NSA
convention.

A tip of the hat to our judges,
David Starkman of Reel 3D; Greg
Hooper, our 1997/98 SCSC President
and David Kuntz our Treasurer and

Membership Director. An additional
Thank You to Chris Perry for the use
of his supercharged View-Master
projector.

SCSC member and View-Master

photographer Charley Van Pelt was in
attendance and Charley was showing
off his great new reel a one-reel card
of the Crystal Cathedral, it did look
great. Charley verified what I had
been told about the reel and a re-issue

of a View-Master three-reel packet on
sale at the Crystal Cathedral book
store. The packet is updated versions
of "The Christmas Story", "The
Ea.ster Story" and "Jesus Christ".
Wonderful new graphics on new
blister packaging makes these classics
a " must have" for any collector. This
and Charley's new reel are available
through the Cathedral at
714-971-4148 or at their book store.

The 3D Movie/Video

International

Also known as The 2nd Ever 3D

(Stereoscopic) Movie/Video
Competition, A Class 1- International,
PSA Exhibition Sponsored by the
Stereo Club of Southern California

was held on June 6th. 1998. As the

turn out for the judging and the
showing (on June 13th) was minimal.

most missed the fabulous, flawless,
tlickerless, fun-filled festivities!

The competition was the
follow-up to the 1St Ever 3D
Movie/Video Competition held in
March of 1997. The 1st Ever was the

brain-child of John Hart. John is the

driving force behind the Movie
Division. This special interest group
has been meeting for fifteen years.
Over the last few years John had been
trying to come up with ideas to
motivate the members to dust off their

various movie/video cameras and

produce a new 3D epic. The idea for
the competition was an inspiration
and the timing was obviously right by
fact that there were twenty entries.
Two were in Super 8rnm, two were in
16mm and the remaining sixteen were
on video.

This year the competition was
PSA recognized and to be sure that
the individuals who entered would

enter only their best work there was a
limit of one entry per individual.
Many of the entries to the 1st Ever
competition were older titles that the
entrants had in the can and were ready
to show off.

This year all twelve entries were
on video and the entries were mostly
newer pieces. The quality of the
entries was fabulous! 1, for one, don't
know how the judges were able to
decide on the winners. But decide

they did. Congratulations to the
winners:

• 1st Place (PSA Gold Medal
winner)—Mousetrapped by Ron
Labbe (Maynard, MA) was a short
(67 seconds) animated (CGI)
video. Ron had been working on it
during the 1st competition. Nicely
done and humorously funny take
on the 1963 Ideal brand board

game Mousetrap. Ron plans to
show it at the NSA convention this

August in Richmond, Virginia.
• 2nd Place (PSA Silver medal

winner)—Statues by A1 Razutis
(Saturna Island, British Columbia,
Canada), was shot on location at
Musee Du Louvre in Paris, France.

The video has an actor playing a
statue and a neat video effect. The

statue is standing still and looks
normal, but the other people have a
ghostly streak as they move across
and into the scene, until they stop
and stand still.

• 3rd Place (PSA Bronze medal
winner)—Robe Jones by Rob
Johnson (Pleasantville, NY), was
also animated (CGI) and is a take
off of Indiana Jones. Great work

and fun too watch as spears fly by
Robo.

• HM—Elysium by Xavier G. Ojeda
(Wappinger Fall, NY), was also
computer generated. It was clips
from a planned feature-length
space adventure.

• HM^—Hunks in 3D by Marvin
Jones (Panorama City, CA), was
actually only the Tom Groves
.segment of the Hunks in 3D video
available from Campfire Video.
This did feature full frontal male

nudity, but was tastefully presented
with some neat through the
window effects. Last years winners
also had some full frontal nudity.
Art for art's sake, I'm sure.

• HM—Skate 3D by Larry Ashley
(South Miami, Florida), featured
some wonderful dolly shots as the
characters in the video kept
moving (unless of course the
ground got in their way). The
soundtrack was also very catchy.

• HM—Space Rescue by Dave

Judges and audience gather for the 2nd Ever 3D Movie and Video
Competition sponsored by the Movie Division of SCSC.
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Swift (Cortlandt Manor, NY), was
another computer generated video.
This one was a complete ridefilm
that had underwater animation as

well as space travel.

Also entered in the competition
were: New Dimension in

Transportation, a very professionally
produced 3D commercial video for a
trucking company; Steel Drums, a
tnusical piece with a lot of steel
instruments; A Night at the Opera, a
very funny wrestling video; A Simple
Toy, which was much like the First
place winner, except this was
rendered as an anaglyph video and did
not work quite as well as an alternate
field video would have; and Terror in

the Archives, a 25 minute video shot
with the Nu-View video adapter.

The Nu-View® Adapter from the
folks at 3-D Video Incorporated, 418
Chapala Street, P.O. Box 40960,
Santa Barbara, CA, 93140 Phone:

805-963-5990, Fax: 805-963-9770.
http://www.3-dvideo.com will make
more entries at future competitions
possible. 1 purchased one of the
adapters, but have only shot a short
demo, so far. The Nu-View® adapter
is a device that attaches to the front of

most camcorders and produces
alternate-field stereoscopic videos that
can be viewed on your TV in 3D with
liquid crystal shutter glasses.

The adapter has liquid crystal
shutters that form light valves,
alternating between the direct line of
sight of the lens and a second line of
sight reflected off a front surface
mirror. Synchronized to the video
frames through the out video port of
the camcorder. The adapter costs
$399. 3D Video also has a set that
includes everything you need (the
adapter, a driver box, glasses, etc.) for
about $100. more You can buy it
through their website. One of the only
alternatives in the past was to use the
Toshiba 3D camcorder, but these are
no longer being produced and have
been very much in demand, driving
the resale price up to as much as
$14,000.

The adapter adds another 11 or 12
ounces to your camcorder and when
attached to your camcorder you will
find that you now need two hands to
steady the camera. The image can
appear dark if you are shooting in low
light conditions. Bottom line is that it

is affordable true stereoscopic video.
Finally any camcorder can be a 3D
(stereo) camcorder. Mike Weissman,
now with 3D Video was on hand at

the showing to help out with our
projection.

The SCSC-3D Movie/Video

division was honored to have as

judges for this one-of-a-kind event:
Stephen Hines, (Glendale, CA) a

former Eastman Kodak researcher,
Mr. Hines has developed 3D movie
cameras for Disney Studios. Since
founding HinesLab in 1984, he has
designed and developed specialized
3D equipment such as the
StereoCam'"'" (the main 3D rig used
on T2/3D) and autostereo (3D without
glasses) video displays. Most recently
Mr. Hines has developed the
BiClops''̂ '̂ for the Imax format.

Bill WaiTen (Los Angeles, CA) is
the author of " Keep Watching the
Skies", which has been called "the
most authoritative work on the fantasy
cinema." and "Set Visits: Interviews

with 32 Horror and Science Fiction

Filmmakers", Mr.Warren is a
contributing editor of " Leonard
Maltin's Movie and Video Guide".

He has written and contributed to

numerous science fiction magazines
and books. He was the Hollywood
correspondent for the French
television series "Fantasy" and was
the "sysop" on GEnie, the
commercial computer service.

John A. Rupkalvis, (Burbank, CA)
whose company StereoScope
International developed the
StereoScope® lenses and optical
system in 1972. His system has been
used in numerous 3D motion pictures
and he has served as 'Stereoscopic
Consultant' on numerous films,
including "Metalstorm: The
Destruction of Jared-Syn" (1983),
"Terminator 2 3-D" (1996) and "The
Creeps" (1997). Mr. Rupkalvis has
been a member of the Stereo Club of

Southern California since 1982.

Prizes were again donated by:
• VRex, Inc, "The world leader in

3D stereoscopic imaging", 85
Executive Blvd, Elmsford, NY
10523; (888)VR Surfer.

• 3D TV Corporation, 1863 Pioneer
Pkwy. E. #303, Springfield, OR
97477; (541)988-9634.

• StereoGraphics Corporation, 2171
East Francisco Boulevard, San

Rafael, CA 94901; (415)459-4500.
• Ray "3D" Zone, The 3-D Zone,

PO Box 741159, Los Angeles, CA
90004; (213)662-3831 or fax:
(213)662-3830

• 3D glasses were donated by Reel
3-D Enterprises, Inc, the world's
largest mail order selection of new
3D supplies (their 21st year). Their
catalog is available from: P.O. Box
2368, Culver City, CA 90231;
(310)837-2368.

Flicker-Free Projection
SCSC, again this year, was excited

that VRex had volunteered the use of

their 3D projection equipment for the
competition. Their projector is the
most brilliant choice in 3D projection
when you need super-high brightness
for wide screen presentations. The
VR-2210 made it possible to show the
3D video entries using regular
polarized 3D glasses.

The projector takes any NTSC
S-VHS, VHS, or computer RGB input
and projects it onto a screen. If the
input is field-sequential stereo, the
projector converts it to a brilliant,
sharp image that has noflicker and
can be shown on an

aluminum-surfaced screen for

viewing with ordinary 45/45 polarized
spectacles! The magic that makes this
possible is VRex's micro-polarizers,
which are applied internally to each
raster line, thereby making the left
and right views capable of being
displayed nearly simultaneously
rather than having to interrupt one
image in order to display the other.
Other parts of the circuitry convert the
input alternating images to a
continuous display. (Actually, VRex,
is able to perform this feat by
sprinkling pixie dust over the
otherwise normal-looking video
projector.)

This year VRex trusted us with the
projector on our own. Last year they
flew out Len Cardillo to assist in the

projection. I must say there new
projector was so easy, I could even
operate it without assistance. VRex is
really interested in making quality 3D
products available to the home video
audience. The VRex 2210 really
helped the quality imagery our
stereo-cinematographers were putting
on the screen. As with their other

models we have tested, an on-screen
menu allows you to use a remote



control for adjusting such things as
input source, picture brightness,
contrast, color tint, and color
saturation, as well as changing the
right/left stereo polarity, sound level,
bass/treble, etc. There were several
other sophisticated
onscreen-controllable features that we

didn't get a chance to explore. With a
simple run-through we knew where to
set the brightness, contrast, and color
saturation to get stunningly bright,
brilliantly colored, sharp, flicker-free
images with only a very seldom
occurrence of ghosting.

Setup required rethinking our
traditional ways of aligning a stereo
slide projector with the screen.
Ordinarily, we try to put the projector
across from the center of the screen or

slightly above it, in order to minimize
keystoning and to try to keep the " hot
spot" from being too low as viewed
from the low sight lines of the
audience. However, this projector is
designed to be used from a low angle
so that an audience can see over the

top of it, and the projector has a huge,
wide-angle lens that requires it to be
located close to the screen. It

automatically compensates, within
certain limits, for the keystoning, and
the screen brightness appeared to be
uniform when viewed from an

adequate distance. The SCSC's
70-inch by 90-inch screen was filled
with a truly brilliant image in the
darkened room.

For further information contact:

SCSC 3D MovieWideo Division 2601

Longley Way Arcadia, CA 91006
USA (626)821-8357 (626)574-3812
FAX E-mail, John Hart at
MOVlES3D@aol.com or Lawrence

Kaufman at kaufman3d@earthlink.net

Website: http://home.earthlink.net/
-campfire

Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo
always has tons of stereo camera
equipment and great deals on film and
other photo supplies. On Sunday, July
19, 1998 and Sunday, August 16,
1998 the show will be held at 7530

Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get
there early to get the good deals.

3D Chalk

After the success of the 3D

Jumping Colors Crayola brand
crayons, why not Our Kids brand 3D
FX Sidewalk Chalk-Floating Colors?
It was mentioned in the Business

section of the June 11th Orange
County Register and I have already
seen them for sale in auctions as a

neat 3D collectible: "New in

package—Draw FX Chalk Picture Put
on FX Glasses—Watch Colors

Float—from 1990s".

• OUR

New 3D Theater in Nevada

New Visual Entertainment, Inc.

announced that Si Redd, inventor of
video poker and owner of the lOOO-i-
room hotel and casino "Si Redd's

Oasis" in Mesquite, Nevada (a 1 hour,
20 minute northwest drive from Las

Vegas) has provided initial funding to
develop an NVX Tru 3D theater in
Mesquite. While Si Redd has owned
the Oasis for many years, it's just
recently that the development in
Mesquite has exploded around him.
The building boom has hit Mesquite,
with thousands of homes completed
and thousands more under

construction.

For the continuing merger and
acquisition strategy that New Visual
has embarked upon, Mesquite is a
terrific location to bring together the
new partners in a working
environment. Chris Condon, along
with director Herb Lightman and his
crew, currently in Belize under
production on a 3D barrier reef film,
Tim Kugland and STAR (ready to
deliver the worlds first simulcast

closed circuit 3D pay per view), and
Rick Ducommun who's preparing to
kick off production of his 3D feature
film, are all very excited about having

another venue with which to

demonstrate products and generate
revenue.

New Visual Entertainment, Inc. is
a true stereo 3D production company
that specializes in 3D product
development and distribution for
special venue theaters, home video
broadcast, and theatrical markets by
utilizing patented technology for the
creation and exhibition of

three-dimensional media.

UCR/CMP Cataloging Project
UCR/California Museum of

Photography is delighted to welcome
back Jennifer Frias. Jennifer returned

to UCR/CMP earlier this spring as
Project Manager for 'Stereographs of
the Americas': A digital cataloging
project funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. As

Project Manager, Jennifer is
responsible for not only for the
scanning and data input necessary for
the digital catalog, but likewise the
image research that brings meaning to
the catalog. Jennifer also .supervises
the work of student interns and

volunteers assisting in the project.
Over the next two years, Jennifer and
her student interns will catalog,
digitize and place on the museum's
World Wide Web site 17,000
Keystone-Mast Collection
stereographs. The project will focus
upon images depicting the Americas
from the late 1800s to the 1930s.

Jennifer's association with the

museum began in 1995 when she
joined the staff as a museum assistant
following her graduation from UCR
with a Bachelor's Degree in Art
History and Creative Writing. As a
museum assistant, Jennifer aided
fellow staff members from the

museum's administrative and

curatorial divisions. In 1997, Jennifer
worked at the Huntington Library, Art
Collections and Botanical Gardens as

an Art Collections Assistant.

While at the Huntington, Jennifer
gained broad experience working in
UCR/CMP's Keystone-Mast
collection as a volunteer. Between

June and December of 19997, Jennifer
worked in the collection

approximately 120 hours while
assisting McJunkin Fellow, Don
Parker. Their task was to assemble

worldwide stereoviews which typify



the "Places. People and Events"
highlighting the turn of the
nineteenth-century. The.se views will
become a twenty-first century homage
to stereography. The Parker/Frais
project will be presented as an
exhibition in the tTiuseum's pennanent
exhibition space and as a production
run of View Master reels for sale in

the Mu.seum Store. Each View Master

package will include eye-catching
design work, a 500-800 word essay on
the history of Keystone, a short essay
on each of the 42 images and
biographical notes on the key
photographers of the early days of
stereography.

And yes, Charley Van Felt is
behind the View Master .set. I look

forward to it and the NEH

"Stereographs of the Americas"
project.

Honey, I Shrunk the Audience
Has everyone made their way to

the Happiest Place on Earth to see the
newest 3D attraction to hit Southern

California? It is a blast, if you can get
past the $6 parking and the almost $40
entrance fee! We visited Disney
World several years ago and missed
the opening of Honey, 1 Shrunk the
Audience by only a month. But, we
also missed the perennial presentation
of Working for Peanuts and Melody,
the two 3D cartoons Disney had
released in the 1950s. The Magic
Kingdom had closed this down to
open a Lion King film presentation,
that was drawing a very big crowd.

Needless to say, 1 have been

Tvfi
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waiting (patiently) for Honey, 1
Shrunk the Audience to come to

California. It is a blast, watching the
unsuspecting people around you as
the many surprises leap from the
screen and attack the audience!

The Director's Director

A Day with Andre de Toth (my
favorite director). For $135. you can
learn from the master director, Andre
de Toth. A new course at UCLA this

summer, is a one day program that
features Andre de Toth, filmmaker for

70 years whose directing credits
include House of Wax in 3d;
uncredited second-unit director on

Superman and Lawrence of Arabia.
Moderated by Robert Koster.
production manager and associate
producer on more than 40 films.

Following the screening of two of
his best films, one in the morning and
one in the afternoon, de Toth will
discuss his life and career, his camera
angles and dolly shots, his casting
problems and financing challenges.
" In the end, the picture business is
quick, unexpected and very painful,"
de Toth says. Copies of his memoirs.
Fragments: Portraits from the inside
and de Toth on deToth, an extended
interview by British film commentator
Anthony Slide will be available for
autograph and purchase at the event.
(310) 825-9917 or (818) 784-7006 or
check their website:

http://www.unex.ucla.edu

Andre de Toth, photographed by
Lawrence Kaufman.

Kleiser Walczak Construction

Co.

Jeff Kleiser, one of the world's
leading digital special effects
designers spoke briefly at the Virtual
Humans 3, the three day
cross-fertilization event that places
animators and movie makers along

9

side each other. Klei.scr originated and
trademarkcd the term "synthesplan"
in the late 1980s,and has a long list of
well-known credits in the virtual
actors field. He was scheduled to

pre.sent some of the digital human
animation work his company is
currently producing for a 70mm
stereoscopic all CG theme park
attraction for Universal called The

Adventures of Spiderman, and for the
opera designed by Robeit Wilson and
composed by Philip Glass, Monsters
of Grace. Klei.ser is the younger
brother of film director Randal

Kleiser. who is responsible for Honey,
1 Shrunk the Audience.

More IMAX discussion

Even though IMAX has in the past
only released its films on Laser Disc
and it seemed that they were not
going to join the DVD bandwagon,
several IMAX titles are now available

on video tape. The films that are now
available on video are the ones that

Sony Pictures has produced. The trio
of films became available on June

30th. The titles are Across the Sea of

Time, Wings of Courage and Thrill
Ride: The Science of Fun. All are G

rated and available from Columbia

Tristar for $19.95 each.

"Mark Twain's America" the

newest large-format 3D film from
Sony Pictures Classics opened on July
3rd at an IMAX 3D theater near you
(hopefully). The film interweaves the
life and times of Mark Twain with the

lives of current day enthusiasts who
revel in the inventions and way of life
of the 19th century. Spanning two
centuries it is said to present one of
the most dynamic on-screen
chronicles of the human experience.

For "Everest", filming the tallest
mountain in the world with

breathtaking IMAX photography
required a combination of technical
achievement, teamwork, and
commitment. It demanded the focus

and determination of each expedition
member, the mountaineering and
cinematography skills of expedition
leader, film director, and co-producer
David Breashears, and the
engineering skills of the MacGillivray
Freeman Films engineers. It was the
engineering team's challenge to
design an IMAX camera that could be
carried to the top of Mount Everest
and operate in the hostile environment



of the high Himalayas. So, they could
not possibly have filmed it in .^D.

Reducing the standard IMAX
camera from 92 to less than 40

pounds, while simultaneously making
it rugged enough to operate at its
tremendous speed in the extreme
environment of Mount Everest, you
have to appreciate this technological
achievement. Perhaps these are some
of the reasons for the great success of
this IMAX film.

You have to honor the humanity
and compassion that the IMAX
expedition members demonstrated in
the face of tragedy. David Breashears
and his team demonstrated all the

ideals of these qualities. Less than two
days from their goal, when tragedy
struck high on the mountain, they set
aside more than two years of planning
and considerable financial investment,

and put everything at risk to assist
their fellow climbers. It is unfortunate

that this film couldn't be shot in 3D. It

is perhaps the first IMAX film to
make it to the top ten Weekly Variety
grossing films. It is an awe inspiring
film.

June 9th, Imax Corporation
announced that it had acquired the
rights and patents which will allow it
to produce the "world's first
large-format laser film recorder. This
recorder will allow Imax to digitally
record high quality computer
generated or processed images onto
film at a higher quality standard, and
faster than has ever been available

before.

IMAX feels that their digital push,
and this most recent acquisition, will
be of great benefit to both filmmakers
and the film.-going public. This
initiative is a continuation of Imax's

commitment to developing digital
technologies, including a camera,
which will allow them to move films

from 35mm to IMAX theaters and

eventually to IMAX 3D theaters.
They feel this acquisition is a the

key next step in that process. The
patented film recorder technology was
acquired from Pthalo Systems Inc.,
formerly a Vancouver-based
technology firm. Terms of the
acquisition were not disclosed.

Las Vegas 3D Illusionists
L-Squared Entertainment, the

production company headed by
former media investment banker

SCSC's new "first lady" Cassia
poses in the new Disneyland
Tomorrowland.
Michael Lewis and film director Brett

Leonard, has taken a giant step toward
becoming a fully integrated turn-key
studio with the announcement that it

will finance and produce a new IMAX
3D Film Experience starring the most
successful live entertainers in the

world, Siegfried and Roy.

Financing for the large-format
film, which chronicles the life story of
the world renowned illusionists and

conservationists, is being provided by
Lexington Road Productions (Lou
Gonda), Foundry Film Partners (Jon
Fin and Robert Greenhut) and FILMS
(Jorge Gallegos and Adrian Scrope).
Scheduled to commence principal
photography in mid-June in Las
Vegas and Los Angeles, the film will
be directed by Leonard
("LawnmowerMan," "Virtuosity")
and produced by Lewis, Leonard and
Lexington's Gonda from a screenplay
by Leonard and Lyn Vans ("Next
Stop Wonderland"). Siegfried and
Roy's manager Bernie Yuman, and
Foundry's Fin and Greenhut will be
executive producers. Imax Corp. will
distribute the film to the worldwide

network of IMAX and IMAX 3D

theaters beginning July 1999.

Leonard and Lewis' first IMAX

film is "T-RFX: Back to the

Cretaceous," an upcoming IMAX 3D
live-action and visual-effects film

featuring realistic computer-generated
80-foot-high dinosaurs, which
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Leonard directed and Lewis

co-produced for Imax. It is slated for
October 1998 release.

3D IMAX Galapagos
Another new IMAX® 3D films

that Imax Corporation will distribute
is Galapagos: The Enchanted Voyage
will retrace the groundbreaking
footsteps of Charles Darwin with a
young scientist as she explores the
biological diversity and unique
geologic history of the Galapagos
archipelago. Using the magic of
IMAX® and IMAX® 3D technology,
this 40-minute film plunges 3,000 feet
into underground lava tubes, soars
over the peaks of 5,000 foot
volcanoes and brings audiences
face-to-face with an abundance of

marine life including marine iguanas
and the world's largest shark, the
Whale Shark. Produced by A1
Giddings and Dave Clark of
Mandalay Media Arts, Galapagos is
intended to serve as the signature film
for the new state-of-the-art IMAX 3D

theater currently under construction at
the Smithsonian Institution's National

Museum of Natural History on the
Mall in Washington, DC

More from Iwerks

Iwerks Entertainment Inc. has

solidified its position as a preeminent
provider of 2D and 3D film-based
simulation attractions. Among several
developments announced in recent
weeks is the announcement that Saban

Entertainment will extend its Power

Rangers/Iwerks Reactor sponsorship
tour. This comes directly on the heels
of the company's successful opening
of Dino Island II 3D, the upcoming
release of Iwerks' third 3D simulation

film. Journey Through the Center of
the Earth, and the scheduled grand
openings of Regal Cinemas' fourth
Iwerks TurboRide theater and Dave

and Buster's fourth Iwerks TurboRide

theater.

Iwerks has received very positive
feedback on their recent film releases

and will continue to create additional

quality film titles for their ride
simulation film library. Dino Island II
3D Premiere was met with triumphant
results at its recent openings at The
New Marine World Theme Park in

Vallejo, Calif, on May I and at the La
Ronde amusement park in Montreal,
Quebec on May 23. Delighted family



mcmhors of all ages sc|ueaied with
oxcilcnieiil during the I'iim and
laughed and applauded afterward.
"Two thumbs up!," " A+ all the
way," and "It's the coolest, the
dinosaurs are right in your face!,"
were only a few of the dozens of
testimonials heard from pleased theme
park patrons.

Iwerks' Dino Island II 3D is a

terrific high-quality experience that is
unlikely to be equaled by any other
ride experience across the nation.
They have received rave reviews and,
since its opening, the ride has been
packed with pleased audiences sliow
after show. More than 8.000 thrilled

fans per day have taken their turn with
Dino Island II 3D since the ride's

opening at La Ronde alone and they
expect that number to increase as they

Editorial

move into the summer months.

Patrons have claimed this ride to be

the thrill of the park as the life-like
dinosaurs pop off the screen at every
turn.

The success of this film gives
them great momentum leading to the
release of Journey Through the Center
of the Earth, their new 3D ride
simulation film that will be released

this fall

Iwerks' new 3D ride simulation

film. Journey Through the Center of
the Earth, takes audiences through a
maze of dimly lit caverns and steel
shafts leading them directly into the
very core of the planet Earth.
Audiences find themselves half a

world away as they experience the
-fiiirrfromiJieirJiydiaulic moving
seats. The film will be distributed

Future of 3D Movies Looks Secure

by Marvin Jones

through Iwerks' worldwide network
of simulation theaters starting in
October. The film was co-produced
with nWave Pictures whose previous
film titles include Superstition and
they worked in collaboration with
Iwerks to create the popular film
Secrets of the Lost Temple.

Dave and Buster's to Open its
Fourth Iwerks Simulation

Theater

Continuing its partnership with
Iwerks, Dave and Buster's will open a
new Iwerks TurboRide theater at the

Irvine Spectrum in Irvine, Calif., this
summer. The 18-seat theater is

scheduled to open July 16 and will be
Dave and Buster's fourth Iwerks

TurboRide installation, with two

theater developments in progress.

Well, the Second Ever 3D MovieAfideo Competition is
in the record books. I'll leave it up to Lawrence

Kaufman to crow over the success of the event which he has

almost single-handedly shepherded onto the 3D horizon.
But I think it is also worth taking a look at what the
competition has unearthed in the way of both professional
and amateur 3D movie production. (Before we go any
further, let me admit that I use the terms " video" and
" movie" pretty loosely and interchangeably in these kinds
of discussions.)

The twelve entries in this year's competition ranged
from an artsy study of a street mime near the Louvre to a
beefcake nudie-cutie loop, and from a slick commercial
extolling the virtues of shipping by truck to a technically-
challenged student spoof. At least half the entries were
professional productions meant for commercial distribution,
and most of the rest were at that level of expertise.

^Thc^message of the competition was clearly that 3D
movie and video production are alive and well, even if they
are a little hard to track down and view. Combined with the

knowledge that at least a couple of commercial theatrical
features {Runfor Cover and Creeps) have been filmed in
3D recently, and that IMAX is clearly committed to 3D
production, it gives hope for the future of mainstream 3D
entertainment.

One new player in the 3D movie game these days is the
computer. Almost half of the entries in this year's
competition were generated by computer, and digitizing
probably played a significant role in the editing of most of
the others.

The 3D Company's Nu-'View attachment for home
camcorders is also lining up to play a role in future 3D

video production. Only the one student film used the
attachment this year, but the company's goal to make
affordable alternate-field 3D video production available to
the pro-am market seems likely to expand 3D
experimentation on the consumer end of the production
scale. Who knows what we're likely to see in next year's
competition?

II

ONE DEGREE OF SEPARATION—The best and the

brightest of the (JSC Cinema Department in 1965. In the
circle on the left, Marvin Jones, who went on to become
editor of the 3D News. Rightmost in the center circle is
Randal Kleiser, who was to direct the 3D Honey I Shrunk
the Audience. Circled with Kleiser is George Lucas, who
is also rumored to have gone into film production
although he has no 3D credits, so he hardly matters..
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Marjorie Webster never said "Goodbye," because it
was too final. Instead, she said "Aloha," which means
"love" and "until we meet again." Majorie passed away
last Sunday, June 21st.

It is with great sadness that SCSC says its last
"Aloha, Marjorie!"

Lawrence Kaufman
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/singie
or $40/duai (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to ail
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

August 20

August 29

In place of our usual meeting, there will be rides and
3D entertainment available at Iwerks Entertainment,
4540 West Vaierio Street, in Burbank. See

Lawrence's column for all the details.

The quarterly Movie Division meeting will be held
one week early so as to not interfere with the Labor
Day ceiebrations. We'il meet and greet at 7:00 pm
at the Longley Way School Auditorium, 2601
Longiey Way, Arcadia.

September 17 The first competiton of the new Club year. 7:30pm
at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

October 15 SCSC's annual 3D austion. Clear out those closets

and get rid of all your unused 3D equipment... so
you can have room for the new stuff you'll buy!

Program Director Mitch Walker is soliciting ideas for upcoming programs. Give
him a call at (310) 459-1030 if you have any suggestions or requests.

Uiew-Master Competition

The Third Annual View-Master International Stereo Sequence
Exhibition Was a Success

by Mitchell Walker

A s most people who livein Southern California knows
.^\by now, Los Angeles is acompany town and the city is
an entire back lot that's at the whim of the film Industry.
Thursday June 19th was no different. We lost the use of our
regular meeting hall, and we were placed in a smaller room,
but it did not ruin our judging and enjoyment of the third
annual View-Master Sequence Exhibition. Our Judges
David Kuntz, Greg Hooper, and David Starkman, had a
very hard job choosing from among the twenty-eight reels
that were sent from all over, that took the members who
attended the meeting from a tour of the Temples and
Autumn Colors of Japan, Another visit to the Cold and
Beautiful landscape of Antarctica, all the way to the fun
adventures of G.I. Joe and his attempt to return to Space.

Chris Olson helped out reading the captions while Mitch
Walker manned the projector. Chris Perry was kind enough
to lend us his supercharged Stereomatic Projector. His
projector blew the images up to a larger image that filled up
the screen with a brighter image and better contrast that
impressed every one attending the meeting that night.
Accepted Reels
"The Wild Mustangs"

"The Means"

Honorable Mention
"T'ours Unlimited"

Cassandra Kaufman

Corona, California
Tony Alderson

North Hollywood, California

Frank Veenis

Aruba, Dutch Antilles

"Bermuda Shores" Jeremiah M. Paries
Southampton, Bermuda

Stereo Club of Southern California Award
"Sea World"

Best Scenic
" Autumn Colors in Kyoto"

Best Theme
"One Happy Carnival"

"(SF)ARCHFS"

"Another Visit to Antarctica"

Silver
"Sensouji Temple, Asakusa"

"The Big Island"

PSA Gold Medal
"G.I. Joe-Mercury Astronaut"

Christopher Olson
Woodland Hills, California

Takanori Chiba

Tokyo, Japan

Frank Veenis

Aruba, Dutch Antilles
Best Photo Travel
"Bergen, Norway on Constitution Day" H. Lee Pratt

Huntville, Alabama

Bronze
"The Flow of the Headwaters" Takanori Chiba

Tokyo, Japan
Frank Veenis

Aruba, Dutch Antilles
Mitchell Walker

Pacific Palisades, California

Takanori Chiba

Tokyo, Japan
Mitchell Walker

Pacific Palisades, California

Christopher Olson
Woodland Hills, California

Visit our website at http://hoiiie.earthliiik.iiet/~cainpfire



Competition News

As Competition Year Ends, SCSC Goes Off-Broadway
by Mike McKinney

Our competition slides did not
make it to Broadway but they

did get to the Big Apple. The New
York Stereoscopic Society (NYSS)
judged our competition this year
staging the event in the American
Museum of Natural History next to
Central Park. The New York Club

holds meetings at this venue every
quarter and our slides were the draw
for this quarter's get together. Greg
Dinkins of the NYSS performed a
masterful job of putting together their
first competition. The judges for the
competition were Sheldon Aronowitz,
Dave Hutchinson, and Lynn Butler.

I reviewed the slides prior to
sending them to New York and I was
impressed with the high level of
talented photographers we have in our
club. I was very proud to send this
years culmination off for judging and
I envisioned the New York crowds

oh's and ah's. To quote Greg Dinkin's
from his letter sent to me after the

competition, "As I expected, the work
of the SCSC inspired a great deal of
awe here in sleepy old New York. I
hope that everyone who entered the
competition will take satisfaction in
knowing that the work we saw
represented the high standards that
SCSC is known for. I can't thank you
enough for asking us to do this. I was
happy to organize this event and very
happy that I did not have to be a judge
myself. I could never choose the best
from so many great works." I couldn't
say it better myself.

Of the top slides the work of
David Kuntz particularly stands out
for me. David did not win a special
category award for his computer
enhanced scenes but he did receive

four Honorable Mentions. The judges
singled out Scott Ressler's photograph
of the quintessential mid-west
housewife " Aunt Droid" to receive an

Honorable Mention. Scott also

received the honor of being named
SCSC's Rookie of the Year. The good
news is Scott received this well

deserved recognition. The bad news is
the A Group now has to compete
against him. The coveted Slide of the

Year award went to, for the second
year in a row, Kathy Day. Will Kathy
pull off a three-peat in 1999? If she
does pull if off again it won't be for a
lack of creative hard work. Her

winning slide this year, "Camp at
Mildred Lake", was a site she scouted
out on a previous trip and went back
specifically to take this shot. The
twilight scene is spectacular with
snow covered mountains hugging in
on a glowing tent that is staked down
with cross-country skis and poles.
Kathy also came very close (within
four points) of knocking me of my
number one spot in the A Group
Standard cumulative award for the

year. Too close for comfort!
We had a number of people this

year who participated in all of the
competitions this year. Abe Perlstein
and Earl Colgan had an amazing
100% participation in both categories!
And nods for 100% participation in
one category go to David Kuntz, Mike
McKinney, Chris Olson, Chuck
Bemhardt, Kathy Day, Scott Ressler,
Lawrence Kaufman, Bruno Lizzi and
Dorothy Bemhardt.

I look forward to serving another
year as your Competition Director.
The bar has officially been raised by
the great works of this years
competitors so get out there and do
your creative best. Push yourselves,
not just your film. And for the
members who have diminished their

presence in our competitions I speak
on behalf of the Club when I say we
would love to see your wonderful
photographic work once again.

• Be there!

Mike

A Group Standard
Mar May Total

Mike McKinney (Gold) 262 62 324

Kathy Day (Silver) 189 131 32C

Earl Colgan (Bronze) 241 67 308

Abe Perlstein 242 57 299

Chris Olson 236 61 298

Chuck Bemhardt 231 59 290

Dorr Kimball 233 — 233

James Comstock 144 J 216

Mitchell Walker 48 102 189

Greg Hooper 171 — 171

Charles Scarborough 37 — 37

Non-Conventional

David Kuntz (Gold)

Earl Colgan (Silver)
Abe Perlstein (Bronze)

Mitchell Walker

Dorr Kimball

Susan Pinsky

James Comstock

Greg Hooper

David Starkman

Dan Gilvezan

Scott Ressler

Charles Scarborough

B-Group Standard
March

Scott Ressler (Gold) 250

Lawrence Kaufman (Sliver) 240

Dorothy Bemhardt (Bronze) 228

Bruno Lizzi 164

Todd Eifert 128

Pete Poruzzi 58

Michele Galassi 40

Mark Kernes 19

March May Total

213 134 347

257 65 322

253 68 321

188 66 255

234 — 234

192 — 192

128 J 192

177 — 177

130 — 130

79 — 79

57 — 57

40 — 40

May Total

66 316

60 300

62 290

119 283

— 128

— 58

— 40

— 19

1997-1998 Awards

Slide of the Year

Camp at Mildred Lake Kathy Day
All Creatures Great and Small

Pink Nose Earl Colgan

Imagineering

Illusions Susan Pinsky

Wonderful World of Color

Smoked Trout Mike McKinney

1997-1998 Honorable Mentions

Aunt Droid Scott Ressler

Hi-Lo Country #1 Scott Ressler

Hi-Lo Country #3 Scott Ressler
Golden Pond Davit Kuntz

Bonzai Surfers David Kuntz

Japanese Garden David Kuntz

Red Sea David Kuntz

Portland Lighthouse Susan Pinsky

Garbage Truck Mitch Walker

L.A. Skyline Mitch Walker

At Unga Island Chuck Bemhardt

Lichen and Brodesia Earl Colgan

Black Ants Earl Colgan

Steam Boat Mike McKinney



Wens and Watois
He SCSC Clji^auiss ffisf

by Lawrence Kaufman

Buffalo Bob Smith entertains an enthusiasticyoung fan in 1973,iittie knowing
that the fan would grow up to become President of the prestigeous Stereo
Club of Southern California!

Yes, we will have a walk-through
before and after the evening and we
are responsible for any damage.

REMEMBER, due to the contract
we signed with Iwerks, we only have
use of their facility for two hours.
Please attempt to be on time, so we
can get started promptly at 7:30 and
everyone will have a chance to visit
each attraction at least once before we

are asked to leave at 9:30!

A t ourAugust Meeting, 45 of us
.^\are going on athrill ride!
Unfortunately the list of members
filled up rather quickly. At the time of
this writing, there are still a couple of
openings. If you did not reserve (and
pay for) your admission to Iwerks
Entertainment, contact me quickly.
There still might be a chance for you
to attend. You must sign up in
advance and pay in advance (check
with me, depending on the date). The
cost is $ 10 each for members and

guests. If you wish to bring an extra
guest, contact me. If we are not full,
we can keep adding until that point.

REMEMBER, due to the contract
we signed with Iwerks, if you did not
pre-register, you will be turned away
at the door. At this writing, 1am still
waiting for a payment or two to
arrive. You must pre-pay or your
ticket can be sold to someone on the

waiting list!

REMEMBER, due to the contract
we signed with Iwerks, there will be
no eating, drinking or gum chewing.
This can be a very fun night for those
who attend, but we are guests at a
working entertainment facility and the
club is responsible for any damage.

Now the fun stuff, here is how the
evening is planned. The only 3D film
that they will be able to show is
"Dino Island II 3D". The other 3D

films that Iwerks is working on will
not be available to screen on August
20th (they will be available later in
the year). And they don't have a
second 3D theater to show last year's
film " Mad Racers in 3D", which we
previewed at the July Banquet.

We will begin with a compilation
film in their 2D 870 theater which

shows a number of large format films
in their library. After that we will go
into the Video 360 room to view the

Dino Island Pre-show. Then we will

go ride Dino Island (the theater has
room for 8 riders and several standing
or sitting room). They will then open

up the other Simulation theater and
run two 2D simulation films: Super
Speedway and Superstition, while
Dino Island is running in the 3D
theater.

Because of the deal on the rental,
we will only have two projectionists
on hand and they will be working the
simulation theaters when those are

running; therefore the V360 and 870
theater will not be showing anything
while the simulation theaters are

operating. Once everyone has had a
chance to ride both simulation rides,
we will see music videos and

montages in the V360 theater at the
conclusion of the simulation rides.

Should be a fun two hours. Iwerks

Entertainment, Inc. is located at 4540
W. Valerio Street in Burbank.

The Next Movie Division

Meeting

The Movie Division will meet on

Saturday, August 29, 1998 (a week
early, due to the Labor day holiday
week-end). The quarterly meeting of
the Movie Division of SCSC will

meet as usual at the Longley Way
School Auditorium, 2601 Longley
Way at Las Tunas in the city of
Arcadia. The festivities begin
promptly at 7:00pm. We will have our
usual short business meeting and our
show and tell of your new 3D gadgets
and toys (so bring them). We would
like to test out the new 3D camcorder

attachments that the members have

purchased and perhaps compare them
to the Toshiba 3D camcorder. Bring a
script or story idea and we can shoot a
quick video tape. If we have time we
have a few new 3D videos to check

out.

SCSC Board Meeting

On Tuesday, September 1st we
will have the first board meeting of
the new year. I hope all the board
members can make it. You should

have received your invitations. Bring
your ideas for developing our
roadmap to take SCSC into the next
millennium (plus some fun food)!



Upcoming Meetings
Thursday, September 17, 1998 is

the first official meeting of the
" Kaufman era" SCSC as our new

President and Board take over from

the Old Guard. 7;30pm at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church. September
will be our first club competition of
the new club year. You have been
warned, now is not too early to get
your prize winning slides ready or
even go out and re-shoot some new
fabulous slides to enter. Good Luck!

We will also have a second slide

program, tentatively .scheduled is the
slide program from former SCSC
president Brian Riggs.

October will be the Club Auction,
time to start cleaning out the garage,
attic, closet, etc. so you can get rid of
all that old 3D stuff and to make room

for all the bargains that you won't be
able to pass up!

Our Previous Meeting
Our Annual July Banquet was

held at Taix Restaurant on Sunset

Boulevard in Echo Park, on Thursday,
July 16, 1998. We said good-bye to
Greg Hooper, who had served his
second term as SCSC president. The
club awarded Greg with a very nice
plaque with a flying sea gull and a
wave. We also gave Greg his own
copy of the 3D-CD. By the way, I still
have a couple copies left of the
3D-CD, if anyone is interested in
picking up their own copy.

A nice turnout for a nice evening
orchestrated by Chuck and Dorothy
Bernhardt! They made some welcome
changes to the menu and I could not
belieye the amount of food that was.
shoveled in front of me for the same

low $20 price! The fun-filled,
cram-packed, 3D-full evening flew
by. In addition to the meal, there was
great 3D camaraderie, two fabulous
slide shows and a chance to pledge
our allegiance to SCSC. Slide of the
Year was announced, and Mitchell
Walker had a touching presentation
on the late/great Marjorie Webster.

The New Guys
The outgoing officers were

thanked and the new ones were

announced. Here is a quick rundown.
I am sure that our SCSC biographer,
Chris Olson plans to do an in-depth
presentation on each of these

individuals, so I will be brief:

President—Lawrence Kaufman. 1

am a grocer, I work 50 to 60 hours a
week in Orange County. I live in
Riverside County and am now
President of a stereo Photography
club in Los Angeles County. I am all
too familiar with the freeways of
Southern California. I have taken

photography and cinematography
courses (years ago). I still
occasionally take a night or week-end
class (often computer related, now). I
spend way too much time in front of
my computer, either viewing (or
sending) emails or working on an
article for the 3D News (but never
enough time to get to everything). I
spend much of my spare time with
Cassie (my wife) and our family (four
cats, one dog, one fish and one
20-year old Marine). I have always
been a movie fan. I became intrigued
with 3D movies at a young age. I have
seen most of the 3D movies that have

been made. I started collecting 3D
comics in the early 1970s.

I bought a beam splitter so I could
make my own 3D movies. I used it to
make a couple of rolls of slides, but I
was disappointed in the results. My
first stereo camera was a brand new

Nimslo. I used it a lot, but processing
was always a pain. I added a Personal
View-Master camera to my collection,
when I saw one for sale in a classified

ad in the 3D News several years ago.
When I finally joined SCSC (I had
known about the club, but never
found the time to make a meeting), it
was Just to see the pretty pictures.

I ran some slide film through my
Nimslo, last year when I was named
Vice President. Since as VP, I figured

Traditionally, Oliver Dean officiates over the swearing in of new officers in a
solumn ceremony at the July banquet.

I should at least enter our club

competitions. When my Nimslo died,
I purchased a Stereo Realist. Cassie
has also purchased a Stereo Realist. I
am really looking forward to the
coming club year.

Vice President—Mike McKinney.
Current competitions director and
former outings director. Mike, not
satisfied with sitting in the back of the
room during club competitions, has
taken on this expanded role, for which
I am very grateful. Mike grew up in
3D, we have seen his great uncle,
Alexis McKinney's work (but not the
slides of Mike growing up yet). His
stereo work is great, I hope some of
what he does will rub off on me.

Secretary—James Comstock. James
can continue in his long tradition of
writing the most entertaining minutes
of our Bored Meetings (or Board, if
you prefer). Jim's first stereo camera
was a Nishika and he (as I) found out
about SCSC at the Los Angeles
County Fair booth. His stereo work is
great, I hope some of what he does
will rub off on me.

Treasurer and Membership—David
Kuntz. Past president, David Kuntz
will take on the extra duty of
Membership Director (hopefully it
will actually make his job easier - if
such a thing is possible). David has
been a member since 1980 and with

his knowledge of SCSC history, I
think we can take a look at some of

the old SCSC traditions we have

forgotten about. His stereo work is
great, I hope some of what he does
will rub off on me.

Banquets/Social—Mitchell Walker.
Past president, Mitchell Walker, has

A)l



entertained us for several years as
program director. Sometimes doing
the lion's share of the work in that

capacity, now gets to try his hand at
planning our banquets and other
social activities. I can hardly wait! His
stereo work is great, I hope some of
what he does will rub off on me.

Competitions—Mike McKinney
and Kathy Day. (See VP for remarks
on Mike). With all of Mike's extra
duties as vice-president, Kathy has
volunteered to assist him with the club

competitions. Kathy has, in fact, been
helping Mike since he took over
competitions in 1996. She is finally
getting credit! See the May, 1998 3D
News for a profile on this busy
prize-winning photographer. Her
stereo work is great, I hope some of
what he does will rub off on me.

House Director—Bruno Lizzi.

Bruno is very active in a 2D camera
club, but he is volunteering some of
his time to assist us to become a better
club. For this I am very grateful. His
stereo work is great, I hope some of
what he does will rub off on me.

Librarian—Lawrence Kaufman. I
will continue to oversee the SCSC

library, for now. As our storage at the
church grows, the library will
hopefully have permanent storage
there. Soon, I will rundown all the
new additions to the library (looks
like that will be next month or the

next or...).

Hospitality—Due to health reasons
our new hospitality directors have had
to drop out. So, we are still
desperately seeking a unique,
outgoing individual to act in this very
important capacity for the club.
Applications now being accepted!

ProgramsAVorkshops—Christopher
Olson and Ray "3D" Zone. Hey
wait a second, who is going to do the
interview on Chris Olson? Chris will

have to talk to himself on that job,
Chris can you do it? Chris is also a
former SCSC president and he always
makes the meetings fun. I look
forward to his contributions to the

programs. Chris is also heading up the
41st Hollywood Exhibition, he will be
asking for a lot of help to accomplish
this very time consuming job. Chris,
let us know what you need us to do!

Everyone knows Ray Zone. Ray

also is a former SCSC president. He
almost single-handily has made my
passion for collecting all the 3D
comics and impossible task (even
though he has been very helpful in
adding to my collection). Ray is a
frequent and very welcome
contributor to the 3D News. I think he

can add a lot to our programs, he has
put together several himself and he
can be found often out there with one

his own at a library, spreading the
work of 3D! Both Chris and Ray's
stereo work is great, I hope some of
what he does will rub off on me.

Movie Division—John Hart. Dr.
Hart has for the last fifteen years been
one of the driving forces behind this
special interest group. The 3D
Movie/Video division meets quarterly
and their meetings are very enjoyable
and informative. The movie division

meetings are much more casual than
the regular club meetings and 1 would
hate to miss one.

3D News Editor—Marvin Jones.
Marvin was inspired by 3D movie
House of Wax and the 3D Mighty
Mouse comic book, both from 1953.
He bought a Stereo Realist in high
school (for $35). He has worked in
film and video. He entered a 3D video

in the 2nd Ever 3D Movie/Video

competition and won an honorable
mention. He does a great job each
month on the 3D News. With each

issue, it seems to get better (a difficult
task). So that it is not a totally
thankless job, I will take this
opportunity to say Marvin, Thank
You (and keep up the great job)!
Actually, thanks to all the SCSC
board members for the job you do, I
really appreciate it!

Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo is
billed as America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show. It always has tons of
stereo camera equipment and great
deals on film and other photo
supplies. On Sunday, August 16,
1998, September 20, 1998, October
18, 1998 and November 22, 1998 the
show will be held at 7530

Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get

there early to get the good deals. For
more information call: (949)
786-8183 or (949) 786-6644.

UMAX Reaches New Peaks

As reported in last months 3D
News, the surprising box-office
success of the Imax movie Everest has

re-ignited interest among Hollywood
studios in the Imax process, even as
exhibitors rush to include Imax

screens at new multiplexes, the New
York Post reported. The newspaper
noted that Everest has now grossed
$25.5 million, although it is showing
on only 61 screens, an astounding
average of $33,516 per screen. Part of
the reason is that Everest, like other
Imax films, runs only about 45
minutes. The newspaper quoted
analyst Kevin Skislock of investment
bankers L.H. Friend, Weinress,
Frankson and Presson as saying that
an Imax film generates 18 cents per
minute per seat versus 6 cents for a
regular feature. That's triple the
revenue and that is a key hook for
exhibitors.

The problem I see, is that Everest
is the highest peak, how do they top it?

The Stereo Community Loses
Another

Shortly after I had written about
the upcoming IMAX film about the
Galapagos Islands for the July 3D
News and it was going to press, we
received some very sad news. Noel
Archambault, stereographic
cinematographer for IMAX 3D was
killed in a plane accident in the
Galapagos Islands while filming
scenes for 'Galapagos—The
Enchanted Voyage', an IMAX 3D
film. The news story in Variety, from
July 2, 1998, contained the first
comprehensive announcement of this
tragic accident (it follows).

I never met Noel, but I did
exchange a few emails with him about
future IMAX 3D films. Originally, he
was tied up on T-Rex and would not
be able to work on Mark Twain.

Which would have been the first

IMAX 3D film he had not worked on

in some capacity. He was eventually
used to shoot some extra footage.

As a gentle and wonderfully
creative individual, he will be missed
by all of us who were touched by his
presence and creative intelligence.



Memorial Services were held in

Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, on July 8, 1998.

A scholarship fund has been set up
at Simon Fraser University (Burnaby,
Canada), where Noel studied film and
created a student stereoscopic-3D film
that led to his beginnings in IMAX 3D
stereography. In Noel Archambault's
memory, donations can be made to the
SFU .scholarship fund. The donors
receive a tax receipt and Noel's
family is notified of the donation (not
the amount) and who made it.

Donations should be sent to: Noel

Archambault Scholarship Fund,
Simon Fraser University,
Development Office, 8888 University
Drive, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6

The story from Variety:
Imax cameraman dies in crash, by

Eric J. Olson—July 2, 1998
HOLLYWOOD (Variety) - Tragedy
has struck fdming of "Galapagos:
The Enchanted Voyage, " an Imax 3D
movie being producedfor the
Smithsonian.

Noel Archambault, thefdm's
camera operator/stereographer, was
killed in an ultralight aircraft crash
along with the pilot, William Raisner
Jr., while shooting in the Galapagos
Islands, according to thefdm's
production company, Mandalay
Media Arts.

The two men went missing Eriday
whilefilming aerial shots over one of
the islands' volcanoes. After a six-day
search in the remote archipelago that
involved local townspeople, the film
crew, the scientific e.xpedition crew,
chartered aircraft and the Ecuadorian
airforce, their bodies were recovered
Wednesday on the island ofIsia
Isabella, the largest and least
inhabited of the Galapagos.

The men were found at an
elevation of3,000feet on Cerro Azul,
one of the two most active volcanoes
in the archipelago.

Archambault, an expert and
pioneer in the large-format 3D
process, has worked on every Imax
3Dfilm made to date.

The Canadian mo.st recently
served as stereographer/camera
operator on the upcoming Imax 3D
film "T-Rex: Back to the Cretaceous,"
and as additional photographer -
stereographer on Sony's new Imax
3-D release, "Mark Twain's

IMAX Stereo Cinematographer Noel Archambault (1961-1998)

America."

His DP and camera operator
credits additionally include "The
Imax Nutcracker", "Into the Deep "
and "Across the Sea of Time."

Raisner, 50, ofColorado Springs,
Colo., was a retired Air Force pilot
and a veteran ultralight pilot. This
was his third trip to the Galapagosfor
filming projects.

Mandalay is "assessing the impact
(of the accident) on production,"
according to Barry Clark,
co-chairman ofMandalay Media Arts
and executive producer on
"Galapagos."

Clark said they are trying to
determine "how quickly or if (at all)
to go forward (with production). "

Life is Short and Fragile
Buffalo Bob Smith passed away

on July 30th at the age of 80. The
Buff had created Howdy Doody, who
starred in .several View-Master reels

and even an anaglyph premium for
Luden's (which recently went for
$403.00 in a Leland's auction). Now
that I have tied all this into 3D, I must
say that I will miss my good buddy.

I am also a member of The

Doodyville Historical Society. I met
Buffalo Bob (and Clarabell) in 1973.1
wrote and talked to him on numerous

occasions over the years. I tried to
stay in contact with him and he
always replied to my letters.

Several years ago at a convention
on the East Coast, he recognized me,
called me by name and gave me a
giant hug! Besides really impressing
the people I was with, it made me feel
really great. He was always on in
public, trying to put a little sunshine
in people's lives. In private he was

just as caring.
At 80, he lived a full life. I

certainly will miss this wonderful
individual. The Howdy Doody
marionettes which surround me as I

type this, seem to not be smiling as
big at the moment.

I am not trying to bring anyone
down, but if I may relate one more
incident. Just last week, my brother
was going for his usual early morning
run around his neighborhood. Two
cars collided and spun out of control,
he ended up between one of the cars
and a pile of bricks (that once had
been a block wall). He lost his leg and
almost two weeks later, he still has
what looks like a brick wall imprint
on his side.

Perhaps it is because I am getting
older, but this doesn't seem to be a
very good year. I could start a very
long list of friends, acquaintances,
their relatives and celebrities who

have passed away or are suffering
from ill health. Which makes me

reiterate—Life is short and fragile.
Life is for living, so let's enjoy it.
Now back to our regularly scheduled
programing.

3D That Isn't

Recently on ebay, the internet's
premier auction site, there was a set of
3D sports cards. I emailed the seller
and asked about them. According to
him they were "3D" because: "They
have a Look and See back. They came
with a red film that you place over the
back of the card to see the hidden

picture similar to the 3D glasses you
would use for comic books".

On the shelves at my local
supermarket are Taco Bell 12 Taco
Shells with free Godzilla 3D Cards



inside. There are two cards available.
The one in the box I purchased did not
have any depth, but it did have
movement. It was the scene where

Godzilla's foot comes through the
museum. In this case the 3 dimensions

must be height, width and movement?

Denny's 3D Pix, Kinda
From Marvin Jones: For those not

accustomed to haute cuisine, I should
point out that Denny's restaurants are
currently handing out little booklets to
the kids with a few pictures of the
PBS canine star Wishbone. The

booklets come complete with 3D
(anaglyph) glasses. At first glance, I
could find no use for the 3D glasses
other than one of those games where
clues are printed in cyan and hidden
behind magenta crosshatching. But
then I examined a few pages in which
pictures had a little "Use Your 3D
Specs" logo and I detected a slight
color fringing on certain objects. Sure
enough, with the glasses you can see a
flat image of Wishbone with one or
two areas that float a minute fraction

of an inch in the background. It takes
a fair amount of wishful thinking to
see the depth, but it's there. I
wondered why they even bothered
using the 3D gimmick. But I think I
know. I can almost hear some

corporate suit looking at a real
anaglyph image and complaining that
you had to have glasses to see it; he
wanted images that would look
normal when viewed without the

glasses. I'd almost be willing to bet
that's why there is such a minimal
amount of depth in these pictures. It's
all the gimmick value of 3D without
any of that annoying 3D imagery!

National Geographic 3D Issue
I had heard that the August 1998

issue of the National Geographic was
going to have some anaglyph images.
Tony Alderson alerted the Photo 3D
email group, when his arrived. "Just
got the new August 1998 issue of the
National Geographic. It has an
anaglyph cover of the Sojourner rover
on Mars, and a fine article with
several anaglyphs. There is a great
foldout panorama of the Martian
landscape. Lots of fun. I thought only
two of the stereos were poorly
aligned, unfortunately including the
cover! (Should have been pushed a

little into the page, IMHO). But
everything is viewable.

There are also anaglyphs from the
exploration of the Titanic wreck.
Fuzzier, but still interesting. Be sure
to check out the double page anaglyph
ad for the Nissan Pathfinder, just
before the Mars article. It is a

conversion by our own Ray Zone, and
a fine job indeed.

If I can't find it for sale anywhere,
I will order one from their website:

http:// ngsstore.nationalgeographic.
com / store / mags / SINGLE_
ISSUES / NGM / bud / N199808.html

You can also get single issues by
calling the single copy desk at (800)
777-2800. The August issue is $5, but
the postage is another $4.95!

Andre de Toth In Person
In the July issue of the 3-D News,

there was mention of a one day class
by the director of "House of Wax"
(1953) on Saturday, July 25th:

A Day with Andre de Toth (my
favorite director). Eor $135, you can
learn from the master director, Andre
de Toth. A new course at UCLA this

summer, is a one day program that
features Andre de Toth, filmmaker for
70 years whose directing credits
include House of Wax in 3D;
uncredited second-unit director on

Superman and Lawrence of Arabia.
Moderated by Robert Koster,
production manager and associate
producer on more than 40 films.

Eollowing the screening of two of
his best films, one in the morning and
one in the afternoon, de Toth will
discuss his life and career, his camera
angles and dolly shots, his casting
problems and financing challenges.
" In the end, the picture business is
quick, unexpected and very painful,"
de Toth says. Copies of his memoirs.
Fragments: Portraits from the inside
and de Toth on de Toth, an extended
interview by British film commentator
Anthony Slide will be available for
autograph and purchase at the event.

If the class is a little pricey for
you, he will also be in person on
Friday, August I4th at the screening
of two of his films. The double bill of

Crimewave and Play Dirty begins at
9:30 PM, the discussion with Mr. de
Toth will be between the films at the

Raleigh Studios (across from
Paramount studios). Ticket info

(213)446-3456 or
http://americancinematheque.com

View-Master Stuff

Even though I am not a
View-Master collector, I have found it
very frustrating the last few years
trying to purchase anything
View-Master. Once upon a time Toys
R Us had a large
View-Master

section. I have

seen it almost

disappear. When
Mattel purchased
Tyco, they closed
down sections of

the View-Master

line as they moved
and integrated it
into their current

lines. The take

over is complete,
with most of the manufacturing now
being done in Mexico. View-Master
sales and marketing is now handled
by the Mattel subsidiary, Fisher-Price.

Most of the titles that you can find
are Children's titles. For some time

now View-Master has released new

titles as the subjects are featured in
major movies or television shows.
The good titles sell out quickly and
the dogs gather dust, these are the
ones that you can find easily. The
titles are discontinued and you can no
longer find them available. Except for
on source, that is right under our own
noses - Charley Van Pelt! Charley has
for some time published a catalog of
not only Scenic titles (many of which
he has shot), but also Children's titlesr-
He also has all the new titles in stock,

which include Barbie, Prom Date;
CAT, Heavy Construction; Elmo's
Happiest Day; Wishbone; Hot Wheels
Racing; Rugrats and Disney's Mulan.

When I talked with Charley at the
banquet, he was planning to load his
car up with goodies to sell at the NSA
convention. While he was there, he

was going to shoot and re-shoot some
shots for View- Master Eastern

United States Scenic titles, as they are
very popular. He can be contacted at:
Charley Van Pelt 1424 East Mountain
St. Glendale, CA 91207 (818)
243-5636.

See you at the meeting!

wmmw!7.
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There s gotta be
an easier way to

shoot hypers!

The stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Ev/ents

September 17

October 15

November 19

December 5

The first competiton of the new Club year. Also a
slide program by Jason Cardwell, entitled "My
Favorite Model." 7:30pm at Wllshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Crenshaw and Wllshire.

SCSC's annual 3D austlon. Clear out those closets

and get rid of all your unused 3D equipment... so
you can have room for the new stuff you'll buy!
7:30pm at Wllshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wllshire.

The Second Competition of the year, plus a slide
program by former SCSC President Brian RIggs.

Movie Division Meeting. We'll meet and greet at
7:00 pm at the Longley Way School Auditorium,
2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.

lUsHi and fpdim
ti]6 SCSC CImH|3JIS6

by Lawrence Kaufman
A Few Words From the President

With September comes the end of summer. Ihope
everyone had an enjoyable summer and was able to

get some great stereo shots on their vacations! Which leads
me to my next topic...

Upcoming Meetings

Thursday, September 17,1998 is the first official
meeting of the SCSC club year. 7:30pm at the Wllshire
United Methodist Church. September will be our first club
competition of the year. Bring your prize winning slides
with you and Good Luck! Reminder—Please get there early
and have your slides ready to enter. It has been taking way
too long to get going on competition nights, the competition
directors have a lot of work to do organizing all the slides
once they are submitted, so let's all help speed up the
process and have our slides ready before 7:30! We will also
have a second slide program, tentatively scheduled is the
slide program from former SCSC president Brian Riggs.
October will be the Club Auction. Time to start cleaning out
the garage, attic, closet, etc. so you can get rid of all that old
3D stuff and to make room for all the bargains that you
won't be able to pass up! 1hope to see some members again
this year that haven't been back since the last auction. Like
the voice of the GTE Yellow Pages, Dan Gilvezan. I had
also hoped that I'd see Erick Purkhiser, but it looks like he
will be in South America with his rock band. The Cramps.

Our Previous Meetings
On August 20th, Lawrence Kaufman, Cassandra

Kaufman, Dr. John E. Hart, Jack Keidatz, Richard Davis &
guest, Tony Alderson, Bill Boyd, Jane Boyd, Richard
Decou, Charley Van Pelt, Chuck Bernhardt, Dorothy
Bemhardt & guest, Derek Cowie & guest, Marvin Jones &
Steve Malis, Mitchell Walker, Dave Porfiri, Oliver Dean,
Len May, Bruno Lizzi & guest, John Williams, Alan
Williams, Jason Cardwell, Ross Plesset, James Comstock,
Mr & Mrs Willis Simms, Steve Berezin, Anna Berezin,

Lincoln Kamm, Scott Ressler, Mike Weissman, Franklin
Londin & guest, Dave Washburn, George Walker, Hank
Vandraanen, Charles Piper, John Rupkalvis and Gary
Stewards all went to Iwerks for a fun evening.

Ironically, one of our guests, Steve Hinds of HinesLab
could not make it to the meeting. Steve has been working on
a camera rig for Large Format films. Iwerks has a shooting
date of mid-October, which has required Steve to pour
every minute of time into his BiClops^'^ for the Imax format.

Our August meeting was a successful and enjoyable sell
out. I am sorry that we did not have room for everyone. The
evening went as planned, we began with a compilation film
in Iwerks 2D 870 theater which showed a number of large
format films in their library. After that we were ushered into
the Video 360 room to view some of the Dance Club Video

with special effects in the round. Next was Dino Island
Pre-show. Then they squeezed us all into the 3D simulator
ride theater. We all rode Dino Island II. The theater had

Visit our website at http://boiiie.eartblink.iiet/~campfire



room for eight riders and the rest of us
stood or sat around the room. After

one showing of Dino Island II in 3D,
they opened up the other Simulation
theater and ran two 2D simulation

films—Super Speedway and
Superstition—while Dino Island was
still running in the 3D theater.

Because of the deal on the rental,
we only had two projectionists on
hand and they were working the
simulation theaters. After everyone
had ridden Dino, they re-opened the
V360 theater and showed more music

videos and montages. There wasn't
too much interest in the music videos,
so Jason Cardwell asked about the 15

minute Dinosaur adventure they had
shown at our last visit. They were able
to find all nine video tapes and ran the
movie, which was almost a great
ending for the evening.

The evening actually ended at a
local coffee shop, where a large group
of us met, eat and viewed a bunch of
Lincoln Kamm's—I mean Jet

7's—stereo slides. We closed the

restaurant down and went our separate
ways, except for the group that was
still in the parking lot as we pulled
out. They might still be there!

The Movie Division met on

Saturday, August 29, 1998 (a week
early, due to the Labor Day holiday
weekend). The quarterly meeting of
the Movie Division of SCSC met as

usual at the Longley Way School,
2601 Longley Way at Las Tunas in
the city of Arcadia. The festivities
began promptly at 7:00pm. We held
our usual short business meeting and
our show and tell of your new 3D
gadgets and toys, which was followed
by some unique 3D videos several
members had brought to show off.

In December, the Movie Division
plans to test out the new 3D
camcorder attachments that the

members have purchased and perhaps
compare them to the Toshiba 3D
camcorder. Mike Weissman with the

3-D Video company will be coming
down to assist. Hopefully, someone
will bring a script or story idea and we
can shoot a quick video tape.

SCSC Board Meeting
On Tuesday, September 1st we

held the first board meeting of the
new year. More on that in future
issues of the 3D News. Remember, if
you have some ideas for the Club,

pass them on to one of the SCSC
board members. We all want to work

together to make this the best stereo
photography club it can possibly be!

Camera Shows
The Buena Park Camera Expo is

billed as America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show. It always has tons of
stereo camera equipment and great
deals on film and other photo
supplies. On Sunday, September 20,
1998, October 18, 1998, November
22, 1998 and December 13, 1998 the
show will be held at 7530

Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get
there early to get the good deals. For
more information call: (949)786-8183
or (949)786-6644.

The NSA Convention

The National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) held their 24th
annual convention in Richmond,
Virginia from August 6 until August
10, 1998. NSA, with nearly 3,000
members worldwide, is an
incorporated, non-profit, tax-exempt
organization founded in 1974.

We had originally planned an
extended vacation for the week

around the convention. But, as plans
often do, these plans quickly fell apart
and I found myself traveling alone to
Richmond. Again this year there was
more than one 3D mortal could take

in. Even though the convention is well
planned, with workshops, slide shows
and a trade fair to attend, who can see
it all?

My adventure began at the Ontario
airport on Wednesday, August 5th at
11:00 p.m. With the time change and
change of planes at DEW airport, I

arrived at the Richmond airport just
before 11:00 a.m. Thursday, August
6th. Somehow, with only a few short
catnaps on the airplanes and the fact
that I was determined not to change
the time on my watch from California
time, I began to lose track of time. I
grabbed a quick meal at the airport,
not the cheapest (or flavorful) place to
dine. But after noon on Thursday, I
could rent a car at the week-end rate.

The Richmond Marriott did have a

discounted rate for the airport shuttle.
Since the convention was only about
60 miles from Busch Gardens, where
Pirates (see the October, 1997 3D
News) had opened this summer. I
wouldn't have been able to forgive
myself, if I had missed the chance at a
side trip to see this 4D film (but when
to squeeze it in?).

With my Avis-Richmond map in
hand, I arrived at the Richmond
Marriott. The room hopping was
already underway and I spent several
hours invading other attendees rooms,
checking out all kinds of neat stereo
items. When I checked into the

convention desk, I received a whole
packet of interesting tourist attractions
in the area. They also had a
manned—actually, womanned (or
should I say personned)—table with
fliers and maps to great attractions in
the area. They had the Busch Gardens
pamphlet and fliers for The Virginia
Marine Science Museum, which was
playing three IMAX 3D films, two of
which I had not yet seen. It was only a
short 100 mile drive (one way) to
Virginia Beach for this attraction. The
Thursday meetings started at 2:30 PM
in a small salon room. Les Gehman

hosted the APEC (Amateur
Photographic Exchange Club) social
open to everyone. Showing slides and
stereo cards.

SCSC President Lawrence Kaufman represents the Club at this year's NSA
Convention in Richmond, Virginia. In this stereo photo by Gabriel Jacob, the
Prez hobnobs with guests at the Convention banquet.



At 3:30 PM the small group was
kicked out as the View-Master

meeting took over the room. The
room was busting at the seams as it
was overflowing to capacity. This
seemed to impress the guests from the
Fisher Price division on the Mattel

Toy company. The meeting was (as it
is every year) hosted by Mary Ann
and Wolfgang Sell. The Sells are the
editors of " Information on the Reel

World", the View-Master column in
Stereo World. They have been active
VM collectors / historians for over 15

years. They have authored one book
on the history of View-Master and are
working on a second.

Our own Charley Van Pelt was
there and spoke on the activity in the
scenic division of View-Master. The

guest speaker was Rich Dubnow. Mr.
Dubnow began his career at VM in
1978 after several years as a
free-lance photographer in California.
He had a widespread career with VM,
which took him all over the world. He

had many interesting stories to tell
about his many years of
photographing Hollywood
personalities, animals in the wild and
working with the Muppets. That is his
daughter (who just got married) sitting
on Big Bird's knee. This year he took
on a new challenge, that of an
independent 3D photographer. Rich,
Good Luck!

At 4:30 PM the Internet meeting
was ready to take over the room, but
there was no way they were going to
pry all of the VM folks out of that
room. So the next meeting was moved
down the hall. The Internet meeting
was run by Dan Shelley.
Unfortunately, only a week before the
convention, Dan's house was flooded
by a water main and a sewer line
break in front of his house (YUKI).
Dan was there and his spirits were up.
He had reprinted some quick notes on
how to sign up for the Photo 3D email
list and had made arrangements to
project his laptop computer and his
3D CD. I was trapped in the
View-Master room and by the time I
arrived at the Internet meeting, half
the room had introduced themselves.

Luckily several individuals
approached me after the meeting, so
we could meet face-to-face. If you
have email and an extra hour a day,
you should really be signed up to this

active and interesting group (if you
have any questions, send me an
email). We had a pleasant visit, until
7:00 PM arrived and it was time for

the NSA Board meeting.
I had met Alex Klein, who had

spent the past month discovering the
United States and was going to head
back to Germany after the NSA
convention. Alex's room was just
down the hall from mine and neither

of us had eaten dinner. After a short

visit in his room with anyone who
happened to walk by, we decided to
try to find some place that was open
and serving dinner. The valet
suggested the 3rd Street Diner, which
was within walking distance (a little
further that he told us-but, we're
young and healthy). The 3rd Street
Diner was a nice greasy spoon. The
building appeared to be very old, but
relatively clean. Alex must have really
liked it, because Friday night he lead a
large delegation to enjoy their fine
cuisine and many toasts (rumor has it
that Alex was not taking part in the
toasts-but the pitchers of beer were
flowing heavy).

Friday, I was up early, so I
wouldn't miss the opening
ceremonies. After an all-I-could eat

(plus a little extra) breakfast at the
hotel coffee shop, I waited for the
Stereo Theatre to open up. During the
welcoming remarks we were treated
to our first group of costumed Civil
War-era characters. These

re-en'actors' provided lots of photo
opportunities throughout the entire
convention.

I sat next to Dave Combs from

Winston-Salem. Dave is a music

composer, producer and publisher. He
had just finished producing a 40
minute Pulfrich video "A Walk

Through the Roses of Reynolda
Gardens in 3-D", which he was
screening in his room later that day
(by invitation only) I talked to several
folks who had seen it and they were
giving it thumbs up! On my other side
was Carl Koerber and his wife from

the Chicago area. Carl is one of
several 3D News subscribers from

Illinois.

The convention was full of a really
great group of individuals, who could
really talk your ear off about 3D and
stereo photography ... who needed
shows, workshops and a trade fair? In

addition to SCSC members Steve

Berezin, who was near Virginia on
business and Abe Fagenson who, with
his wife, had traveled to Virginia to
visit family, there were countless
other 3D News subscribers, who I
kept running into.

The first show was our

View-Master Sequence Exhibition. I
was looking forward to seeing the
final showing, since Cassie's reel had
been accepted and since at the Club
meeting, we hadn't had time to see the
winners in a showing. Someone had
the great (not) idea to put the VM
projector further back to get a larger
picture. Whoever thought this up
should be shot. The images were very
dark. The room had a projection stand
set up for the second show and this
was not necessary. After the showing,
the room voted, with the consensus
deciding to move the projector closer
(next year), it should never had been
moved back in n the first place! The
projectionist had never operated a VM
projector and the room generously
gave him lots of tips after the show
was over, plus there was a little
problem with getting the music and
narration matched to the reels. But all

this said, the show was really great.
The first of many really fabulous
shows of the convention. Oliver, great
job on the soundtrack for the VM
competition!

The second show was one not to

be missed. Bob and Lorraine Brackett

put together" 3-D Museum". Classic
paintings seamlessly faded from 2D to
3D. Slides were copied from the
Japanese book of the same title. Bob
and Lorraine had a great recorded
narration as the centuries old 2D veil

is peeled away by the modem
computer.

The third show was a new

program by Lois and Manley Koehler.
They had little plastic film rolls
waiting on the chairs with their
programs waiting as we had entered
the room. The new show was

"Hawaii: A Visit to Four Islands".

The Koehler's April 1998 Hawaii trip
included the Big Island, Maui, Hawaii
and Oahu photographed and projected
with widescreen anamorphic lenses. I
would have liked to have seen their

older programs again. They were
shown, but I just couldn't work them
in. These included: "3-D



Extravaganza", " Minnesota Images",
"On the Road Again" and
"Fascinating Frames".

I enjoyed the rest of the morning's
programs, which included
"Technobot: Digitalia and More",
"Contemporary and Fine Art Nudes"
both by Boris Starosta, "Welcome to
NSA '99—Green Bay, WI" by Harry
Richards, "Old Time Richmond" by
Larry Moor and Michael Griffith,
"The Letter Home" by Robert and
Ronald Leonard and finally a program
I had been really looking forward to
seeing, " A to Z in 3-D" by the late
Warren Callahan.

The workshops started just after
noon, so I moved to the downstairs

meeting room, workshop area. Over
the next couple of days, I was able to
see the Brackett Fader, which is half
of a Brackett Dissolver, if you buy
two you can link them together and
have a modern stereo projector
dissolver. Jon Golden and (Dr.) Dave
Kesner had a well put-together slide
mounting workshop. Bill Davis had
an interesting (and funny) Stereo on a
Shoestring workshop. The things he
can do with a View-Master viewer are

amazing. Unfortunately I missed
Bill's Restitching a Camera Case
workshop. David Lee had an
interesting workshop on Stereo Card
Mounting, but I missed his Stereo for
Beginners and his Advanced
Techniques in Stereo Photography
workshops. I also missed the Hand
Tinting Stereoviews by Brandt
Rowles. I also missed Beginning
Stereo by Jim Roy, Shab Levy's Show
and Tell and the final Light Show
workshop by John Baird.

I did try my hand at Stereo
Portraits with Jay Hollomon and
Norman Petterson and enjoyed
Publishing Stereos, which was put on
by Stuart Stiles. Stuart just
self-published " Stereoscopic Saratoga
Springs" which is available for
$20.00, plus $3.00 shipping from
Stiles Studio, 81 Spruce Road,
Middleton, NY 10940. Stuart also had

invited John Waldsmith and Bob

Zeller to relate their experiences to the
roomful of attendees.

The first showing of Dial 'M' for
Murder was at 3:00 p.m. Friday for
NSA attendees only. I decided, if I
was going to leave the convention to
go to Busch Gardens, Friday would be

Lawrence and fellow stereographer
Convention In Richmond, Virginia.

the best day. I wasn't sure if I wanted
to see Dial M again and the Trade Fair
didn't open until Saturday. I would
miss some slide shows, but hopefully
they would repeat the good ones.

I missed plenty of shows, some of
the ones I mis.sed were: Light
Painting: Color Girl, Electric Lady,
Color Nudes by John Baird; Caving in
the Third Dimension and Wonders in

Stereo in Seven Sequences by Albert
L. Seig; The City Quakes by Robert
Bloomberg; The Sagrade Family,
Works of Antonio Gaudi by Phyllis
Maslin; Macro Stereo With a Single
SLR by Andrea Blair; Searching the
Meaning of Deep Ecology by Melody
Steele; Hummel Kids by Dr. Dieter
Lorenz; Urbi Et Orbi, Rome and the
Rest of the Universe by Dale Walsh;
Canyons and Valleys by John Roll;
The Third Dimension by Ron Labbe
and 100th-Year Anniversary of the
Stereoscopic Society of America by
Jay Hollomon. A record 31 shows by
29 presenters. Also a record number
of first time presenters.

I would have liked to have seen

the 3D video of the Titanic shown on

2 video projectors, but somehow I got
the days mixed up and missed the
showing. I heard they did have some
problems with the projectors.
Between the NSA Richmond '98

Convention Program with ads, the
NSA Richmond '98 Read-in-the-Dark

Stereo Theatre Program and the
Schedule for Stereo Theatre I gave up
trying to figure out which one I
should check for a schedule and

looked for the schedule posted on
easels in the hallways.

Gabriel Jacob at the annual NSA

I decided to take the 100-plus mile
trip to the east coast and specifically
Virginia Beach. The Family Channel
IMAX 3D Theater at the newly
expanded Virginia Marine Science
Museum was playing three IMAX 3D
films. Playing were Into The Deep
(1995-35 Minutes), Imagine (1993-22
Minutes) and Echoes Of The Sun
(1990-20 Minutes). Imagine and
Echoes were being played up as a
double bill, of course, they are only
half as long as most IMAX films! I
arrived just in time to see the last
double bill. These aren't the best

examples of 3D IMAX films, but they
were two that I had not yet seen.

Since I had hit some traffic and

road construction on my trip out, I had
to rush back. I had stopped for a quick
bite at Burger King and found a
discount coupon for twilight
admission to Busch Gardens and also

an ad for "Retro Rockin' 3-D Laser

Light Show" only playing during the
month of August at Busch Gardens.

I was looking forward to seeing
Pirates in 3D at Busch Gardens. I

arrived rather late to see much of the

very large amusement park. After the
9:00 show, I rushed over to see the 3D
laser show. To my surprise (hardly), it
was not 3D at all. We were given a
pair of cardboard prism glasses. We
saw at least nine duplicate images of
the laser light paintings, if anything it
was 9-D!

I decided to see Pirates a second

time. It was very enjoyable, at least as
good as Honey, I Shrunk the
Audience. I was disappointed that
Busch Gardens hadn't attempted to



re-do the Globe Theatre as much as
Sea World had done in Ohio. In Ohio,
I believe the theater was built for the
attraction and had a real pirates
theme. In Virginia, they just took over
an existing theater.

The next night at the banquet, the
person sitting next to me mentioned
how much fun seeing Honey I Shrunk
the Audience was. But she didn't
think it was necessary to have to dog
sneeze on the audience. I was able to

tell her about Pirates, where the
audience is treated to bird droppings!

I was back in the car, fighting the
crowds to leave the park and find the
freeway. I had considered taking in
the midnight showing of Dial 'M' for
Murder. I found the theater and saw

the crowd wrapping around the
theater and down the side street. I

suddenly realized how tired I was and
headed back to the hotel for a short
night's sleep.

Saturday, I was up early and was
happy that I hadn't paid extra for an
early entrance into the Trade Fair.
When the Trade Fair opened, it was
very busy. I had heard they had 160
tables available for dealers and they
were loaded. I had to stop and take a
trip back to my room to unload some
of the stuff that I had picked up. Stuff
I didn't think I could live without or
deals I just couldn't pass up. There
was everything you could imagine.
There was a Stereo Macro Realist

selling for only $4,500.1 was told it
sold for $4,200, then all of a sudden
out of nowhere there was one for sale
for only $6,000!

I spent a long time at the trade fair.
Other than a couple of workshops and
a very quick lunch, Saturday is pretty
much a blur.

Prior to the banquet, we were
treated to a to a presentation from
Michelle Delaney. Michelle is with
the Smithsonian and her workshop
was entitled "The Smithsonian 3-D

Equipment and View Collections".
We were shown 2D slides of

equipment and pieces of the
Smithsonian collection. The audience
got a real kick when some stereo
views were shown pseudo and they
could be viewed cross-eyed. Michelle
answered questions and then it was
time for the crowd to move

downstairs for the banquet.
I had forgotten my dinner ticket.

when I returned from my room the
Capitol Ballroom was filled to almost
capacity. I luckily found the Photo
3-D dinner table and joined a group of
my new friends. Bob Zeller was the
Keynote speaker and gave a very
interesting speech about getting The
Civil War in Depth published. After
the Banquet Bob re-ran his slide show
The Civil War in Depth.

The awards were given out, I am
sure that Stereo World will cover

these with there usual thoroughness. I
had missed both of the slide show

winners, but since they won, they
were rescheduled for Sunday. Robert
Bloomberg received the award for
best program from a repeat exhibitor
for his show Tuscany. With his
original music, it was a work of art! A
new award this year went to The best
first-time presenter awarded to
Dwight Cummins for a fantastic and
entertaining show The Kitchen Sink.
The slide show played like a film.
When asked how many rolls of film
he shot for the show he answered 130

(Bob had used 29 for his Tuscany
show). When asked if it was 24 or 36
exposure, he answered 36. Dwight
was going for a certain look, which he
got and is rightfully very proud of.
One shot he couldn't get used up most
of the film. Don't ask him how many
sets of champagne glasses (a prop) he
went through for the show!

There was a big step forward for
the NSA members who make stereo

cards in the Awards area. Effective at

the 1999 Green Bay Convention the
Tex Treadwell Award will be given

for the best stereo card display in the
annual NSA Competitive Display.
This puts cards on an even level,
award wise, with slides as there has
been a Paul Wing Award for the best
projected slide show at NSA for
several years.

There was a mention at the

banquet that there were still plenty of
seats available for the third and final

showing of Dial 'M' For Murder at
the Saturday midnight showing. At
which time I realized that we had

been given a pass to the film. I
decided that I had been drinking
coffee with dinner and since I had a

pass, it would be a shame to waste it.

We were told to get there early,
which 1 did. Come to find out that the

regular film playing at the Byrd
Theatre didn't even get out until after
midnight. Then they had to put up a
silver screen (there third time to do
this). We entered the theater at about
1:00 a.m. We were treated to the

theater organist who rose up to the
stage. Then the film began, it was
definitely worth seeing. The print was
in very good shape (which I was
surprised to see). I wish it could have
started a little earlier though.

After the screening, we were given
a tour of the theater. A very well
preserved 1928 theater, with large
chandeliers and a huge balcony that
held three hundred. The fourth floor

was the projection room, with old arc
light 35mm and 16mm projectors. It
was very cramped for the group that
took turns, until everyone had
checked it out. It was after 3:00 a.m.

SCSG's new Hospitality Director, Jason Cardweii, holds court during last
month's meeting at iwerks Entertainment, Inc.



when I got back to the hotel.
Sunday morning, I dragged my

body to the President's Breakfast. I
could have used a little more coffee,
luckily the room had a coffee maker
in it. I got to see Ron Labbe's 3D
videos of Paul Wing and Bob
Brackett. He has done a very nice job
re-editing The first part of this video.

I checked out the Trade Fair and

Stereo Theater until it was time for me

to check out and head to the airport. I
missed the bus tour on Monday. There
is talk about changing this traditional
Monday event to the previous
Wednesday or Thursday, so people
don't have to spread their vacations
out over two weeks and so they can
explore and discover the city before
the convention. I can't wait until

Green Bay next year!

Burning Man in 3D
James Comstock is busy. He was

back at the Burning Man Festival
again this year and he was off to
South Africa. But, before all this, he
took a trip to San Francisco with his
contribution to "The Art of Burning
Man: An Incendiary Exhibition" at
the San Francisco Art Commission

Gallery, 401 Van Ness at McAllister.
The exhibition is free and open noon
to 5:30 Wed through Sat.

Jim has about 30 excellent slides

on display, using the Radex style
plastic viewers in an attractive
flaming pyramid. Dorothy and Chuck
Bernhardt used it as an excuse to visit

their daughter. Check out Dorothy's
full report coming soon to the 3D
News. Jim volcano might be going on
the road soon.

3D Closeouts

When asked about the Talking
View-Master viewer, the official word
was that they are no longer in
production, but Fisher Price has not
given up on the idea (which
translated, I believe means, they have
given up on the idea).

I recently found the Talking
View-Master viewers being closed out
at a K*B Toy Liquidators in an outlet
mall. They have both The Lost World,
Jurassic Park and The Adventures of

Batman & Robin marked down to

$7.99.1 hear there was a third Talking
(or mumbling) View-Master, but no
sign of The Wubblulous World of
Dr.Seuss. They also had one

remaining Casper 3-D viewer at $4.97
and some remaining Super Mario
Brothers 3D anaglyph
Glow-in-the-Dark audio-poster packs
for .99 cents.

I also have seen the Christmas

book hit from last year. It was titled
something like These are the Voyages
of the Three Dimensional Starship
Enterprise. Originally $20 plus now
only $3.99 at Borders. The title is
misleading. The book contains pop
ups, but does have a nice lenticular on
the cover.

Another Lenticular Video
Sterling Home Entertainment is

making a high-impact, high-end
poster available in support of its
direct-to-video rental relea.se Bram

Stoker's Sluidowbuilder (available
September 8th). The company
considers the poster an investment.
About 20,000 of the posters were
printed for distribution to retailers.
The lenticular poster morphs, changes
and has some depth.

The rental-priced VHS tape and
DVD will both have lenticular covers.

Andre de Toth in Person
As I had reported, on Friday,

August 14th at 9:30 PM two de Toth
films were screened with Andre

answering questions between the
films. Crimewave and Play Dirty are
both very enjoyable films. My only
regret is that they did not re-screen
House of Wax in 3D.

1 had decided not to order a ticket

in advance, but wait to see if any were
available when 1 arrived. The films

were sold out. As luck would have it

though, Andre arrived as the.first film
began and I was able to stand outside
the theater and chat with him, his wife
and some American Cinematheque
folks. Andre de Toth looked very
good. After he got up and walked
around, his wife said that since his
surgery, he is doing much better.

Andre has been doing book
signings and also appeared at Cinecon
34, The annual Labor Day Weeke; !
festival of the Society for Cinephiles.
On Saturday, September 5th his film
None Shall Escape was screened at
the Alex Theater in Glendale at 5:35

p.m. followed by a 7:00 p.m. Q&A
w/Andre DeToth.

3D at Telluride

I had heard that this year at the

Telluride Film Fe.stival (September
3-7 in the Colorado Rockies) they
would be featuring some 3D films. I
had heard they were planning to
screen, among others, part of House
Of Wax and the trailer to The Maze.

1 sent an email and received this

very informative reply from
Tellufilm@aol.com: 1can't provide
any information on any films that will
be featured at Telluride until opening
day—sorry! The Telluride Film
Festival

3D Images
1 have started checking old

Photography magazines after seeing
the April issue of Popular
Photography where four inadvertent
stereo pairs (that can be viewed
wall-eyed) were reproduced. The
feature article "Kodak vs. Fuji films"
sets up a model photographed with
Kddak Gold 100 and Fuji Superia
100, then the 200s, then 400, etc. Two
cameras were used, each loaded with

competing film: Fuji left and Kodak
right. The result was a pleasant
surprise, great stereo shots, since the
cameras were fired simultaneously.

Showscan Announces New

Business Strategy
Show.scan Entertainment Inc.

reported a net loss of $8,532,000, on
sales of $10,414,000 for the fiscal
year ended March 31,1998.

The reduction in sales was related

to a slowdown in new sales orders as

a result of confusion in the

marketplace over the Showscan /
Iwerks merger announced in August
1997. Showscan has prepared a new
strategic approach to revitalize itself
and return to profitability (and the
strongest position possible in the
industry). They have already made a
number of difficult decisions, ranging
from cost cutting to asset reduction;
from litigation resolution to improved
customer support and services and a
new marketing strategy.

Showscan plans to continue to
operate on an aggressive, vigorous
basis. They are highly motivated to
bring the company back to
profitability. To this end, they have
begun to market their simulation
thrill-ride library to all operators of
simulation attractions, either in
conjunction with, or as a replacement
for, the films they are now showing.



They will be converting their
thrill-ride library to film formats other
than Showscan's for distribution to

these prospective customers.
In anticipation of market demand,

they are also converting portions of
their thrill-ride library into a 3-D
format. They also have plans to
convert a portion of Showscan's
thrill-ride library to DVD or similar
delivery formats, thus taking
advantage of such cutting-edge
technologies.

Imax Second Quarter Report
On August 5th, Imax reported

record second quarter earnings and
record IMAX® theatre system
signings for the quarter ended June
30, 1998.

By any measure, record theater
attendance due to the success of

Everest, new theatre signings around
the world, record earnings and
financial performance, new film
productions including our upcoming
release of T-Rex: Back to the

Cretaceous in 3D—the Company is
excelling.

IMAX continues to believe that it

is in its infancy because of the
opportunities that exist both
internationally and in smaller markets
with the IMAX 3D SR system. Since
the launch of the MAX 3D SR system
last year, they have signed contracts
for 40 IMAX SR systems destined for
smaller markets of the world.

Iwerks Opens Ride in Irvine
The opening at the Irvine

Spectrum on July 16th, marked
Iwerks' fourth TurboRide at Dave &

Buster's Locations. Two additional

installations are scheduled for later

this year in New York and California.
Even though the press release

stated that Iwerks was pleased that
Dave & Buster's has come to view

Iwerks TurboRides as one of the

centerpieces of their leading,
high-quality restaurant entertainment
complexes and that they are looking
forward to continuing to expand their
relationship with Dave & Buster's.
The previous week, Dave & Busters
announced a joint venture with
Cinema Ride.

Dave Corriveau, president and
co-chief executive officer of Dave &

Buster's and my brother Doug, are
friends. They both started their

Under ghostly images of themselves projected on the Iwerks 360-degree
screen, several SCSC members check out the psychedelic disco effects
during last month's "field trip" meeting at Iwerks Entertainment.
restaurant careers in Texas. I have

never met Mr. Corriveau, but I
understand he is a very fun person,
which shows in his restaurants.

If you haven't checked out Dave
& Buster's, you need to give it a look.
Founded in 1982, Dave & Buster's is
one of the country's leading upscale
restaurant and entertainment concepts.
They opened a restaurant at Ontario
Mills over a year ago. They are now
at the Irvine Spectrum and will be
opening at the reworked mall once
called The City mall in Orange
County later this year. They have
fourteen locations across the country
and are growing fast. D&B also has a
seven-store licensing agreement with
Bass Pic for a chain of D&B's in the

United Kingdom. The first U.K. Dave
& Buster's, in Birmingham, England,
will be joined this summer by a
second store in Bristol.

Kids must be accompanied by
adults. They are part restaurant, part
arcade, part bar, part casino, and
mainly just fun. Over the past two
years Iwerks has provided D&B
guests with exciting and engaging
TurboRide theaters, which have
proven to be some of D&B's most
popular attractions. Iwerks
TurboRides are only at their locations
in Ontario, Calif., Bethesda, Md.
Philadelphia and Irvine. The
additional TurboRide installations are

later this year in locations in
Palisades, NY, and Orange, Calif.

So far D&B only has 2D
installations. That changes with the
joint venture agreement with Cinema
Ride. It calls for them to install its 3-D

motion simulation theater

hardware/software package at Dave &
Buster's Atlanta facility which has
been open since 1992. The venture
will be managed by Dave & Buster's,
with operational input and training
provided by Cinema Ride.

Dave & Buster's strives to deliver

new attractions that keep its locations
fresh with the latest generation of
amusements. D&B has set the

standard for the entire location-based

entertainment industry. Cinema Ride
looks for a mutually beneficial
long-term relationship with D&B.

Cinema Ride develops, owns and
operates motion simulation theater
attractions at leading destination
tourist sites in the United States and

Canada, including their location in
Las Vegas. The company's 15-seat
motion simulation capsules feature
six-axis, military-quality flight
simulator hardware that is computer-
programmed to move in concert with
action viewed on a motion picture
screen. The Cinema Ride facilities

were the first to feature 3D ride films.

Its library includes such titles as
Atlantis Submarine Race, Runaway
Coasters, Haunted Graveyard Run and
Warren Miller's Ski Ride (which I
have yet to find playing in Vegas).

See you at the meeting!
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3Dslide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those notwishing to participate inClubactivitiesis $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news Items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

October 15

November 19

December 5

December 17

SCSC's annual 3D austion. Clear out those closets

and get rid of all your unused 3D equipment... so
you can have room for the new stuff you'll buy!
7:30pm at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wilshire.

The Second Competition of the year, plus a slide
program by former SCSC President Brian Riggs.

Movie Division Meeting. We'll meet and greet at
7:00 pm at the Longley Way School Auditorium,
2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.

Annual Holiday Banquet at Taix Restaurant, 1911
Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park.

January 21,1999 Third club competition, plus an additional program.

Volume #109 of 3D News' famed series on the technical aspects
of stereo photography by SCSC's own "camera doctor"

by Charles Piper

The Depth of Field Scale (DOF Scale)
""l^he DOF scale is the most important control on a stereo
\ camera, but some ofour members still have not learned

how best to u.se it. Its purpose in a 2D camera was to tell
you haw far away from your focus setting your subject will
still be adequately sharp. In a stereo camera it can also tell
you if your picture has good stereo depth for stereo effect
but not too much subject depth to be comfortably viewed or
projected. A DOF scale is typically a set of f/ numbers
opposite a set of distance marks as show here:

DOF 16 11 8 5.6 3.5 1 3.5 5.6 8 11 16
Feet INF 50 25 15 10 9

PROJ ''
•••• VIEW

8

In this example the camera is focused on 15 feet. It tells
you that if you are wide open at f/3.5 your picture will
appear sharp for subject matter between 10 and 25 feet, etc.

If this is an American format camera, it also tells you
how to get a picture that has maximum usable stereo effect
for impact, but is also projectable or viewable without
discomfort. For the 15 foot focus shown your best subject
for projection will extend from about 9 feet to about 35 feet.
If it is shallower, it will lack impact, but if it is deeper it will
be hard to look at. It is the space between the f/5.6 marks.

For best hand viewing you would like a subject that fills
the space between the f/8 marks, about 8 feet to infinity.
You can always see more in a viewer than on a .screen. This
diagram is not to .scale; use your own DOF scale but
remember f/5.6 and f/8.

Frame Overlaps
Another point that frequently bothers newcomers is film

frame overlaps. How much can you tolerate? Since the
image is about 1 - 2 mm wider than the aperture of the
mask, a little overlap will now show. There is always some
backlash in the mechanism, but the way you use your
camera can aggravate the problem. Do not tighten the
rewind knob or you will be creating overlap because of the
backlash. Take up the backlash when you load, and leave
the rewind alone until you are ready to rewind the film.

Sharper Landscapes, Anyone?
If your camera has a moveable focal plane and you

would like the ground you are standing on to be sharp say
from 10 feet to infinity, or let's say you are shooting Mirror
Lake at Yosemite, read on. A minor readjustment to your
camera's focal plane can get all of this surface in sharp
focus. Suppose you want the bottom of the picture to be
sharp at 10 feet when the top of the picture is sharp at
infinity. We refer to Newton's Formula (see #44): E(Do-f) =
F; E = r/(Do-f) = 357(3048 - 35) = .407mm, which is equal
to .016 inches. This says you must move back the top of the
focal plane. (Mathematically, when tilted the object plane
and the image plane always intersect at the plane of the lens.
If the subject is n focal lengths from the camera, the object
plane is tipped n times as much as the image plane. See
#23.) I have adjusted a few Realists in this manner for
customers but don't try it yourself unless you are a qualified
technician and know your camera. Of cour.se this doesn't
work for cameras which focus by moving the lens.

Visit our website at http://liome.earthliiik.iiet/~campfire
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•"l^he SCSC board met on September
^ 1, 1998. In attendance were

Lawrence Kaufman, Bruno Lizzi,
David Kuntz, Kathy Day, David
Thompson, Ray Zone, Jason
Cardwell, Marvin Jones, Mike
McKinney, Mitchell Walker, Chris
Olson and David Starkman (taking
notes for Jim Comstock).

After the Treasurer's Report,
which showed the club is currently
financially solid, a lot of fruitful
discussion took place. The first topic
discussed was an annual

"Membership Drive" ! SCSC has been
suffering from a very slow dropping
off of members for some time now.

We must continue to add new

members for our club to grow.

The SCSC Membership Drive

Has Begun!
Our Membership Director, David

Kuntz has updated the Club Flyer and
has them available for all members.

All you need to do is write or stamp
your name on the back and David will
track which member brings the most
members to the club. The winner will

win a fabulous prize at the end of each
club year.

Mike McKinney, our Competition
Director, has restocked the club with
five years' worth of medals, and three
years' worth of Year End Competition
awards. The new Slide of the Year

medals are called "Goldie" Awards

and as Mike had promised, they are
really cool looking awards.

Remember—all that is required to
enter the SCSC club competitions is a
membership. Some 3D News
subscribers might want to upgrade to
a full membership, so they can
compete for one of these great looking
awards. Any club member can
"mail-in" competition entries.
Upcoming club competitions will also
have special awards for a special
subject. This will be a separate
category to be judged by the judges
for that evening. Ray Zone will
sponsor one and we are looking for
others who would like to act as

sponsors for upcoming club

by Lawrence Kaufman
competitions.

The SCSC Hall of Fame

The SCSC Hall of Fame will be an

annual award given to one of more
individuals who have promoted SCSC
and given unselfishly of their time and
energy, or other act that the SCSC
Board considers worthy of this honor.
1 would love to hear everyone's ideas
of who should receive the first award,
let me know your thoughts!

Marjorie Webster Slide Shovf
As you probably know, with the

passing of Marjorie Webster, SCSC
received the entire Marjorie Webster
slide collection. Her collection

includes many Hollywood celebrities.
Mitchell Walker came up with the
idea of a special slide show on
Marjorie including her own slides.
The slides have been divided among
the SCSC Board Members to catalog
and eventually create a slide show,
which will be re-mounted into

aluminum and glass. We plan to have
the show ready mid-1999 for a club
showing and then send it on the NSA
convention.

Hollywood Exhibition
The 41st Annual Hollywood

Exhibition is coming (January 23,
1999), Chris Olson is the Chairman.
David Thompson has volunteered to
head our 1st annual Hollywood Stereo
Card Competition as part of the
Hollywood Exhibition.

A 3D issue of the 3D News

Plans have been discussed for an

anaglyph issue of the 3D News.
Sometime next year look for a very
special issue of this newsletter to
arrive at your home. Marvin Jones is
working with Ray "3D" Zone to
come up with a red-blue issue with
some great 3D images and of course,
a pair of 3D glasses.

The SCSC Web Site

Have you checked out your club
website at

http://home.earthlink.net/~campfire
recently? Among the new things there

are the SCSC 3D Event Calendar,
which allows anyone to add their own
upcoming 3D event to the calendar.
Also new is the SCSC/Amazon.Com

Bookstore, where you can order stereo
related books with a special link to
Earth's Largest Book Store.

Plus these other great links:
• Who Is SCSC?

• Schedule of Upcoming Meetings
and Stereo-Related Stuff

• Information on Membership
• Rules for Club Competitions
• Info on SCSC sponsored

Competitions (Hollywood,
View-Master and 3D Movie/Video)

• Respond to Our 3D Poll
• Amazing SIRTS Generator
• Test Yourself on a 3D Quiz
• SCSC s Concentration Game

• Gallery of Stereo Photos
• Community Bulletin Board
• Stuff About 3D Movies

Upcoming meetings
October 15, 1998 will be the

annual SCSC Club Auction. You're

running out of time to clean out the
garage, attic, closet, etc. so you can
get rid of all that old 3D stuff and to
make room for all the bargains that
you won't be able to pass up! Come
early with all your old and disused 3D
equipment to sell. It will take a little
bit of time to get everything checked
in and the buyers will want to check
everything out before the bidding
begins.

David Starkman will again act as
our Auctioneer. We will need a few

volunteers to be runners, to keep
everything rolling. Remember, we did
run out of time last year, so we need
everyone's help to allow us enough
time. The fun begins at 7:30pm at the
usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los
Angeles.

A Tentative Schedule Through

1999

• November 10th—Board meeting
• November 19th—2nd Club



Competition / plus slide program
December 5th—Movie Division

meeting with NuView Demo
December 17th—Holiday Banquet
/ slide program
January 21, 1999—3rd Club
Competition / plus program
January 23rd—41st Hollywood
Exhibition & 1st Hollywood Stereo
Card Exhibition

February ?—Trip to UCR/CMP
(February 6th is the Dickens
Festival in Riverside)
February 18th—Hollywood
Exhibition Showing, London Slide
Battle?, Earl's 95th Birthday
March 6th—Movie Division

meeting
March 18th—4th Club
Competition / 2nd program
April 15th—Slide Programs (PSA
Traveling Exhibition?/ Marjorie
Webster slide show ?

May 20th—Final Club
Competition / 2nd program
June 5th—Movie Division Meeting
June 17th—View-Master

Competition
July 9th—^July 12th—NSA in
Green Bay, WI
July 15th—Awards and Installation
Banquet / Slide of the Year
August 7th—3rd Ever 3D
Movie/Video Competition (no
Movie Division meeting in Sept.)
August 19th—Stereo Expo (show
and tell and trade fair)
September ?—ISU Conference in
Germany
September ?—PSA 1999
International Conference of

Photography in Toronto
September 16th—1st 1999/2000
SCSC Club Competition / Plus
program

October 21st—1999 SCSC Club

Auction

November 18th—2nd 1999/2000

SCSC Club Competition / plus
program

December 4th (Hanukah)—Movie
Division Meeting
December 16th—SCSC Holiday
Banquet / slide program

Our Previous Meeting
Thursday, September 17, 1998

was the first official meeting of the
SCSC club year. Some really great
slides were entered into our first club
competition of the year. Jason
Cardwell's show "My Favorite

Model" was very enjoyable. In
addition, David Starkman presented a
mini workshop on how to mount
slides for projection, which was very
informative.

If you missed the competition,
don't forget, you can enter make up
slides at a future competition, so get
to work on mounting those slides!
Mike McKinney presented some
leftover awards and ribbons from the

Slide of the year and year end. I was
able to get an up close and personal
look at the new "Goldie" Awards...it

was looking very good!

SCSC Club Library
Here is a list of what's available to

be checked out of the SCSC club

library. Remember, members can
check out one item for a month, with a
$20.00 refundable deposit.
Slides

• SCSC Slide Library, Nine sets of
75 slides each

Paper
• International Stereoscopic Union

Information Mailing #8 (March
1982) 251 pages

• International Stereoscopic Union
Information Mailing #18
(September 1982) 70 pages

• Stereoscopic ImagingTechnology
by Michael Starks

• The Crystal Eyes Handbook by
Lenny Lipton (1991)

• Selected back issues of the 3D

News

Videos
• Concerto in 3D by VRex (4

minutes) 1st place 1997 3D Video
Competition

• A Visit with Paul Wing & At
Home with Bob Brackett (1
hour)-unedited version-Ron Labbe

• Mousetrapped (67 seconds) created
by Ron Labbe - 1st place 1998 3D
Video Competition

• Robo Jones (2 minutes) Rob
Johnson (VRex) 2nd place 1998
3D Video Competition

• Elysium (4 minutes) Xavier G.
Ojeda (VRex) HM-1998 3D Video
Competition

• Space Rescue (5 minutes) Dave
Swift (VRex) HM-1998 3D Video
Competition

• Tom Grove (6 min. segment of
Hunks in 3D) Campfire Video
(adult) HM-1998 Video Comp.

• A Simple Toy (1 minute) anaglyph
by Tom Deering

Hardware

• VR Surfer Wireless3D Eyewear (2
sets) w/video, CD-ROM and
software

Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo is
billed as America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show. It always has tons of
stereo camera equipment and great
deals on film and other photo
supplies. On Sunday, October 18,
1998, November 22, 1998 and
December 13, 1998 the show will be
held at 7530 Orangethorpe (between
the 5 and 91 freeways at Beach
Boulevard) in Buena Park. 10am to
3pm, $5 admission. With over 200
tables of photo equipment, you need
to get there early to get the good
deals. For more information call:

(949)786-8183 or (949)786-6644.

Upgrade for Seattle Fllmworks
An interesting post script to an

email from Seattle Filmworks: "We

now offer Kodak paper and chemistry.
We think you will really see a
difference!"

New 3D Children's Books

Seen at Target, four Screamin'
3-D children's books from Golden

books. They were selling for $3.99.
There are five titles listed on the back

of these four books.

There are six titles listed at

Amazon.com, selling for 20% off
($3.20): Boo Goes There? (Screamin
3-D), Dinosaurs (Screamin 3-D), Dr.
SkincrawTs Creepy Creatures
(Screamin 3-D), Food Fright
(Screamin 3-D), The Greatest Battles :
Screamin' 3-D (Star Wars), Night for
a Fairy Ball (Screamin 3-D).
Screamin 3-D books are in Chromatek.

More NSA Convention

Before the convention, there had
been talk about a Stereo Realist -

Kodak showdown at the convention.

At the banquet someone asked George
Themelis (Dr. T) about a Realist (and
perhaps even about the showdown)
George replied, " 1lost". George had
been challenged to see which camera
could shoot a roll of film faster, the
Stereo Realist (he is a big fan) or a
Kodak. Apparently first by Bill Davis
(a big Kodak fan) and then by Tom
Deering. George accepted Tom's
challenge.

Back on the Photo 3-D email list



those that hadn't gone to the
convention were discussing
everything they were missing out on.
Michael Georgoff even wrote a poem
entitled:

Ode to the Stereo Showdown

Michael wrote; Well, [this] got me
to thinkin'...and I have been reading a
bit of cowboy poetry lately. I was
a-thinkin' of the Kodak versus Realist

quick draw showdown, to be held ... at
the NSA convention, between Tom
Deering and his Kodak, versus Dr. T
and his Realist. Deering claimed he
could shoot a roll of film in his Kodak

quicker than Themelis could in his
Realist. Therefore, I offer this "Ode to
the Stereo Showdown." The reader is

encouraged to imagine that the contest
has passed into legend at this point,
and that this is being recited at the
Cowboy Poetry Festival in Elko,
Nevada.

'Twas not unlike a showdown.
On a dusty Laredo street,
When Deering and Themelis,
Comeface to face to meet.

The word on that convention floor,
'Round that whole NSA,
Was that Deering and his Kodak,
Wouldmeet their match today.

Some called Tom Deeringfoolish.
To dare duel with Doctor T.

Tom just shrugged real nonchalant.
And simply said, "You 'II see. "

Now Tom he made a wild claim.
What a brazen man was he,
"I can shoot roll in a my Kodak
Faster than Doctor T"

Doctor T, it was well known.
He was a Realist man.

He knowed fer sure that he could shoot.
Faster than anyone can.

Seems Deering double-dared him.
And Dr. T had took him up.
We all would bet that Doctor T,
Wouldwhup' that Deering pup.

Finally come that fateful day.
The outcome, who could tell?
Who'd win that fateful showdown.
At the Marriott Hotel?

The murmurs in the crowd.
Was that a Kodak man could win.

Bill Davis passed outfdm,
and said "Boys, just load'em in. "

Themelis was cool and calm.
Then he began to beam.
As he took cold steel in his hand,
to load up Rochewite 's dream.

Though builtfor a southpaw.
Hell, it didn 't matter none,
George stood like a cowboy.
Armed with a double-barrel gun.

Now Deering was a master.
Not some kid in from the sticks.
He loaded up that Kodak,
With a roll ofthirty-six.

The anastigmats were gleaming.
Under bright convention lights.
The men were ready toface off,
A-peering through their sights.

Tall upon that carpet,
Bill Davis uttered "Got"

The crowd was hushed and quiet.
For this crazy quick-draw show.

Them .shutter's were a-clickin'

You could hear them reels advance.
And Fll be dammed if Themelis,
Wasn 't doin' somefangled dance!

Mighta been his shutter cockin',
Hell, I can not say.
But his fingers was a-fiyin'
Ev'ry which gol-darned way.

Tom Deering with his Kodak,
He shot it straight and true.
Swift and smooth andfast was he.
His work was almost through.

George seemed a frame or two behind.
Some say he began to sweat.
With dual-lens a-blaze.
He said "We ain 't though yet!"

You could hear them sprocket's whirrin'
As each shot was reeled in.
Each man a-shooting crazy.
But who the hell would win ?

The crown they all went silent.
As Tom Deering he did roar,
"The Kodak beat the Realist!"

And George crumpled to thefloor.

Was it the shutter cocking.
Or extra button done him in?

George was beat, fair and square.
Youshoulda seen that Deering grin.

Was it Rochesters' design
That won thatfateful day?
Or David White done it wrong,
to manufacture it that way?

I guess that we will never know,
But one thing sure is right.
That Deering and his Kodak,
Beat Themelis that night.

Well George, he is an honest man.
He lost an honest test.

There is no shame in losing.
When you've done yer very best.

But the losin' made him feel real low.
But he really brightened when.
He said "Tom Deering, I challenge you.
To a contest once again!"

"Now you can shoot 'emfaster.
You proved that with out a doubt.
Any fool can shoot 'em.
But how quick are you to mount? "

Now George can mount them pairs up.
Faster than you 've ever seen.
And in a slide-mouittingface off,
He'd be a human mounting machine.

Now we don't know if Deering,
Who with luck done beat George once.
Wouldfallfor a mounting contest,
And risk looking like a dunce.

A stack offilm chips here,
A stack o' heat-seals there,
It'd be more flying fingers.
And films chips in your hair.

What of window violations,
and rotational errors, too?
Who 'd judge this wild showdown?
Who 'd judge itfair and true?

a contest goes, myfriend.
This woidd be mightyfine.
But I guess that we 'IIjust have to wait
'Til NSA 99.

Michael Georgoff Out West in that
there Silicon Valley (Yipee-yo-ki-yay)

At the Convention, Bill showed up
and advanced his Kodak with a quick
single stroke (without any
accessories), George figured that there
is no way to beat that with a Realist
that takes more than one turn of the

advance knob just to advance the film.
When I returned home, it seemed

that rumors had been flying across the
internet. " It appears that Dr. T arrived
for the showdown with the wrong
camera!", "Dr. T chickened out!!!",
"Dr. T declined to compete.", etc.

Michael added this post script
after the fateful date....

So, the Kodak v Realist Quick
Draw Showdown never did happen,
huh? Hell, I'm as disappointed as if'n
my horse had stomped my Stetson.
Sorry, boys, the tale has passed into
the realm of 3D Poetry legend and
lore, may it be passed on in the great
oral tradition of 3D Poetry.

Bob Aldridge, Journalist on the
wild 3-D frontier, reported: It appears



that George T. arrived for the
showdown with "the wrong camera"
and chickened out!!! But 1only have
this from the mouth of Tom Deering...

Tom Deering, who, recovering
from a-gog'ness, set the record
straight: Chickened out? No, no. I've
been misquoted. I said that George
"declined to compete."

I guess that a'fore I saddle up my
pony and mosey off into the sunset,
Realist and rhymin' dictionary in my
saddlebags, I can offer up a few more
verses:

Under Western star-lit skies,
The tale will oft be spun,
The contest never come to pass,
Ain 't no-body whut won.

'Round many a smoky campfire,
Where ever 3-D poets meet.
They 'IIsay "George ? He din't chicken out!"
"He just de-clined to compete!"

Could a Kodak beat a Realist,
Now who in tarnation could say?
But I got five bucks on Deering,
We'IIjust wait until Green Bay.

Much obliged fer ya toleratin' my
little rhymes,

Michael-Bob Georgoff Triple-D
Ranch East Longhorn, CA

Kiss Psycho-Circus
The Kiss concert on Halloween

Night at Dodger Stadium is being
advertised in print and on the radio as
"Kiss, Never Before Seen.in 3-D."

The Halloween extravaganza will
incorporate 3D effects into the .show,
along with an array of circus
attractions.

The ad for the Kiss concert in the

September 25th issue of LA Weekly
was in 3D with a free pair of red/blue
glasses. The ad is credited to Graphic
Factor in Pasadena (it ran flat in the
Orange County Register). A separate
ad stated: "Missing your pair of
limited edition KISS psycho circus
3-d glasses? Call (323)993-3691 and a
pair will be sent to you."

Coming soon to an IMAX near you—T.Rex!

On October 20th, Polygram Video
will release a long-form music video,
Kis.s—Psycho Circus. Priced at
$16.95, it will include 3D glasses
along with a bonus CD featuring the
animated 3D video for the Psycho
Circus single.

Large Format 3D Movies
Only two Large Format (IMAX)

3D films were released in 1997. In

1998, we are being treated to three
new films. The first film was Mark

Twain's America from Sony Pictures
Classics, it opened for July 4th. The
second film , Encounter in The Third
Dimension (an Iwerks co-production
with nWave Pictures) was scheduled
to be released in September.

The final new 3D film for 1998 is

IMAX Corporation's T-REX: Back to
the Cretaceous opened October 9th.
Dinosaurs are very much alive, at
least in the mind of teenager Ally
Hayden. When a museum accident
transports Ally on an adventure back
in time to explore the terrain and
territory of life-size dinosaurs, she is
thrust literally nose-to-nose with the
largest and most realistic dinosaur
ever to appear on a movie screen, the
fearsome 20-foot tall, 15-ton
Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Not to worry, because there are
still plenty of new titles in the works:

GALAPAGOS: The Enchanted

Voyage; according to producer David
Clark. "We have chosen to continue

the project because we know that
Noel [Archambault] and Bill [William
Raisner, Jr.] would have wanted to."
" We do it now in their honor and

memory."
Bill Reeve joined the crew as

stereographer and camera operator for
all but underwater photography,
which is being handled by Imax's
Stuart MacEarlane. Filming in the
Galapagos concluded on August 5th,
and a one-week shoot in England was
set for September. Some additional
photography in the Galapagos may be
needed. The film has a planned spring
1999 relea.se.

Retrace the groundbreaking
footsteps of Charles Darwin with a
young scientist as she explores the
biological diversity and unique
geologic history of the Galapagos
archipelago. Using the magic of
IMAX 3D technology, plunge 3,000
feet into underground lava tubes, soar
over the peaks of 5,000 foot
volcanoes and encounter an

abundance of marine life including
marine iguanas and the world's largest
shark the Whale Shark. Produced by
A1 Giddings and Dave Clark of
Mandalay Media Arts for the
Smithsonian Institution's National

Museum of Natural History.

CYBERWORLD; meet some of

the world's most beloved animated

characters (including the Simpsons) in
a compilation of award-winning
shorts from around the world.

Cyberworld is an unprecedented
IMAX 3D computer-generated
animation film festival.

SIGFRIED & ROY - THE

MAGIC BOX; explore a world of
sensational mystery and magic with
the world's greatest illusionists.
Siegfried and Roy take you from their
record breaking Las Vegas stage show
to their home, a wildlife sanctuary
where they romp freely with their



world-famous white tigers and lions.
MEMORIES; The Best of Andrew

Lloyd Webber; travel with Mr.
Mestopheles (from Cats) as he takes
you onto the London and Broadway
stage to experience full scale
production numbers and songs from
Cats, The Phantom of the Opera,
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat and other performances.
An Imax Corporation/Really Useful
Films Production.

URSA MAJOR; the unimaginable
becomes reality when a UFO
investigator makes alien contact and
mysteriously disappears. The FBI
enlists the help of his wife, a
renowned astronomer, who believes
he has traveled to Ursa Major.
Experience this extraordinary extra
terrestrial adventure on the giant
IMAX 3D screen.

STAR TREK 3D; Paramount

Pictures and Imax Corporation invite
you to boldly go where no man has
gone before. On September 23rd,
producer Rick Berman announced that
plans to produce the 10th Star Trek
film as a 40-minute 3-D Imax feature

have been placed "on a very far
back-burner." " It's not a dead

project," Berman said of the much
heralded enterprise, adding only that
" for a variety of business reasons
dealing with Paramount and Imax, [it]
is being held in abeyance."

DIMENSION DETECTIVE; the

spirit of Sherlock Holmes haunts an
aspiring sleuth as he attempts to solve
a mystery in the third dimension.

SPACE STATION 3D; experience
the future today. NASA, Lockheed
Martin and the astronauts present the
history making construction of the

-world's first space station on the giant
IMAX 3D screen.

THE BEAST; IMAX and New

York's Parachute Entertainment are

working together to develop a 3D
Imax version of R.L. Stine's kids

horror book The Beast. IMAX exec

Andrew Gellis told the Hollywood
Reporter "This story takes place in an
amusement park, which is appropriate
for an Imax film, especially with a
roller coaster involved."

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS; will be
Vancouver-based M&inframe

Entertainment Inc's (a leading
producer of CGI animated series for
television, interactive media and

motion simulator rides) first 3D
stereoscopic film. Mainframe plans to
produce two 3D all CGI large-format
motion pictures using Mainframe's
cutting-edge 3D computer animation
uechnology. This adventure story set
in ihe imaginary Lilliputian world of
the early 1700s will feature an eight-
story high 3D Gulliver that will thrill
and delight audiences throughout the
world. The film is scheduled for

release in the year 2000. Mainframe is
adapting Jonathan Swift's satirical
tale to reflect the values and attitudes

of the 21st century.

Iwerks' Bumpy Ride
SCSC took several bumpy rides at

the Iwerks facility in August, but in
the financial world Iwerks is still

taking its own bumpy ride. Iwerks
Entertainment, reported in August that
while it narrowed its fourth quarter
losses to $2.5 million from $10.3
million a year ago, total receipts fell
to $6.5 million compared with $8.9
million in the comparable year ago
period. The company blamed in
particular lower sales of its
motion-simulation theaters in the

economically stricken Asian market.
Iwerks Entertainment continues to

move ahead and try new things. I
support them and wish them the best
of luck in the future. Some recent

announcements:

On Sept. 9th, Iwerks teamed up
with Media Technology Source Inc.
(MTS) to provide clients with the
ultimate one-stop shop for
large-format theater, ride simulation
and other specialty venue design,
development and construction and
equipment purchasing.

This initiative will also enable

Iwerks to offer its large-format clients
a multiformat theater capable of
showing both 8/70 large-format and
conventional 35mm films in a fully
integrated multipurpose picture and
sound system. Iwerks Provides
"One-Stop Entertainment Solutions"

A further result of this alliance is

that an Iwerks large-format system
will no longer need to exist solely as a
specialty venue, but will be able to
function as a multiformat theater. A

combined offering of 8/70 and 35mm
projection systems will allow a
multiplex theater more easily to offer
both large-format and traditional
commercial films in a single

iWfRKS
ENTiHttAINMENf
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A demonstration of the relative size

of Iwerks film stock beside normal

35mm film images.
auditorium.

On August 31st, Iwerks reached
an agreement with developer THI pic
to install an Iwerks 8/70 3D Theater

system in a Virgin Cinemas multiplex
theater development in Edinburgh,
Scotland. Under a separate agreement
with Italian service marketing
company M.V.s.r.l., Iwerks will also
install another 8/70 large-format
system in Rome. These contracts
came on the heels of recent

announcements that Iwerks systems
would be the first large-format
theaters opening in South America.

See you at the meeting.



Competition News

by Mike McKinney

And they're off!
I^yeballs flying in the air, shapely
,^legs. High Sierra rivers, flashing
taillights, and a piece of lichen #5
were just some of the subjects on hand
to greet the guests and participants of
the first competition of the year.

There was a good turnout that
included David Starkman and Susan

Pinsky, Kathy Day, Abe Perlstein, and
Tony Alderson, to name some. Dan
Gilvezan was also in attendance. His

presence stung the other competitors,
as usual, when he walked away with
the top award in the
Non-Conventional category. All
nines were given for his charging red
rhino blasting through a virtual stereo
window. Bravo! Todd Eiffert made a

good showing in A-Group Standard
with various compositions of
" Alisha". I narrowly took the award
in the same category with an Ansel
Adams-ish rendition of apple
blossoms framing Yosemite Falls.
Cassie Kaufman, showing artistic
inspiration, walked away with all the
honors in the B-Group. Cassie's
taillight view of an early model auto
took the award and her other two

entries received HMs. If she keeps
this up 1999 could be her last year in
the B-Group. My thanks go to the
judges for the evening—Chris Olson,
Oliver Dean, and Jason Cardwell.

Adding to competitions this year
will be an occasional "special"
competition. Club member Ray Zone
reached deep for this idea and I think
its a good one. Simply, a club
member will sponsor a theme or style
of photography that will be judged
and awarded separately from the
Club's regular competition. Since
Ray came up with the idea, his special
competition will be the first. Details
will follow in next months newsletter.

November 19 will be the next

competition and 1 look forward to a
full turnout. Remember it's your
participation that makes the Southern
California Stereo Club thrive. A club

is defined as "a group of people
associated for a common purpose."
Our association promotes and teaches

the art of stereo photography as well
as provides a venue for the expression
of three-dimensional artists. It's a

wonderful obligation that we have all
accepted.

• Be there.

Mike

A Group Standard

Cum Sept

Mike McKinney 68 68

A: Apple Blossoms
Earl Colgan 66 66

HM: Goat Herder

Todd Eiffert 66 66

HM: Allsha 1

Abe Perlstein 64 64

HM: Momma and Baby in the Dunes
Kathy Day 63 63

Lawrence Kaufman 63 63

Abe Eagenson 53 53

B Group Standard

Cum S apt

Cassie Kaufman 63 63

A: Blue Tail

HM: JImlny
HM: Scare the Crow

Mark Kernes 60 60

Steve Berezin 55 55

Dave Washburn 53 53

Non-Conventional

Cum S apt

Dan Gilvezan 73 73

A: Rhino

HM: Being Different
Earl Colgan 69 69

HM: Three Tiny Toads
HM: Rush Hour

HM: Lichen #5

David Starkman 67 67

HM; A Mighty Fortress

HM: Bridge Over Troubled Waters
Mike McKinney 66 66

HM: Salt Pans

Susan Pinsky 64 64

HM: Who, Me?
Abe Perlstein 62 62

Computer News

A I Effects Website

Open For Visitors
by Tony Alderson
(aifxtony @directnet. com)

Internet connected members of the

Stereo Club are invited to visit our

company's new web site. While the
main focus of the site is to promote
our computer graphic services for
motion pictures, we have a substantial
section devoted to my stereoscopic
work. This URL will take you directly
to the 3D section:

http://www.directnet.com/~aifxtony
/AIFX/3D_HOME.html

If you want to see our (flat) movie
portfolio, follow the links to the home
portal, then over to the rest of the site.

The opening page allows you to
select either anaglyph, cross-eye, or
parallel freeviewing to browse the
portfolio section. I have several stereo
conversions and computer generated
stereo pairs. Each section repeats the
same images in the different formats,
except for one "bonus" picture only
in that format.

There is also a tutorial on

Rendering Computer Stereo. This was
written in response to the addition of a
stereo camera in Newtek's Lightwave
3D v5.6. There were many miscon
ceptions in the documentation and
implementation, I hope to influence
the authors and users to do better

stereo. Most of the tutorial is generic
however, and will be of interest even

to those who use other " 3D"

software. There are many anaglyphs
to illustrate the various concepts.

Please note that case is significant
in web addresses. If you have
problems in finding us, e-mail me and
I will send the URL so you can cut
and paste into your browser.

41st Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
It's time to get those slides sorted and dusted off and give them
the recognition they deserve. You have until January 21, 1999 to
get your four stereo slides to the competition. And we don't mean
just any stereo slides; we want you to knock the socks off our
judges and bring home some medals! Alright? And don't
forget—this year is the First Hollywood International Stereo Card
Exhibition as well! For full details, write to Christopher Olson, P.O.
Box 8834, Universal City, CA 91608.
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Mitch*s Sketchbook

What?!?
Carrot relish

again?!?

NOVEMBER 1998

HAPPY THANKSGIVING, POTLUCR!
The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual duesare $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation ofabout 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members.Annual subscription forthose notwishing to participate inClub activities is$20,and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send-to the Editor).
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Auction News

Jurassic Auction
by David Kuntz

stock market has crashed,
.| corporate profits are down and

mortgage interest rates are up, but the
annual Stereo Club auction is bigger
and better than ever. Auctioneer

David Starkman was left hoarse after

taking nearly three hours to auction
off a staggering 118 separate lots.
Several Club members provided much
needed assistance to ensure smooth

operation of this humongous event,
including merchandise runners Larry
Kaufmann, Bruno Lizzi, Chris Olson,
Mitch Walker and Ray Zone, while
Susan Pinsky pitched in at the
cashier's table. With a take of $829,
this year's auction was extremely
profitable for the Club itself. This was
due particularly to donations by Bill
Daggett of items from the estate of
George Cushman, and from
contributions by Fred Peters and the
perpetually generous Erick Purkhiser.
Thanks to all who attended and

participated; can we top this next year?

Bolex stereo outfit $350

View-Master Stereomatic

500 projector $270

Bolex stereo lens set $250

Calendar of Events

November 19 The Second Competition of the year, plus a slide
program by former SOSC President Brian Riggs.
7:30pm at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wilshire.

December 5 Movie Division Meeting. We'll meet and greet at
7:00 pm at the Longley Way School Auditorium,
2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.

December 17 Annual Holiday Banquet at Taix Restaurant, 1911
Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park. Tickets are $20 in
advance, $25 at the door. For further details, see
page 7

January 21,1999 Third club competition, plus an additional program.

View-Master 36" close-up
lenses $150

Repronar slide duplicator $145
2 camera stereo kit $120

View-Master Personal

camera $120
3-D nudes $115
Airequipt Stereo Theater $110
View-Master cutter $110
Kodak stereo camera $95
Realist green button viewer $85
Elmo super 8 movie unit $75
Realist green button viewer $66
Star D viewer with achromats $65
Tru-View Collection $60
Revere 22 viewer $60
TDC Vivid selectrays $50
TDC Vivid 5" lenses $50
Lutes film cutter $45
Stereo vision tester $45

Stereo Realis manual $42
Bamett Jaffe storage case $42
Kodaslide viewer $41

View-Master reel storage
boxes $41

Baja slide storage case $40
Baja slide storage case $40
View-Master model B viewer $40
Silver screen $36

Assorted stereo club bulletins $35

Stereo nudes $35

Stereo nudes $35
3-D CD $33

3-D book $32
Brumberger viewer $31
Baja slide storage case $30
Barnett Jaffe storage case $30
3-D magazine $30
View-Master reel storage

boxes $27
Baja slide storage case $26
Realist film identifier $25

Baja slide storage case $25
Radex slide mounts $25
View-Master model A viewer $25

Zephyr 2x2 storage box $25
3-D book $25
16mm stereo color film $24
Brumberger slide storage box $21
3-D books $20
EMDE aluminum masks $20

Anaglyph glasses mounted
for display $20

Fotografia 3-D viewers $20
Silver screen $20

Lighted 3-D viewer $20
Silver screen $20
Homemade slide storage case $20
3-D Hollywood book $20
Continued on Page 8

Visit our website at http://hoiiie.earthliiik.iiet/~campfire
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A s mentioned last month, the
,^^^SCSC Board met on November
10th to discuss some of the plans we
have for SCSC's future.

Discussed, among other things,
were the SCSC Membership Drive.
Remember to spread the word (you
could win!), the SCSC Hall of Fame
(still looking for your suggestions as
to who should be considered for the

first honoree). Club shows and
competitions, the Hollywood
Exhibitions (be .sure and enter), the
3D issue of the 3D News (looking for
cool anaglyph images), the SCSC
Web Site—which now includes: the

3D News online. Marvin's posted
PDF versions of all of the newsletters

of the current Club Fiscal Year (July
1998 through the present) and he
plans to keep an archive of the most
recent half-dozen issues online from

now on. You need Adobe Acrobat

Reader 3.0 or above to read or print
the newsletter (check it out). Look for
a more detailed article next month.

Upcoming meetings
Thursday. November 19, 1998 at

7:30pm at the Wilshire United
Methodist Church. November will be

our second club competition of the
year. Bring your prize winning slides
with you and Good Luck! If you did
not get your slides entered in the first
competition, bring your make-up
slides also. Reminder—Please get
there early and have your slides ready
to enter. It has been taking way too
long to get going on competition
nights, the competition directors have
a lot of work to do organizing all the
slides once they are submitted, so let's
all help speed up the process and have
our slides ready before 7:30! We will
also have a second slide program, the
long awaited slide program from
former SCSC president Brian Riggs
(see Christopher Olson's article).

The fun begins at 7:30pm at the
usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los

by Lawrence Kaufman

Angeles.
The Movie Division will meet on

Saturday, December 5, 1998. The
quarterly meeting of the Movie
Division of SCSC will meet as usual

at Longley Way School, 2601
Longley Way at Las Tunas in the city
of Arcadia. The festivities begin
promptly at 7:00pm. We will have our
usual short business meeting and our
show and tell of your new 3D gadgets
and toys (so bring them). Discussion
will continue on the Movie Division's

3D video project. Marvin Jones has
volunteered to do the titles, we are
still looking for a script or story ideas.
If we have time we have a few new

3D videos to check out, bring yours
also.

Our Annual Holiday Banquet will
be held again at Taix Restaurant at
1911 Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park,

on Thursday, December 17, 1998.
Tickets will be available from

Mitchell Walker at the November

meeting or give Mitch a call to reserve
a spot. For the low price of $25.00
you get an evening of 3D
camaraderie, a great meal and a
fabulous slide show!

Our Previous Meeting
Our September meeting was our

annual auction. If you missed it, you
missed a lot of great 3D bargains. We
again ran out of time to get everything
to the auction block—perhaps next
year we shoot for a 7:00 starting time.
Check out the in-depth report from
our treasurer, David Kuntz. I saw lots

Ray Zone is Vanna White to David
Starkman's Pat Sajak at the 1998
Auction Extravaganza.

of great items, many of which I bid
on. Steve Berezin was there with

many of the new products he is
offering through his Berezin Stereo
Photography Products. These included
the new improved Star D stereo
viewer, halogen viewer bulbs and
stereo slide boxes. He has new items

coming and he accepts credit cards.
Steve can be reached at Berezin

Stereo Photography Products, 21686
Abedul, Mission Viejo, CA 92691
(949) 581-8378 or fax (949)
581-3982. email at steve@berezin.com

Stereo Slide Mounting

Workshops
Be sure and call Oliver Dean and

sign up for one of his slide mounting
workshops in November. I attended
on last year and it is a very valuable
investmestment of your time. Oliver
can be reached by phone at
(310)635-2400 (24 hours) or at
e-mail: 3d-image@concentric.net

Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo
Billed as America's Largest

Monthly Camera Show. It always has
tons of stereo camera equipment and
great deals on film and other photo
supplies. On Sunday, November 22nd,
the show will be held at 7530

Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get
there early to get the good deals. For
more information call: (949)786-8183
or (949)786-6644. Future dates:
December 13, 1998. The 1999 shows
are on Jan. 17, Feb. 21, March 21,
April 18, May 16, June 20, July 18,
August 22, Sept. 19, Oct. 17, Nov. 21
and Dec. 12.

West Los Angeles Bay Area
Camera Show and Sale

The show is held at the Wyndham
Garden Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr.,
405 Fwy. to Supulveda N, next to Fox
Hills Mall. 10am - 4pm. For more info
contact Anton, Bargain Camera



shows, PO Box 5352, Santa Monica
90409, (310)578-7446. Next show is
December 6th.

Pasadena Camera Show and Sale
Is held at the Pasadena Elks

Lodge, 400 W Colorado Blvd, 123
Fwy to Orange Grove S. 10am - 4pm
(same contact as the West LA Bay
show). Next show is December 20th.

The 1998 L.A. County Fair
3D was back at the L.A. County

Fair, this year they had a large
anaglyph reproduction of the Mars
surface from JPL. The display was
entitled 'Return to Mars'. The area

was roped off, with some
reproductions and a backdrop of the
panoramic Mars shot. Red/blue
glasses were tied onto the rope to
view the 3D shot, unfortunately it
appeared as thought hey were having
trouble holding onto all their 3D
glasses, as several strings were
missing the attached glasses.

View-Master Deals

Now might be the best time to
pick up some View-Master deals. In
the Toys "R" Us, The Little Book of
Big Toy Deals, one of the deals is
Free Tyco Reel Card assortment when
you buy any Tyco Super Show
Projector or Gift Set. The Offer was
valid Oct. 18 - Nov. 3. The Character

Gift Sets were priced at $7.99. Pooh
and Rugrats were pictured and they
are listed as Tyco. Looks like Mattel
might be trying to get the old Tyco
product out of the stores.

While 1was checking out the8p:i
I

I

iLs
This year's L.A. County Fair featured a "Return to Mars" exhibit featuring a
mock-up of the Martian landscape and an analglyph mural of the real thing.

selection at some Toys 'R' Us stores,
1 found the View-Master keychains on
sale for $3.00 and the Spice
View-Master rip-off selling for only
$7.99. Dalia is selling this for $20.00.
The images are awful, but it might be
a good collectable.

New DC 3D Comic Books

Here is a clip from Comic Store
News #589: October "In Depth" DC
3-D Specials (1) Batman: Scarecrow
3D 1 (2) Green Lantern 3D 1 (3)
Legends of the DC Universe Gallery 1
and (4) Superman 3D 1 (DC,
$2.95/$3.95)

If you're a 3D fan, DC is the
company to watch-with both eyes-this
month. The first three titles offer

full-length stories with lengthy 3-D
segments, while the Legends of the
DCU book features a full book of 3-D

pinups featuring some of DCs most
popular heroes. So how good is the
3-D? Well, it's designed by Ray Zone,
the master of 3-D comics, so that says
it all!! And don't worry about digging
up your worn-out glasses: DC is
.supplying a new pair with each book.

Legends was out for a week or
two before I started looking for it. The
first two comic book stores 1 visited

had already sold out!

Large Format 3D Films
Encounter in The Third

Dimension (an Iwerks co-production
with nWave Pictures) had a sneak
preview weekend in early October at
the UltraScreen Theatre at Ontario

Mills in Southern California. The film

was a lot of fun, in the Thrill Ride
tradition. It has really great looking
clips from some of the 1950 3D films,
a little 3D history and Elvira thrown
in a laugh or two ('It's 3D, but 1 call it
38D').

My only complaint might be that
there was a little too much computer
generated imagery. The film includes
clips from several 3D ride films and
the main set (that of a lab where 3D
work is done) is all computer
generated.

IMAX Counting on Dinosaurs
Imax, is hoping that T-Rex—Back

to the Cretaceous, which opened
October 23rd, will become its
breakthrough film. The 45 minute
film, which includes four minutes of
very well done dinosaur effects,
employs the Imax 3-D technology. I
was very impressed with the realism
of the computer-generated dinosaurs
in T-Rex. Sean Phillips, visual effects
supervisor on the film said, "People
have seen dinosaurs in movies in

Jurassic Park, and we knew we had to
match that level of realism. ... When

you do something in two dimensions
you can cheat enormously...you can
leave out the sense of depth in a shot.
But in 3-D, you have to get it to about
99 percent." 1 believe they succeeded
nicely. The film is the right mix of
entertainment and education.

There are clips (long download
time) from the new 3D IMAX film at:
http://dinosaurs.eb.com These are two
inches tall (not eight stories) and flat
(not 3D).

Deal Will Finance 20 LF Films

A new company, Big Screen
Pictures LLC, formed by three large
film format production veterans, has
an investment deal that will fund the

production over four years, of 20
commercial LF films, most in 3D. The
first films made under the

arrangement—reported to be worth
more than $100 million—could

appear as early as fall 1999.
BSP, was formed earlier this year

to boost 3D LF production in response
to the burgeoning number of theaters
being built by commercial exhibitors.
The principals in the venture are Dori
Berinstein, formerly head of Disney
Imagineering's theme park production
arm, where she oversaw

MuppetVision 3D and other 3D



Steve Mines has developed this 3D
camera rig for Iwerks Entertainment
to be used in the production of future
3D theme park rides.

attractions; Mitchell Cannold, who
has been with Sony Entertainment for
six years, most recently executive
producing Mark Twain's America;
and Isaac Palmer, who recently left
Ogden Entertainment, where he led
Ogden's theater development and EE
production effort and was executive
producer, with Cannold and Ogden's
Jonathan Stern, of MTA. Berinstein
and Cannold worked together on
several conventional features for

Vestron in the 1980s.

Over Forty 15/70 3D theaters are
now operating, with scores more
slated to open in the next five years.
Only ten feature length 3D LF films
have been released. None have yet
been a runaway hit, leaving theaters
gasping for more product to satisfy
their novelty seeking customers.
There are at least a dozen 3D projects
reported to be in production.

Iwerks Opens TurboRide 3D!
Iwerks opened a 3D TurboRide

Theater at Dave and Buster's in New

York State in October. The Palisades

Center mall attraction is Iwerks' Fifth

TurboRide Theater at Dave and

Buster's Locations nationwide. The

opening weeks have been reported as
being phenomenal. The large crowds
have proclaimed that Iwerks' new 3D
simulation film, Dino Island II 3D:
Escape From Dino Island (seen by
SCSC in August) as a spectacular
success.

The next TurboRide 3D! is

scheduled to open later this year at the
Dave and Busters location in Orange,

California, which is much closer to
home and will give me a chance to see
all the upcoming 3D TurboRide films
as they are released.

Iwerks New 3D Camera Rig
Steve Hines of HinesLab has

finished the 3D camera rig for Iwerks.
It supports either 8 perf, 70mm or 15
perf, 70mm. Steve (a former Eastman
Kodak researcher) has developed 3D
movie cameras for Disney Studios.
Since founding HinesLab in 1984, he
has designed and developed
specialized 3D equipment such as the
StereoCam ™ (the main 3D rig used
on T2/3D) and autostereo (3D without
glas.ses) video displays.

Most recently he had developed
the BiClops™ for the Imax format,
which was used for the shooting of
Encounters in the 3rd Dimension. It is

interesting that the new Iwerks 3D rig
doesn't have a name. Perhaps the
folks at Iwerks couldn't come up with
one. A name would have advertising
and trademark value, so it's yet
another thing to be called a "rig".

Xenothech Inc's Name Change
Xenotech Inc., a leading developer

of effective, affordable 3D content,
services and delivery technologies for
mass market applications, has
changed its name to Dynamic Digital
Depth Inc. "Expansion into new
markets and across international

borders has given us the opportunity
to reinforce our identity. We selected
a name that reflects our proprietary
technology and our vision for the
future of 3D". stated Robert Baker,
President and CEO of Dynamic
Digital Depth Inc.

Since 1994, Dynamic Digital
Depth Inc. has been pioneering
technologies for 2D-3D conversion
processes, auto-stereoscopic 3D
display systems, 3D transmission
processes, 3D viewing glasses, 3D
camera adapter equipment and 3D
special effects software. Dynamic
Digital Depth Inc. publishes a website
at http;//www.ddd3d.com

Monsters of Grace
The new 70mm 3D opera/film

"Monsters of Grace" was reviewed in

the May issue of the 3D News. As you
will recall, it is a 70min 3D film and
live music show. As reported it is now
on tour. Music is by Philip Glass and
direction is by Robert Wilson. It

premiered in LA in April. It will tour
a lot of colleges for the next year.

If you will recall I was
disappointed when I saw it in Los
Angeles in April. It played in London
in May and went onto a two day run
in Spain. Has anyone else seen it.
They are adding to it, in LA we saw
version 1.0, it is now at V 1.2.

It is going to Sweden, Germany,
Italy. The Netherlands, Ireland, then
back to the United States for a tour of

colleges from Brooklyn back to
California, to name a few spots on the
schedule. I would love to hear what

others thought of it.

Here is a list of tour dates:

April 15—26, 1998 (Vl.O): LA
May 19—23 (VI.2): London
July 24—26: Girona Spain
August 28—29: Sweden
Aug 31—Sept. 1: Germany
Sept 3-4: Denmark
September 9—Vienna VA.
October 6—I I: Sicily Italy
October 13-18: Rome Italy

October 20-Nov 1: Munich

November 11-14: Amsterdam

November 25-28: Belfast

December 9-20: Brooklyn NY.
January 23, 1999: Miami, EL.
January 25: Sarasota EL
January 27: Gainesville, PL.
January 29-30: Chapel Hill NC
February 2-5: Philadelphia PA.
February 6-7: Princeton NJ
February 10: Columbus OH
February 12: Madison, WI
February 13: Minneapolis, MN
February 15: Iowa City lA
February 18: Lincoln NE
February 20: Kalamazoo MI

February 23: Lawrence KS
February 27: Liberty MO
March 2: Urbana IL

March 16: Austin TX

March 18-21: Houston TX

March 22: Ft. Worth TX

March 25: Tucson AZ

March 27: Tempe AZ
April 11: Sacramento CA
April 13-17: Berkeley CA
April 22: Ann Arbor MI
April 24-25: Toronto Canada
April-May: Portland, OR
See you at the meeting!



Equipment

Improved Star D Viewer back in production
by Steve Berezin

Berezin Stereo Photography
Products has reintroduced the Star

D Viewer as its first product. The Star
D Viewer is originally a Realist
format viewer that was adapted from
the Brumberger design and later
carried on as the Star D by Hirsh
Photo in New York. The design was
slightly changed when it was taken
over by Technical Enterprises to
allow for a shorter focal length lens.
This also allowed for some of the

parts to be used on Technical
Enterprises Teco-3 Stereo filmstrip
viewer (Berezin SPP will also be
manufacturing and marketing that
product under license from Technical
Enterprises).

Berezin Stereo Photography
Products has changed that design by
enclosing the aperture with a RBT

giving a clean appearance through the
viewing area. They have also changed
to using a Halogen bulb and have
made the viewer available with glass
achromatic lenses. It is now available

in three different versions to view

Realist, a full frame, or European
stereo mounts. Priced at just under
$ 100 the Star D is the only
Achromatic viewer close to this price
range. It is also still available with
plastic lenses at a lower price.

The 3D Zone

Ray Zone Creates Color 3D For DC Comics

In the tradition of bringing back
from the dead old stereo products,
BeSPP has also reintroduced the

archival steel stereo slide storage box.
This will be available in three

versions: one with individual slots for

glass or two paper slides (these would
hold 75 glass or 150 paper), one with
three large area which slides can be
held without slots, and one with two
sets of slots and room to put in a
viewer.

Contact information is as follows;

Berezin Stereo Photography
Products

21686 Abedul

Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949 581 8378

fax 949 581 3982

http://www.berezin.com/3d
mailto:steve@berezin.com

^ay Zone, 3Dartist/writer and publisher of 3DComics,
ij^recently completed work on afour issue run ofcolor 3D
comic books for DC Comics. These were the first DC 3D

comics to be produced entirely in 4-color and 3D.
The four color 3D titles featuring DCs most popular

superheroes were released in successive weeks in October.
The first book in the series. The DC Legends 3D Pin-up
Gallery, was created expressly for 3D and featured full-page
images of the comic company's top characters. DC Legends
was followed by Superman 3D, Green Lantern 3D and,
most recently. Batman 3D with a Halloween tie-in featuring
the character of The Scarecrow.

Each of the books include bound-in custom DC 3D

glasses manufactured by Zone for use with the DC 3D titles.

For fifteen years, through his company The 3D Zone,
Ray Zone has been converting flat art to the red/blue form
of 3D imaging known as the anaglyph. In recent years, Zone
has been working entirely from digital files provided by the
client. In addition to 3D conversion of "flat" art. Zone
provides 3D prepress, printing and 3D glasses
manufacturing.

Though the red/blue anaglyph uses the two primary
colors to create the dimensional effect, it is possible to
create a full color 3D image with the process. Most of the
full color anaglyphs Zone has produced prior to the DC 3D
comics have been for advertising purposes with such clients
as SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, American Movie

Classics and Nissan Automotive most recently. For Nissan,
Zone converted a flat 4-color image of the Pathfinder
automobile to color 3D for inclusion as a 3D adverti,sement

in the August 1998 "Mars 3D" issue of National
Geographic.

To produce the color 3D conversions for the DC 3D
comics. Zone worked from the completed 4-color digital
files provided to him by the publisher. Using Adobe
Photoshop, Zone created the 3D imagery, color proofed the
finished art on an Epson Stylus printer and returned the 3D
digital files to DC. The files were digitally proofed by
Quebecor Printing of Canada who then printed and bound
the comics along with the custom 3D glasses inserted into
each book.

For the Superman, Green Lantern and Batman 3D titles,
editors and writers at DC Comics in New York created

ingenious narrative devices in which the color 3D is
incorporated into conventional "flat" 4-color storylines. All
four 3D titles are rapidly selling through in the comic book
marketplace.

Since 1983, Ray Zone has produced or published over
130 3D comic books. The Green Lantern and Batman 3D

issues feature an interview with Zone discussing the history
of 3D comics and the genesis of the color 3D process.

Visit Ray's 3D Website at: http://www.ray3dzone.com.



SC5C PROFILES
First in a Series of Interviews with SCSC Members

by Christopher Olson

Bryan Riggs—A Blast From the Past Returns to SCSC
A t our November 19meeting we

r\hkhave a very special guest! One of
our past presidents, Bryan Riggs
FPSA, is going to share with us a
special slide program called "Fun
with Stereo". The program was
produced to introduce two
dimensional photographers to stereo.
"Fun with Stereo" features 226 stereo

images by Bryan and his wife Gladys.
Did you say you're not familiar with
Bryan Riggs? Let me fdl you in:

Bryan Riggs was born in Wichita,
Kansas in 1907. His interests lay in
music, playing the violin and later the
French horn. He still has the violin,
but has since sold the French horn.

His plan was to become a public
instructor in music. When Bryan was
19, his parents moved to Long Beach.
He played in the church orchestra for
the First Baptist Church of Long
Beach. The conductor of that

orchestra was Bryan's current violin
instructor and she also had a

Women's Symphony Orchestra that
she conducted as well. It was the

Women's Symphony Orchestra where
Bryan met a violin player named
Gladys and the two were married in
1930. Soon there were kids,
responsibilities and the end of future
prospects in music. Bryan was now
working for what is now Bank of
America and in 1933 was transferred

and moved to San Pedro.

Since high .school Bryan carried a

Banquet News

SCSC Annual

Christmas Banquet
is Fast Approaching
by Mitchell Walker

rhristmas time is here,
_ Bringing us the cheer.

Every time we gather round.
And remember the past year.

vest pocket Kodak that used 127 film.
He started really utilizing it when his
two kids were bom. Later Bryan and
his family moved to Van Nuys and in
the early 5Gs purchased his first stereo
camera, a Realist 3.5. Both Bryan and
Gladys became so fascinated with
stereo photography that Bryan had to
go back to the camera store to buy
Gladys her own Realist. In the 1960's,
a friend of Bryan's, Lester Lauck (a
past SCSC president as well) told him
about the Stereo Club of Southern

California. Bryan and Gladys soon
joined the club. At that time other
members included Lester and his wife

Irma, Bert and Catherine Larsen,
George Pond, Elmer Weidknecht, Art
and Marion Neill and Charles and

Maude Osborn of San Bernardino.

Many of them would go on stereo
outings to Dana Point or San Diego,
sometimes to shoot tide pools. After
joining Bryan became a board
member and made his way up the
ladder doing those various jobs you
see today's board members doing on
the side of 3D news. In the meantime,
since 1970 he and Gladys were
entering in sueh exhibitions as the
Hollywood International Stereo
Exhibition (deadline January 21,
1999) and Oakland's Exhibition.
Many of their slides became award
winners and in the mid 70s he became

president of the Stereo Club of
Southern California.

The season bring us joy.
The snow for girls and boys
All our friends

Around us again
Holiday time for all.

I guess it's that time again. Time
for the Annual Stereo Club Christmas

Banquet.
On Thursday December 17 at 7

PM.

Les Freres Taix

French Restaurant

1911 W Sunset Blvd

Los Angeles, California 90026-3228

In 1977 Bryan and Gladys put
together the slide show you will be
viewing at our November 19 meeting.
The show was specifically put
together for PSA's Phoenix regional.
After Bryan's presidency, he and
Gladys drifted over to the Jewel City
Camera Club in Glendale. Once again
Bryan served as a President for Jewel
City and has been a great contributor
to that camera club ever since.

Through the years Bryan and Gladys
each received their four stars in

stereo. Bryan's favorite cameras to
use are a Realist and a Pentax.

Together they, Bryan and Gladys,
shared the role of General Chairman

of the Long Beach PSA convention in
'87.

A couple of years ago Gladys
passed away, Bryan and Gladys had
been married for sixty-six years.
Today Bryan resides in North
Hollywood, he still helps with the
Jewel City Camera Club and is a great
contributor to the Hollywood
Exhibition. Fellow colleagues have
said, "Not only is Bryan a good
photographer, he beats the bushes for
good photography. When it comes to
photo elubs and organizations, he has
incredible management skills.". At
our next meeting make a point of
introducing yourself to Bryan, then sit
back and enjoy "Fun with Stereo".

213-484-1265

Price: $20 in advance, $25 at the door
Your Choice of Beef, Chicken or

Vegetarian

Even Chocolate Sauce for the Vanilla

Ice Cream

Special Slide Programs and Door

Prizes.

Come join the fun.
For more information Contact

Mitch Walker 310-459-1030,

Mitchbear@aol.com



Continuedfront Page 2
Slide film, 5 rolls $20
3-D book $ 18
Self timer $ 17
Twin camera slide bar $16
Colored rotating filter

lighting kit $15
EMDE aluminum frames and

glass $15
Stereo Realist aluminum

masks $15
View-Master S-1 mono

projector $15
Baja slide storage case $15
Halogen bulbs $15
Stereo Realist case $15
Toy View-Master viewers $15
Stereoviews $15

Mounting supplies $15
Revere camera case $15

Mounting supplies $12
Realist film identifier $12
View-Master reel storage box $12
Halogen bulbs $11
Stereo flector $10

National Geographic 3-D
issue $10

Zebra 3-D glasses $10
Color photo book $10
Austin photo interpretometer $10
3-D books $10
Mounting supplies $10
Stereo nudes $10
View-Master viewer $9
Mounting supplies $9
Halogen bulbs $8
EMDE aluminum frames $7
Autostereogram stamps $7
3-D cosmic poster $7
Realis mounting jig... $7
StereoTach lighted viewer $6
Friday the 13th poster $6
Life magazine with 3-D

pictures $6
Realist filter set $6
Easy Reader paper $5
Silver screen $5
Tripod $5
Accessory bracket for

View-Master Personal $5

Competition News

January 1999 Special Theme Competition
Announcement

by Mike McKinney

I naddition to our regular Club
competition in January, a "Theme

Competiton" will be held. Club
member Ray Zone has provided the
theme and will sponsor the award.
Ray has submitted " Hollywood" as
the theme and will award the special
competition winner with a copy of
Harold Lloyd's book, 3D Hollywood.

This is a wide-open theme with

ample room for your creative enerties.
The book is also an apt motivation
and should be included in everyone's
3D library! There is plenty of time for
you betweeen November and January
21, 1999 to make the image that
screams "Hollywood!" You can
submit up to three entries.

• Be there,
Mike

Type A Realist filters $5
Mounting glass $5
Stereo nudes $5
Full frame stereo photos $4
Universal pulfrich specs $4
Stereoviews $4
16mm film splicer $3
Stereo flector $3
Alien worlds comic book

poster $3
Robert Williams 3-D poster $3
Slide storage case $2
Stereviews $2
Stereoviews $2
Corner reflector set $1
Stereoscopy back issue $1
3-D News with anaglyph

cover $1

Loreo camera $1
Else Teleset 1 $1
3-D projection glass $1

Total $3,989

Club's take $829

Excitement was reaching a fever
pitch (left) as priceless 3D treasures
were up for grabs at the 1998 SCSC
3D Auction! Treasurer David Kuntz

(above), aided by Susan Pinsky,
rolled in the dough and amazingly
managed to keep track of it all!

41st H'wood Exhibition
It's time to get those slides sorted
and dusted off and give them the
recognition they deserve. You
have until January 21, 1999 to
get your four stereo slides to the
competition. And we don't mean
just any stereo slides; we want
you to knock the socks off our
judges and bring home some
medals! Alright? And don't
forget—this year is the First
Hollywood International Stereo
Card Exhibition as well! For full

details, write to Christopher
Olson, P.O. Box 8834, Universal
City, OA 91608.

n
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, areheld monthly. Visitors arealways welcome. Annual dues are$30/slngle
or$40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies. Is sentmonthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are$25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

December 5

December 17

January 21,1999

February 6,1999

February 18,1999

Movie Division Meeting. We'll meet and greet at
7:00 pm at the Longley Way School Auditorium,
2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.

Annual Holiday Banquet at Taix Restaurant, 1911
Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park. Tickets are $20 in
advance, $25 at the door.

Third club competition, plus an additional program.
7:30pm at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wilshire.

Outing to the California Museum of Photography in
Riverside.

Our Hollywood Exhibition showing, Earl's 95th
Birthday Members are encouraged to bring their
best slides of the Birthday Boy.

Workshops

Stereo Slide Mounting Workshops January 16 and 23
by Oliver Dean

Make the most of your membership in SCSC by
participating in the free (to members only) workshop

in Stereo Slide Mounting being given by SCSC's Resident
Evil Genius of Slipping the Chips, Oliver Dean. (If you
don't know what "chips" are, come to the workshop—but
don't expect to find the British version of French fries!)
Held on Saturday, January 16th and 23rd, from 2:00 PM to
at least 6:00 PM, the workshop will cover the same material
on either date, but the one on the 16th could help you
prepare your slides for the January SCSC Competition
Night on January 21st.

To further whet your appetite;

• SEE—what's available in stereo mounts!

• SEE—clear demonstrations of Stereo Window theory
made easy!

• SEE—how to use the " Blink Method" for precise
mounting adjustments!

• LEARN—how to optimize the range of depth during
picture taking!

• LEARN—the easy rule for adjusting scene vs window
distance!

• SEE—the most common mistakes in mounting and How
to avoid them!

• SEE—Speed Mounting—how to mount your own slides
quickly for evaluation!

• LEARN—competition requirements and an intro to
mounting slides in glass!

• SEE—an introduction to stereo cropping, time

permitting.

• TRY OUT—what you have learned on your own slides
or your unmounted roll!

Emphasis will be on standard Realist format slides, with

twin 2x2s touched upon. If you are interested, please
contact Oliver Dean and make a reservation, because

seating is limited to a maximum of four participants. Oliver
may be reached at phone number (310) 635-2400 (24 hours)

or at e-mail address 3d-image@concentric.net; after your
reservation is confirmed, Oliver will send you a map
showing how to get to his place at 19009 Laurel Park Road,

Space 174, Dominguez Hills, CA (near North Long Beach
and Carson). If you leave a message on his answering

machine, please be sure to include your phone number and
hours you can be reached there.

Prepare in advance to bring problem slides and/or an
unmounted roll (preferably reverse wound the night before,
so as to reipove the curl by the time you get to the

workshop), and feel welcome to stay after the instruction
period to practice what you have learned. If you have
mounts that you commonly use, please bring a small supply
of them with you.

Visit our website at bttp://bome.earthlink.iiet/~camptire
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Meiii and WatGis fraw
He SCSC Cb^ajise Ifylfy

by Lawrence Kaufman
Happy holidays to all! Don't

forgot your stereo cameras as we
skate through the holidays. All the
Christinas lights, trees and festive
gatherings are a great opportunity for
some fabulous stereo shots!

As I sit putting this together, it is a
timeof thanks giving. I really want to
take a moment to say thanks to all the
folks that volunteer their time and
keep SCSC going year after year. For
several years I would join everyone
for the monthly meetings and for the
most part, they went flawlessly. I read
(and looked forward to) my 3D News
every month. I didn't think to
contributeanything to the pages of the
3D News and there didn't seem to be
any help needed at the meetings.

By the way, Marvin would love
your contributions to the 3D News. If
you know of, or read about something
3D, pass it on to Marvin. The contact
info is on the cover and the deadline is
the last day of the month.Or pass it
along to me and 1will try to include it
in my article.

On the way to la.st month's
meeting, 1 started to wonder. 1knew
that two individuals who often project
werejudges and another wasn't going
to be able to attend. But, as usual
everyone pitched in and the meeting
again seemed to move along
flawlessly (or at least almost
flawlessly). It is difficult to enjoy a
slide show or competition, if you are
projecting, focusing, tabulating the
scores or any other task. So, thanks to
all the individuals who make the
sacrifice, so that all the rest of us can
have the wonderful experience of the
monthly meetings.

Upcoming Meetings
Our Annual Holiday Banquet will

be held again at Taix Restaurant at
1911 Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park,
on Thursday, December 17, 1998.
Tickets sales have been very good. If
you didn't get yours at the November
meeting from Mitchell Walker, give
Mitch a call to reserve a spot. The

by Lawrence Kaufman

pre-event price is a low $20.00.
Tickets will also be available at the
door for $25.00, but call Mitch so he
can be sure there are enough meals
available. Expect an evening of 3D
camaraderie, a great meal and several
short, but fabulous stereo slide shows!

Thursday, January 21st, 1998 is
Cassie's birthday, but also our
meeting night and your last chance to
enter slides into the Hollywood
Exhibition. January will be our third
club competition of the year. Bring
your prize winning slides with you
and Good Luck! If you did not get
your slides entered in the first or
second competition, bring your
make-up slides also. Don't forget our
additional competition sponsoredby
Ray Zone. You can also enter three
additional slides that are of the subject
"Hollywood". Yes! Two
competitions at one meeting.
Reminder—please get there early and
have your slides ready to enter. The
competition directors have a lot of
work to do organizing all the slides
once they are submitted, so let's all
help speed up the process and have
our slides ready before 7:30! A
SPECIAL NOTE...Please, please,
please clean your slides off before you
enter them! It only takes a second and
it makes viewing them a much more
enjoyable experience (and it might
even help the score).

The program directors are trying
to finalize a spectacular second slide
program (to be announced later). The
fun begins at 7:30pm at the usual
place, the Wilshire United Methodist
Church, 711 South Plymouth Blvd.,
just off Wilshire near Crenshaw, west
of downtown Los Angeles.

The 41st Hollywood Slide
Exhibition and the 1st Hollywood
Card Exhibition is being held on
January 23rd at The First United
Methodist Church, 134 N. Kenwood
in Glendale. Get your slides or cards
entered! You can come and join in the
fun (and help out) if you like.
Showings are scheduled for February

3rd (same location) during the Jewel
City CameraClub meeting, February
11th at the Pasadena Stereo Club

meeting (location to be announced)
and at our February 18th meeting.

Our Previous Meetings
We met on Thursday, November

19, 1998 at 7:30pm at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church. Our second

club competition of the year started
out the evening. Lots of great images,
some members are really outdoing
themselves.

It was really great to see our
second slide program, which was
presented by former SCSC president
Bryan Riggs. "Fun with Stereo"
featured 226 stereo images. It a was
long and interesting introduction to
creating fun and enjoyable stereo
images. Bryan and his wife Gladys
together originally put the show
together in 1977 for the PSA Phoenix
regional meeting. It was a very
pleasurable time travel back to a much
simpler time for stereo photography.
Like whilingaway your time looking
back in old photography magazines,
so much to learn and try! Thanks
Bryan for sharing your great show
with us!

The Movie Division met on
Saturday, Decembers, 1998. The
quarterly meeting of the Movie
Division of SCSC was held as usual at

Longley Way School, 2601 Longley
Way at Las Tunas in the city of
Arcadia. A short business meeting and
our show and tell of new 3D gadgets
and toys and a continued discussion
on the Movie Division's 3D video

project, was followed by a viewing of
a few new 3D videos and one 16mm

Bolex film.

KISS Concert

KISS lead man. Gene Simmons
believes their "Psycho Circus" tour
will likely go on for two years. I never
realized how popular KISS was, until
they started this 3D tour. KISS is
everywhere. You can buy all types of



KISS actionfigures, music, bootleg
tapes and videos, the list goes on and
on.

The tour debuted at Dodger
Stadium on Halloween night. It was
the party. The show was simulcast on
radio stations and had a thirty minute
(almost live) compilation broadcast on
Fox television stations. They used lots
of technology. At one point Simmons
flies 55 feet over the audience and
spews fake blood.

The first ad for the Kiss

Halloween Night at Dodger Stadium
was on page C59 of the Sept 25th
issue of LA Weekly, where it
appeared in 3D. The same ad was
used in other papers, but appeared
flat. The ad was a conversion piece,
and people were picking it up. One
week later, copies were being
auctioned off on ebay (the Internet
premier auction site). The ad went for
as much as $36.00 and there were

probably a total of one hundred going
for at least $13.00 to $15.00. Not a
bad profit for an ad from a free
newspaper!

From L.A., KISS went to Boston
to start the tour. 3D News subscriber

Ron Labbe was there and wrote, " Had
the unique opportunity to see the
kick-off of the " KISS in 3D"

("Psycho Circus") tour... I provided
the polarized glasses for the two
Boston shows! (Apparently the tour
started early, and the printed glasses
weren't ready). I won't bother to
comment on the quality of the music,
but the 3D set-up was pretty
interesting...

"As far as I know, this is the
biggest polarized stereo audience in
one place ever! The Fleet Center
holds about 20,000 people- this place
was pretty near full. Behind the stage
was a massive 40 foot wide 3D

screen, rear projection! I can only
guess that it was Stewart Filmscreen
that provided that extremely
expensive piece of plastic... Behind it
were four huge Hughes video
projectors; on the sides of the lighting
grid were additional 25-foot wide
silver screens... two Barco projectors
on each.

"During the show, glasses on/ojf
prompts on the screen would let fans
know when the (canned) 3D segments
were happening (most of the show
had live video shown on the screens).

Unfortunately, most of the
stereoscopic content was pretty lame,
in my opinion. Guitars and Gene
Simmons' tongue being thrust out at
the audience seemed to be the bulk of

it, with some fairly generic computer
graphics thrown in. Technically it
wasn't bad- not too much parallax at
the screen and few window violations.

I don't know who produced the
content, but I hope to find out!

" Overall the audience seemed to

enjoy the 3D 'gimmick', along with
the pyrotechnics, flying drums and
blood spitting. I did note, however,
that halfway through the show only
about half the audience were wearing
their glasses during the 3D segments...
I think many chose to just leave them
on or off for the entire show, since the
problem of what to do with the glasses
when you're not wearing them is a
sticky one (especially when you need
both hands free to raise your fists in
the air with pure rock and roll
excitement). I was excited about that
rear screen..."

KISS is into 3D in a big way.
They have the polarized broadcast
(live and taped) at the shows, the
anaglyph ad, the bonus CD featuring
the animated 3D video (October 3D
News), a special promotional video
tape done in Chromadepth and
possibly a lenticular CD cover. The
live camera is the Ikegami 3D unit. A
good camera, with limited
convergence control.

As to who did the 3D work.
Dimension 3 did a demonstration for

KISS at the Irvine Meadows. There

"was a deal" to provide the 3D. But,
rumor has it, a "brother-in-law" of
KISS manager Doc McGhee did a
back door deal with a Dallas

company. Rumors on the Internet are
that KISS fans have been usually
quite disappointed.

Jack Frost Lenticular

Curiously, coming soon is a new
Michael Keaton film entitled Jack

Frost. The poster is out and it is a
lenticular. There was another film

called Jack Frost. It was a 1996

direct-direct-to-video movie (horror
film). It had a lenticular video cover.

New View-Master

At our last meeting, Charley Van
Pelt showed us the new things coming
from Mattel. The new Discovery
View-Master viewer is out and at the

stores (check Target and Toys R Us).
A 4X binocular and a View-Master

viewer all in one! I had heard they
were great; well they're not! The
diffusers are lousy (as are most of
them in the newer viewers), it didn't
work well as a viewer or as a

binocular. The reels looked nice, but
tbe images were lacking something.

Charley had some reels; among
them were Sea Creatures and

Dinosaurs. The packets are available
loose in the new CD-Style packaging.
He also had some of the new scenic

titles. I don't think that the new

viewers will catch on, even though the
lens are adjustable so that adults can
use the binoculars also. The price is
$14.99 at Target.

Did anyone catch the segment of
the Discovery Channel program
"Favorite Toys" all about
View-Master? They featured some
history of both stereoscopy and
View-Master (beginning with Walter
Gruber, the founder) and images of
many different viewers (including a
rare brown model "C") and images
(all 2D). There were also interviews
with a couple View-Master employees
(past and present).

View-Master items do seem to be

coming back, slowly but surely as
Fisher-Price finally seems to be
getting things rolling. Fisher-Price has
increased the price of Model L
viewers and custom reel production
by 20%. There hadn't been a price
increase in 12 years.



More 3D from 2D coming
Dynamic Digital Depth, Inc.

(formerly Xenotech Inc.), and
IMAGICA USA, announced an
agreement with Showscan
Entertainment Inc. to initiate

conversion of certain films of

Showscan's "Thrill Ride" library
from a 2D to a 3D stereo format. The
converted films are to be shown in

simulation theaters worldwide.
Showscan specializes in

movie-based motion simulation
theater attractions, combining the
exhibition of short action films with

multi-channel sound systems and
synchronized theater seat movement.
Showscan is creating the largest thrill
ride library in the simulation industry.
They want to be the first company in
the industry to fully utilize the 2D to
3D conversion processcreated by
Dynamic Digital Depth.

Dynamic Digital Depth's patented
process involves the digital scanning
of 2D film footage frame by frame
and then applying proprietary
algorithms that enable the distance of
objects in scenes to be established
relative to the viewer. The result is the
ability to manipulate images to create
3D stereo versions of original 2D
productions.

Giant 100" 3D Video Display
Dynamic Digital Depth, Inc. also

unveiled a revolutionary 3D display
system that delivers glasses free 3D
for the video game and motion
simulation industry.

Dynamic Digital Depth's patented
display delivers stereo 3D images to
each player by tracking their head
position precisely. An infrared sensor
built into the console locates the

players eyes and tracks the movement
of their heads while they play the
game. Two video game images are
then projected onto a retroreflective
display screen allowing the players to
view the game in 3D without any
special glasses or headset. The unique
nature of the screen allows the system
to be used in a variety of lighting
conditions, including brightly lit
environments. Additionally, as with
conventional multi-player video
games, consoles can be located side
by side, each sharing one display
screen to supply images without
interference.

See you at the meeting!

[SCC Competition

Crepuscular Delights Bring SCSC Honors
at ISCC

by James Comstock

Well, results are in from the
November 1998 International

Stereo Club Competition. To refresh
your memories, this is a competition
among eleven stereo clubs like our
own SCSC from around the world.

Three times a year, each club submits
six slides from its members and sends

them to whichever club is hosting that
particular competition. There the host
club screens and judges.

And we did very well.

Out of six slides, four received
awards. Kathy Day was our top
winner receiving Second Place with
her "Camp at Mildred Lake," and an
Honorable Mention for "Hiking Up
To the Pass." Mike McKinney
received two honorable mentions for

"Cracked Clouds Death Valley" and
"Smoked Trout." Fortunately, on the
following two pages in this issue of
the 3D News we were able to

reproduce for you—the freeviewing
public (or print-viewer-using
public)—all the slides from our clan.
But you will have to consider them as
mere suggestions of the original
images, for they lack one major, vital
element of their composition: color.
Those of you with "Windows on your
computers might do well to look up
the " art gallery" on our SCSC
website, where these six pictures,
among others, are available for
viewing in the DepthCharge (IPS)
format.

It's been several weeks since I saw

them, so I'm doing this from memory,
but Kathy's "Camp at Mildred Lake"
is the perfectly exposed glowing
yellow tent against a backdrop of
indigo blue mountains at twilight.
What a crepuscular delight! The
mountains having just enough detail
so it's not just a yellow tent floating in
black space. It's one of those metering
situations when I have to beg Kathy to
tell me that she indeed brackets like

crazy.

Mike McKinney's "Cracked
Clouds Death Valley" has the
maroons, pinks and oranges of a

smoldering sunset whose reflection is
then shattered as if on a broken

mirror. The subtle colorations in

"Smoked Trout" come from the

swirling steamy mix of a still
hazed-out golden rising sun, morning
mist, and the fresh landscape
surrounding this lake. On, the shots
I'll never get because I like to sleep
in. Oh, the shots I'll never get because
I'm too lazy (I tell everyone I'm too
busy) to hike up to some of the most
beautiful places on the planet. Oh, the
shots I'll never get becau.se I'm not
Mike or Kathy.

I anticipate that of the six slides
shown here, Scott Ressler's probably
reproduced the best. Don't ask me to
fill in the colors with words, as these
were both black and white originals.
Scott has done well in our own

competitions with his black and white
materials. Although he did not quite
receive an Honorable Mention, one
judge gave him the highest score
possible, only to be countered by
another judge's low score. Once
again, judging displays its subjective
nature.

November is the first of three

competitions for the year. As a club,
our overall standing relative to the
other clubs is Second Place. For the

final competition in May, I will
resubmit Kathy's "Camp at Mildred
Lake" for consideration in their Slide

of the Year competition. Over the past
five or six years, we have done quite
well by winning Slide of the Year
three (!) times with images from
Susan Pinsky, James Comstock and
Tony Alderson.

James Comstock is our club's valued Secretary,

and his presentation ofthe minutes at Board

Meetings is always one of the highlights of the

evening. However, for those less erudite,

Webster's College Dictionary defines
"crepuscular" as "Of, pertaining to, or

resembling twilight. " — Your Editor



SCSC Entries in

Hiking Up to the Pass
Kathy Day

Camp at Mildred Lake
Kathy Day

Cracked Clouds

Death Valley
Mike McKinney



ISCC Competition

Hi~Lo Country # 1
Scott Ressler

Smoked Trout

Mike McKinney 0

Idaho Ranch #2

Scott Ressler



Competition Report

Bugs Take a Bite Out of the Stereo Window
by Mike McKinney

•• Inhere's a heck ofa fight going on in
\ B-Group Standard. Dorothy

Bemhardt and Bruno Lizzi each took

home top awards and two HMs.
Cassie Kaufman is the current point
leader for this group and must
certainly be feeling the pressure. This
is a very close match that could shape
up for a photo finish (so to speak) by
the end of the competition year. James
Comstock walked away with the
award in A-Group Standard however
Lawrence Kaufman, aka Mr.
President, made the big gain in overall
points moving him up the pole to sit
in third position. Whatever Cassie
Kaufman is putting in their coffee is
working for both of them. The other
"Usual Suspects" were in attendance
and also made some point gains. Abe
Perlstein and Earl Colgan did well in
their respective subjects. Kathy Day
and I, earning a severe lack of points
vowed vengeance for the next
competition.

This movie season has a couple of
computer animation flicks featuring
bugs. SCSC is not immune to the
invasion with Dan Gilvezan's entry in
the Non-Conventional category.
Dan's slide "Caterpillar," a computer
masterpiece, featured the little
butterfly wannabe on a leaf munching
away at the virtual stereo window.
Pass the ketchup? Dan has used faux
stereo windows in the past with other
subjects and it's a tremendously
humorous added affect. I will also add

that Dan's other two entries were as

exceptional. When he shows up for a
competition, for which he is now two
for two this year, the audience is well
rewarded.

Amazingly Dan did not take home
the award in the Non-Conventional

category which instead went home in
my slide box. This feat may serve as
testimony to an oft debated issue. At a
few SCSC Board meetings and
informal gatherings it has been
debated whether computer generated
images, with all the controls of
lighting, composition, subject matter,
etc., at one's hands can be fairly
judged against photographs. It is

assumed that photographs would be at
a disadvantage. It has been suggested
that computer images and computer
manipulated photographs should
compete in a category of their own.
Thursday's competition showed that
photographs or naturally occurring
images can hold their own in this
company. A photograph that I took at
Cathedral Lake near Tuolumne

Meadows, with no more manipulation
than a polarizer, took the award in the
category. This photograph happens to
be one of my favorites and 1 also
consider it one of my best. And-with
all of nature's beauty working for me,
I was able to edge Dan by only one
point.

And the point of this whole thing
is to bring home the fact that we are
now in an era of stereo imagery as
opposed to stereo photogiaphy. (This
is a medium Ray Zone has been in
since birth). Natures beauty and
naturally occurring images will
always amaze and entertain viewers
as well as images created entirely
from someone's mind. I'm sure the

debate of computer images versus
natural images will continue and I for
one have a new perspective. (I predict
this perspective will last until Dan
scores triple nines to my sevens and
eights.) All said, I will always have
the solace that while Dan sits on his

fanny creating his fantastic imagery
his behind is developing computer
stereo spread while I am staying in
shape hauling forty pounds of camera
gear trying to capture natures'
magnificence. And too further
demonstrate that nothing in life is fair,
Kathy Day uttered to me after the
competition, "I think I'm going to
start taking 2x2s." Is this world cruel?

• Be there!

Mike

A Group Standard

Nov Total

Mike McKinney 60 128

Earl Colgan 62 128

HM: Herding the Goats
Lawrence Kaufman 63 126

HM: Butter Ball

HM: In the Garden

Abe Perlstein

HM: Last Rays of Sun
Kathy Day

Chuck Bernhardt

Dick Howe

Todd Eiffert

James Comstock

A: Light Flight —
Dorr Kimball

Abe Fagenson

B Group Standard

Cassie Kaufman

HM: Hi Yo Silver

Dorothy Bernhardt

HM: Tranquility

HM: Rock of Ages

A: Nature's Steambaths

Steve Berezin

Bruno Lizzi

HM: Bryce Canyon

HM: Queens Garden Trail

A: Balloon Festival, Scottsdale AZ

Mark Kernes — 60

Dave Washbum — 53

Non-Conventional

Dan Gilvezan

HM: Ice Cream Clones '

HM: Christmas Reflections

HM: Caterpillar
Mike McKinney 68 134

HM: Stick in the Sand

A: Cathedral Lake

Earl Colgan 64 133

HM: Woodstock

Abe Perlstein 65 127

HM: Pause That Refreshes

HM: Nichole Suns Herself

James Comstock 69 69

HM: Three Kings

HM: Mr. Vortex

David Starkman — 67

Susan Pinsky — 64

61 125

55

110

106

61

55

118

110

106

66

61

55

53

Nov Total

55 118

116 116

57 112

61 61

Nov Total

70 143
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, are held monthly.Visitorsare always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate inClub activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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January

S M T W T F S

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 1

II February

S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28

Calendar of Events

January 21,1999

February 6,1999

February 18,1999

March 6,1999

March 18,1999

Third club competition, plus program (below).
7:30pm at Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wilshire.

Outing to the California Museum of Photography in
Riverside. See Lawrence Kaufman's column for

complete details.

Our Hollywood Exhibition showing. Earl's 95th
Birthday Members are encouraged to bring their
best slides of the Birthday Boy. 7:30pm at Wilshire
United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth
Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

Movie Division meets at Longley Way School,
Auditorium, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia. 7:00pm.

The fourth Club Competition, plus a special preview
screening of Alexis McKinney light abstracts (before
their national tour).

Kami and Kessler Fresent Frovocative New Images
^^ome one come all. Come and see Lincoln Kamm's 3D Side Show.
C^Witness the world through the eyes of a madman. Everything from
super close-up images of an exotic beast(house cat), to handcrafted
computer-generated stereooddities. Why, we even have a few pretty
ladies (clothing is definitely optional for these classy babes), that's right
folks—we are talking modem stereo images designed to look like classic
1950scheesecake! This show has got all this and more, with a twist of
humor in every bite. This is a one-time-only engagement!

Extra Added Attraction:

Scott Resslerpresents a programof stereo images,most taken on
moviesets over the last two years. Includedwill be " Austin Powers",
" Scream 11",Wim Wender's "The End of Violence", and the recently
released western "The Hi-Lo Country", as well as previews of upcoming
films.

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

1

Classified Ad

FOR SALE—Realeyes Video,
converts 2D to 3D in real time (I
give ita C-t- or so), also does color
correction enhancement (A+),
digital conversion of image (A+).
it has a driver that does polarity
switch, L/R or R/L. Handles
S-VHS. Asking $300. Brad
Bishop, 11178 Culver Blvd., #17,
Culver City, CA 90230-4032.
(310)280-0822.

Visit our website at bttp;//hoiiie.earthlink.iiet/~campfire



The Technical Page
Eseaya by SCSC'e Stereo Doctor ^
Charles A. Piper

Installment #110

Projector Adjustments
^ ome fundamentals—the

•5;;^purpose of projector
adjustments is to minimize
audience discomfort. Discomfort
basically is caused by retensioning
of the six ligaments of the eyeball:
two vertical, two horizontal, to
rotational. In any fixed position of
the ligaments (unless it isfar from
"neutral") there is no discomfort.
Therefore the goal of projection
should be to change adjustments
as few times as possible. Focus
errors are annoying but do not
cause eye fatigue per se.

A typical scenario often
encountered—the picture comes
on the screen. The images are four
inches too far apart, and there is a
vertical error of two inches. Since

these errors are well within the
audience's tolerance, they
instantly retension their ligaments
and don't even notice it. Now the

horizontal "helper", who is
wearing stereo glasses, begins by
moving the images even farther
apart. Oops, wrong way! The
audience instantly readjusts to
bring the images together.

The "helper", now sensing his
error, goes back the other way.
The audience again readjusts.
They have had to readjust three
times where one would be enough
if there were a skilled adjuster.
The remedy: the adjuster should
not be looking through stereo
glasses when making the
adjustment and could have seen
that no adjustment was really
necessary. The same scenario
applies to the vertical adjuster.

How the horizontal adjustment
is made determines where the
foreground of the subject appears
in space, before the screen, at the
screen, or behind the screen. For

most subjects, placing the stereo
window at the screen works best.

For this location the frame outlines

of the two chips will be together
on the screen. There are slides

where you want the subject to
come out into the room for impact.
Seldom do you want the image
behind the screen.

When there is a very bright
subject such as the moon, it is
advisable to abandon the usual

rules and bring the bright spots
together to minimize ghosting. On
the verticals also, do not adjust for
tiny errors. Rotation errors we
have to live with; there is no way
to compensate in the projector.
Thus the stereographer must be
extremely careful about rotation
errors.

Advice to the vertical and

horizontal adjusters—do not use
glasses when adjusting.
Remember which way you made
the last correction, and reverse it
as soon as the slide is changed so
the next slide may not need
correction. Do not jiggle back and
forth over the "best" adjustment.

You do not need a perfect
adjustment.

In the matter of focus, the
judges who are closer to the screen
are more critical than the adjusters
at the projector. My advice to the
focus adjuster—use a pair of
cheapie folding three-power opera
glasses and you will see better
than the judges, and there will be
no more calls for focus! Again
remember how you made your last
adjustment and back it out as soon
as the slide is changed. This is
especially helpful when there are
mixed cardboard slides.

Finally, please do not volunteer
to do projector adjustments if you
don't really know what you are
doing. You will be doing the
audience a big favor. I have hit
this subject before but we still get
less than ideal adjustment. We can
do better. Let's do it!

An audience prepares for the magical experience of viewing a stereographic
slide show. What wonders await them? What horrors? It's all up to the
technicians entrusted with adjusting the images!
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by Lawrence Kaufman

A Few Words From the

President

I f you act recklessly you will pay a
^ heavy price ... oops, wrong
President.

SCSC Needs Your Help!
Last month, before SCSC Holiday

Banquet, the clubs stereo projector
and sound system were moved from
their new storage to be delivered to
Taix Restaurant for our December

meeting. The vehicle they were in was
vandalized and they were stolen.

We have priced a replacement
clean TDC 716 projector with a 5"
lenses and a 7 perf modified carrier
and a new sound system for the club.
These items would make a large dent
in our clubs treasury and before we do
that, we want to search for a possible
spare projector we could buy cheaply
or someone might wish to donate to
SCSC. If you or anyone you know
might be able to assist us, please let us
know!

For the time being, Oliver Dean
will be loaning SCSC his personal
TDC. His projector is much like the
one the club had been using for many
years.

Get Your Slides Ready
January is the month to get your

prize winning slides together! We will
have not one, but two club
competitions. The third (of five) club
competitions for this club year and the
special Hollywood themed club
competition. So get your great
Hollywood slides together, plus your
regular competition slides. Plus, this is
the month of the SCSC sponsored
PSA Hollywood International
Exhibition. The 21st is the last chance

to get your slides and stereo cards
entered.

The SCSC Board met on

November 10th to discuss some of the

plans we have for SCSC's future.
Discussed, among other things were,
the SCSC Membership Drive.

Remember to spread the word (you
could win!). We can now announce
the prize!!! Member, Steve Berezin
(Berezin Stereo Photography
Products) is donating one of his new
archival steel stereo slide storage
boxes. David Kuntz has fliers and

stands to place in camera shops,
camera shows or anywhere people
interested in stereo photography might
see them.

The SCSC Hall of Fame (still
looking for your suggestions as to
v,'ho should be considered for the first

honoree). The selection has gone to a
sub-committee. Also discussed were

club shows and competitions. The
Hollywood Exhibitions (be sure and
enter). The board stuffed and mailed
the entry forms. If you did not receive
yours, contact Chris Olson soon!
Discussion also included: the 3D issue

of the 3D News (looking for cool
analgyph images), the SCSC Web
Site—which now includes: the 3D

News online. Marvin's posted PDF
versions of all of the newsletters of

the current Club Fiscal Year (July
1998 through the present) and he
plans to keep an archive of the most
recent half-dozen issues online from

now on. You need Adobe Acrobat

Reader 3.0 or above to read or print

the newsletter (check it out).

The board voted to amend the

SCSC bylaws. The membership
present at the November meeting
approved the one change—the
position of Secretary is no longer
limited to two consecutive terms. New

members receive a copy of the
bylaws, along with (among other
things), competition rules and
membership cards from the
membership director. The SCSC
Board meets again on February 2nd in
Woodland Hills.

Upcoming Meetings
Thursday, January 21st, 1998 is

our meeting night and your last
chance to enter slides into the

Hollywood Exhibition. January will
be our third club competition of the
year. Bring your prize winning slides
with you and Good Luck!

If you did not get your slides
entered in the first or second

competition, bring your make-up
slides also. Don't forget our additional
competition sponsored by Ray Zone.
You can also enter three additional

slides that are of the subject
"Hollywood". Yes! Two
competitions at one meeting.
Reminder—Please get there early and



have your slides ready to enter. The
competition directors have a lot of
work to do organizing all the slides
once they are submitted, so let's all
help speed up the process and have
our slides ready before 7:30! A
SPECIAL NOTE...Please, please,
please clean your slides off before you
enter them! It only takes a second and
it makes viewing them a much more
enjoyable experience (and it might
even help the .score).

Our meeting is the night of twos.
We will have two competitions and
two slide shows! Two local stereo

photographers are putting together
two short shows for our enjoyment.
Lincoln Kamm has a show for us

(some mature themes) and Scott

Ressler (see last months 3D News for

some of his images) will also have a
short show for us! The fun begins at
7:30pm at the usual place, the
Wilshire United Methodist Church,

711 South Plymouth Blvd., just off
Wilshire near Crenshaw, west of

downtown Los Angeles.

The 41st Hollywood Slide
Exhibition and the Ist Hollywood
Card Exhibition is being held on
January 23rd at The First United
Methodist Church, 134 N. Kenwood

in Glendale. Get your slides or cards
entered! You can come and join in the
fun (and help out) if you like.
Showing are scheduled for February
3rd (same location) during the Jewel
City Camera Club meeting, February
11th at the Pasadena Stereo Club

meeting (location to be announced)
and at our February 18th meeting.

Also big news, due to SCSC's
long history with the Hollywood
International Exhibition. PSA is

recognizing our Ist Hollywood
International Stereo Card Exhibition.

And there are lots of awards for both

stereo slides and stereo cards. PSA

Gold for " Best of Show", PSA Silver
for "Best Contemporary", medals for
1st. 2nd and 3rd place, "Best
Photo-Travel" medal, best slide by a
new Hollywood exhibitor, special
award for "best mammal slide",
honorable mention ribbons and even

an award for "Best Presentation" of a

stereo card, to name only some of the
awards.

Some great selectors too ...
Pauline Sweezey (Diamond), EPSA;
Robert Bloomberg*****; Padric

McLaughlin and alternate selector
Ray Zone.

February is busy for SCSC, with a
Board meeting on the 2nd, three
showings of the Hollywood. Plus an
outing.

On February 6th, SCSC is
traveling to Riverside (40 miles east
of Los Angeles) for its annual tour of
the UCR/California Museum of

Photography. UCR/CMP is the home
of the Keystone-Mast collection, one
of the largest collections of stereo
cards. February 5th though 7th is also
the annual Dickens Festival in

downtown Riverside, so bring your
camera for shots of individuals in

period costumes. Included will be a
London Faire, Pageantry, Victorian
Teas at the First Congregational
Church, Gordon Highlanders 1882
Scottish Regiment reenactments,
Douglas Broyles (a New York actor)
returning by popular demand as "Mr.
Dickens Himself", plus jugglers, arts
& crafts among other fun stuff.

The UCR/CMP tour is from noon

until 2:00 p.m.. A few of us are
planning to meet up the pedestrian
mall (Main Street) at Simple Simon's
Bakery & Bistro for lunch at around
11:00 (they serve breakfast until
11:00—so get there before 11 am to
order breakfast). All are welcome to

meet at this fine restaurant, known for

their homemade soups & salads, fine
home-baked breads, pastries &
croissants and exquisite cakes. Simple
Simon's Bakery & Bistro is located at
3639 Main Street (909)369-6030,
across from the famous Mission Inn.

UCR/CMP is a couple blocks down
the street (pedestrian mall) at 3804
Main Street (909)784-FOTO.

The rest of the 1999 Schedule:
• February 3rd—The 1st showing of

the Hollywood Exhibition in
Glendale

• February 6th—Outing to the
California Museum of Photography
in Riverside (12-2)

• February 11th—The Hollywood
showing in at the Pasadena club

• February 18th—Our Hollywood
Exhibition Showing, Earl's 95th
Birthday. Slide program of Earl's
best slides and slides of Earl from

members (get your Earl Colgan
slides ready)!

• March 6th—Movie Division

meeting in Arcadia

March ISth^thClub

Competition / The Alexis
McKinney (light abstracts) slide
show before it goes on tour.
April 15th—Slide Programs PSA
Traveling Exhibition / London
slide battle

May 20th—Final Club
Competition / Majorie Webster
slide show premier. Nominations
of officers.

June 5th—Movie Division Meeting
in Arcadia

June 17th—View-Master

Competition
July 9th - July 12th—NSA in
Green Bay, WI
July 15th—Awards and Installation
Banquet / Slide of the Year
August 7th—3rd Ever 3D
Movie/Video Competition (no
Movie Division meeting in Sept.)
August 19th—SCSC Stereo Expo
(show and tell / swap meet / stereo
fair)

August 30th - September
4th—PSA International

Conference in Toronto, Canada

September 16th—1st 1999/2000
SCSC Club Competition & 2nd
Program
September 22nd - 27th—ISU
Conference in Germany
October 21 st— 1999 SCSC Club

Auction

November 18th—2nd 1999/2000

SCSC Club Competition / 2nd
program

December 4th—Movie Division

Meeting in Arcadia
December 16th—SCSC Holiday
Banquet / slide program

Our Previous Meeting
Our Annual Holiday Banquet was

held again at Taix Restaurant on
Thursday, December 17, 1998.
Tickets sales were very good. We
actually had three times the
attendance as last years Holiday
Banquet! A great evening of 3D
camaraderie, a fabulous meal and a

couple of fabulous stereo slide shows!
A perfect themed show from Ray
Zone "The First Christmas", plus
several examples of tissue cards. The
SCSC members Xmas potpourri was a
lot of fun as the night ran way over,
but no one seemed to care.

Stereo Mounting Workshops
Oliver Dean has scheduled a



couple of mounting workshops.
Check the December 3D News for
details. The dates are January 16th
and January 23rd. Contact Oliver at
(310)635-2400 (24 hours) and sign up
now. David Thompson, also has
volunteered to head up a stereo card
mounting workshop. So if you need
some help getting your cards ready for
the upcoining 1st Hollywood Card
Exhibition or just want to make some
cards for your own enjoyment contact
David Thompson (714)671 -1403.

Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo

Billed as America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show. It always has tons of
stereo camera equipment and great
deals on film and other photo
supplies. On Sunday, December 13th,
the show will be held at 7530

Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get
there early to get the good deals. For
more information call: (949)786-8183
or (949)786-6644. Future dates: The
1999 shows are on Jan. 17, Feb. 21,
March 21, April 18, May 16, June 20,
July 18, August 22, Sept. 19, Oct. 17,
Nov. 21 and Dec. 12.

West Los Angeles Bay Area
Camera Show and Sale

The show is held at the Wyndham
Garden Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr.,
405 Fwy. to Sepulveda N, next to Fox
Hills Mall. 10am - 4pm. For more info
contact Anton, Bargain Camera
shows, PO Box 5352, Santa Monica
90409, (310)578-7446. The show is
usually the first Sunday, except April
(Ist-on a Saturday) and May (2nd-also
a Saturday). The next show is January
3rd.

Pasadena Camera Show and Sale

Is held at the Pasadena Elks Lodge,
400 W Colorado Blvd, 123 Fwy to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 4pm (same
contact as the West LA Bay show).
Often held on the 2nd Sunday of the
month, except January (4th), May
(1st) and December (4th). Next show
is December 27th (changed from Dec.
20th).

Riverside Camera Show and Sale

Also from Bargain Camera Trade
Shows, The next Riverside show will

be held on Sunday, January 10th at
the Riverside Elks Lodge, 6166
Brockton Ave. From 10:00 until 2:00

($4.00).

Santa Monica Camera Show

Also from the folks at Bargain. The
next Santa Monica show & Sale will

be on Sunday, January 31st from
10:00 until 4:00 ($4.00) at the Santa
Monica Civic Auditorium, Main
Street & Pico Blvd.

One Less Chrome

Due to low demand, production of
Kodachrome 25 Professional Film
(PKM) will be discontinued in
mid-1999. Suggested replacement is
the consumer version, Kodachrome 25
Film (KM), a member of the Kodak
Select Series. Kodachrome is my
favorite slide film 1prefer 64, but
Cassie likes 25 better. We rarely buy
the professional version, but 1 hate to
see Kodak discontinue any slide film.
KM delivers extremely sharp,
fine-grained images, & features
superior archival characteristics.
Colors are saturated, yet natural in
appearance.

Civil War in Calico

Union and Confederate troops will
clash again during a Civil War
reenactment in February at Calico
Ghost Town just off Interstate 15 near
Barstow. So pack up your stereo
cameras and get ready to take some
shots which are sure to become as

famous as many taken earlier by M.
Brady himself,

During the President's Day
holiday weekend, February 13, 14 and
15, the American Civil War Society
plans historic presentations, drills,
skirmishes and military battles at
11:45 a.m. and 2:3o p.m. each day.

The Gettysburg Address and ,
stories of Lincoln's presidency will be
given Saturday and Sunday. Lincoln
will review the troops, greet visitors
and provide historical monologues
about the Civil War and its impact on
the nation's history.

Open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission is $7 adults, $4 youth
(6-15 years). Children under 6 are
free. Camping $10/unit per night, with
a two-night minimum. For more
information about this historic town

and the Civil War enactment, phone
(800)TO-CAL1CO.

Monsters of Grace 4.0

The opera in three dimensions
returns to UCLA for one night only!
Now including a number of
never-before-seen 3D computer
animated vignettes. Set to live music
and a quartet of voices, MOG unfolds
in breathtaking three dimensional,
computer animated images projected
in 70 millimeter format (blown up
from 35mm).

The 3D opera is still on tour. On
March 30th it makes another stop in
LA (March 27th it plays at Arizona
State University and on April 11th it
is scheduled at the University of
California at Davis in Sacramento).
Playing again at Royce Hall at UCLA
on this Tuesday evening at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $75 (premiere seats
include post-concert reception with
Philip Glass to benefit UCLA
Performing Arts) or $35. Order from
(310)825-2101

Stereoscopic Conference
The Stereoscopic Displays and

Applications Conference is scheduled
for January 25-27, 1999 at the San
Jose Convention Centre, San Jose,
California as part of IS&T/SPlE's
Electronic Imaging '99. Ben Stassen
of nWave Pictures is this year's
keynote presenter with his
presentation " Encounter in the Third
Dimension, A Revolution in 3D
Cinema".

1 made it last year for the
Wednesday afternoon demonstration
session and really enjoyed checking
out all the great 3D gadgets, hopefully
1 will be able to make it again this
year.

3D in the UK

Channel 4 television (in the UK) is
looking into developing a night of 3D
entertainment with the help of World
of Wonder Inc. We wish them the best

of luck and 1 wish it was being
developed for US TV!

3Discover

A new 3Discover cassette of

Williams Formula 1 Racing, featuring
Jacques Villeneuve and Heinz
Frentzen. Shots taken at Montreal and

Monaco Grand Prix. Great 3 D's of

the cars. Formula 1 Racing is
available from Mary Ann and
Wolfgang Sell http://www.cinti.net/
-vmmasell To order call (800)



647-6800 Saybrook Imports, Inc.,
3665 Erie Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45208

Now it has been a long time since
we heard anything from the SDiscover
folks, so I checked with Gabriel
Jacobs. Gabriel had written a nice

article for Stereo World about them

and had checked back in with them

recently. Gabriel had talked with
Jacques Cote and he told of some of
the recent developments, such as the
viewer is now assembled offshore (in
Thailand) and there has been a price
reduction. Now only $15.00 from
Saybrook. In Canada it has dropped
from $29.99 to $19.99 (Canadian
dollars).

Also he mentioned they are doing
a special cassette for a restaurant
chain in Montreal called Nickels

(similar to what View-Master has
done for many restaurants). It features
food from their kiddie menu and even

has some shots of Celine Dion (she is
part owner of the restaurant).

They have also changed the film
spacing so that they use less film and
there is an arrow indicating the ends
of the cassette. They are coming out
with some other cool ideas which are

still under wraps. Gabriel says that
they have tried different color cassette
housings. Instead of black there are
some rare white ones.

All the plans for the BDiscover
sound very interesting and I am glad
to hear of new cassettes being
released. Rumor has it that Mark

Blum is working with them on a
BDiscover Bugs cassette title (with
shots from his book). There was talk
of a new name "Discover BD", which
came about from the trial and

tribulations of trying to come out with
a mechanical version of the viewer.

Which never materialized because

they realized it wasn't really
economical and test marketing
showed people preferred the
electronic version. So the name they
would have used for the mechanical

one got used instead for the original
version. This kept them back almost a
year from concentrating on other BD
projects. They still want to do a
camera and that is not dead but on the
backburner.

McDonald's and Bugs
Did someone say McDonald's?

The clip on, LCD watch available at

McDonald's for $1.99 is a lenticular
from A Bug's Life.

Viva Las Vegas
LFX that opened for Michael

Crawford at the MGM Grand in Las

Vegas and featured a great Large
Format 3D short film is still going
strong. Two years ago, David Cassidy
replaced Crawford after an injury got
him out of his contract. Cassidy will
leave the $45 million stage production
at the end of the year (1998) to pursue
other projects. Cassidy was named
Las Vegas' best singer as well as the
city's best all-around entertainer
during his stay at the MGM.

MGM isn't releasing who will
take over the star position, but some
believe it will be Tommy Tune for an
eight month stay. The good news is
that the show will go on with the BD
segment!

On the strip next to the MGM
Grand is M&M's World™ store,

where the M&M Characters are

starring in the brand's first feature
film a new BD movie attraction which
opened last month. "The Lost M
Adventure" (working title) now
appears to be titled, I Lost my " M" in
Vegas. The film is from Keith Melton
(director of " Pirates" for Busch
Entertainment).

Not a feature length film, but the
live-action scenes were shot in

StereoVision's "Tru-BD"™ process.
The film is Landmark Entertainment's

latest Las Vegas BD venue film. The
CGI portions were done by Will

Seen with his precious Stereo
Realist, Harold Lloyd was one of the
pioneers of 1950's stereo boom.

Vinton Studios in Portland. The

project was headed by Tom Smith
(Muppet Vision and Honey, I shrunk
the Audience, Disney's 70mm BD
theme park movie producer). The
Director of Photography was Isadore
Mankofsky. Puppets filled in for the
M's during filming of the live action
footage last year. More on this new
BDfilm next year, after I get a chance
to check it out. It is said to be the best

$4.00 investment for 3D
entertainment.

Baywatch Restaurants Planned
Beginning in late 1999, A group

of investors led by David Hasselhoff,
star of the syndicated smash
"Baywatch", the group plans to open
restaurants in Las Vegas, Chicago,
New York, Los Angeles and Miami
Beach, Fla. The Miami Beach site, in
the trendy South Beach area, will be
the first. Anyone can eat there, but the
waiters and waitresses should be

extraordinary. "We hope all our
servers will look like movie stars,"'
said John Thall, president and chief
operating officer for World
Entertainment Ltd. LLC, the Nevada
company developing the chain.

Thall said the beach-themed

Baywatch properties will include
nightclubs, live music venues and
interactive entertainment. He said his

company is contracting with Imax
Corp. to create a video " sea wall"
that will feature California beaches

changing from sunrise to sunset
(unfortunately not in BD). The
restaurants will offer a menu heavy on
seafood, with a dinner for two going
for $35 to $40.

Douglas Trumbull / Microvision
Microvision, Inc., developer of

Virtual Retinal Display™ technology,
announced that renowned visual

effects pioneer Douglas Trumbull will
join the company's board of directors.
A visionary filmmaker, innovator and
entrepreneur, Trumbull, 56, is
currently the president and CEO of
Entertainment Design Workshop of
Sheffield, Mass., a developer of
advanced digital techniques for the
production of feature films, 3D films,
attractions and new forms of

interactive and location-based

entertainment.

Headquartered in Seattle,
Microvision, Inc. is the developer of



the patented Virtual Retinal
Display™ technology that uses
patterns of light to create images on
the eye's retina, allowing the viewer
to see large, full-motion images
without the need for a conventional

display screen. Founded in 1993,
additional information can be found at

the company's website at
http://www.mvis.com.

Trumbull's career in the

entertainment business spans 30 years.
Prior to forming EDW in 1997,
Trumbull served as vice chairman of

Imax Corporation and also served as
president and CEO of Ridefilm
Corporation (formerly The Trumbull
Company), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Imax created to
commercialize motion simulation

technology.
In 1993 Trumbull was awarded a

Digital Hollywood award for his film
trilogy " Secrets of the Luxor
Pyramid" (part two contained a great
3D segment) for the $350 million
casino resort Luxor Las Vegas. In
addition to his artistic achievements,
Trumbull holds 15 patents, including
one for the first entertainment

simulator ride and another for the

Showscan® process for high-speed
70mm cinematography, which
received a Scientific and Engineering
Award from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

Microvision is redefining the
visual interface in a way that will
truly deliver on the promise of virtual
reality—a lightweight head mounted
display with high resolution 3D color
imagery at a competitive price. The
next step in digital entertainment
media is about creating experiences
that engage people as participants
with highly realistic full-motion 3D

(nternational Competitions

imagery.

Universal's IMAX 3D in LA
Universal Studios CityWalk in

Los Angeles will break ground in
1999 for an IMAX 3D theater that

will open in early 2000. The 500-seat
theater will be part of the existing
' Universal City 18-plex, which will be
renovated at the same time. With a

59' X 81' screen, the theater will be
the third LF house in Los Angeles,
after the California Science Center,
which opened its new 3D theater in
February 1998, and the Edwards
IMAX Theater at the Howard Hughes
Center, which is set to open next
March.

Dino Island II 3D Awarded

Iwerks Entertainment Inc.

announced that the Iwerks film "Dino

Island II 3D: Escape From Dino
Island" was awarded first place in
simulation at the London Effects

Animation Festival (LEAF).
LEAF, the premier European

competition that brings together the
highest-quality artistic and technical
talent in digital moving images,
awarded the Iwerks ride simulation

film first place from among more than
350 entries.

Iwerks' film production team who
have made 'Dino Island II 3D' a great
success." The LEAF festival director,
Debbie Brown, said: "This year's
festival has attracted

computer-generated animation and
special effects work from all over the
world that are bigger and better than
ever before. Competition for this
year's award was stiff, but the judges
felt Iwerks' 'Dino Island II 3D'

possessed the creativity and gripping
special effects that will help take ride
simulation to the next level in

consumer awareness.

SCSC saw "Dino Island II 3D"

last August at our outing to the Iwerks
facility. It is cuirently showing at
Iwerks TurboRide 3D!® Theatres

worldwide. One of the newest

locations is at the new Dave and

Busters in Orange County at the
Block shopping center (near
Disneyland and the Crystal Cathedral).

The London Effects Animation

Festival, now in its fifth year, is held
in conjunction with Digital Media
World, a three-day exhibition of the
very latest creative digital
technologies. This year's Digital
Media World was held at Wembley
Conference & Exhibition Center in

London on Nov. 17-19.

Imax, Miramax silent on reports
Imax Corp. and Miramax Films

remain silent amid the latest reports
they might pair up to make movies.
The reports say Miramax and
Toronto-based Imax are in talks on a

joint production deal that could also
see Miramax's parent, Walt Disney
Co.'s, take a small stake in the
company. Analysts expressed
skepticism about the possibility of
Disney buying part of Imax. A joint
production deal would be a logical
move for Imax and has been talked

about in the past.

Telluride 3D History
Finally, here is some information

about 3D films shown at the most

recent Telluride film festival. In

recognition of his contributions to the
film industry, Christopher Reyna,
president of the Large Format Cinema
Association (LFCA)-was-presented
with the highest honor of the Festival,
the Silver Medallion.

See you at the meeting!

Southern Cross Exhibition

by Marvin Jones

""l^he closing date for the 1999 Southern Cross International Exhibition ofStereo Photography isMarch 30, 1999. Judging
will take place on April 3, 1999.
For those with Internet access, an entry form can be downloaded from http://www.acay.com.au/~dstuckey/sthcross.html.

Award winners and HMs will be published on this same web site by April 4, 1999. Acceptances will also be published on
this web site no later than April 6, 1999.

Internet access is additional to the normal postal arrangements. For further details by "snail mail" you should contact Ray
and Nancy Moxom, 46 Glenayr Avenue, West Ryde NSW 2114, Australia. Ray's telephone number is (02) 9874 5447, his
FAX is (02) 9604 0098, and his E-mail address is raymoxom@hotmail.com.
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings,which normaiiy inciude3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are aiways weicome. Annualdues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a totai circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscriptionfor those notwishing to participate inCiubactivitiesis $20, and foreignsubscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articies, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadiine is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

March 18,1999

April 15,1999

May 20,1999

June 5,1999

The fourth Club Competition, plus a special preview
screening of Alexis McKinney light abstracts (before
their national tour). 7:30pm at Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

The PSA Traveiing Exhibition will be judged and
then a London slide battle, giving the membership
the opportunity to judge other members' "pet" slides
for themselves.

The Final Club Competition and the Marjorie
Webster slide show.

Movie Division meets at Longley Way School,
Auditorium, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia. 7:00pm.

Competition Winners

Winners and Acceptances in H'wood Exhibition Acknowledged
by Marvin Jones

''^he 41st Hollywood Exhibition is
.| in the record books. This year

we'va added a new feature—the First

Ever Stereocard Exhibition. We're

proud to say that SCSC members did
extremely well this year in both the
slide and stereocard divisions. Here is

a list of all of the Winners, including
Honorable Mentions, in both divisions.

Winners—41st Hollywood

Stereo Slide Exhibition

Best of Show—PSA Gold Medal

Boris Starosta—Pixie

Best Contemporary—PSA Silver
Medal

David W. Kuntz—Neon Succulent

Hollywood SCSC Gold Medal
Boris Starosta—Shooting Surprise

Photo-Travel SCSC Silver

Dale Walsh—Arch of Constantine at

Night

Hollywood SCSC Silver Medals
Ron Fredrickson—Four of a Kind

Make a Full House

Gene Kirksey, APSA—Electric
Monkeys

Hollywood SCSC Bronze Medals
Kathy Day—Camp at Mildred Lake
Dan Gilvezan—Monkey
George A. Themelis—Buildings in
Manhattan

New Exhibitor—SCSC Bronze

Medal

David W. Kesner—Thin Ice

Best Living Mammal
Robert James Leonard, FPSA,
AFIAP—Two Rams

Best SCSC

Kathy Day—Red Slate Mountain

Hollywood Honorable Mentions
Anil Agashe—Catch Them Young
Gunther Gerlich—Bee in Flower

Dan Gilvezan—Giraffes

Marilyn Hindman—Mono Lake Tufas
Gene Kirksey, APSA—Circium and
Hummer

David W. Kuntz—Japanese Garden
Robert James Leonard, FPSA,
AFIAP—Realist Photography
David K. Morison—Near Top of
Overhang
Nancy Moxom—Up, Up and Away
Christopher Olson—Ode to Ansel
H. Lee Pratt—Guarding the Chateau
Albert L. Sieg, FPSA,

FPSA—Cottonwood and Dunes

Boris Starosta—Air Park

Charley Van Pelt, Glendale,
CA—Statue Liberty, NYC
Dale Walsh—Mt. Tremblant Village
Noel

Max Weiser—Halimasch

Debbie Williams—Down You Go

Winners—First International

Hollywood Stereocard Exhibition

PSA Gold "Best of Show"

Doug Doughty—Laura

PSA Silver "Best Contemporary"
Bill Lee—Vivid Insulation

Hollywood Gold
David Lee—Fallen Aspen

Hollywood Silver
David Lee—Aspens
Ernie Rairdin—Pinky

Hollywood Bronze
Bill Walton—Meals, Ready to Serve
Ronald Leonard—Venice Taxi

Robert Bloomberg—Eye of the Tiger
Continued on page 8

Visit our website at bttp://boine.earthIiiik.iiet/~campfire
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by Lawrence Kaufman
each time one of their circled

entries is called

• The five highest scoring entries are
projected again and the First,
Second and Third place are judged
by members
May 20th—The Final Club

Competition and the Marjorie
Webster slide show premier plus
nominations of officers for the SCSC

1999/2000 club year. Last chance to
enter your slides into the SCSC slide
of the year competition.

June 5th—The Movie Division

meets in Arcadia.

June 17th is our View-Master

Competition, so you need to start
working on those VM reels!

July 15th is our Awards banquet
and our slide of the year presentation.

August 7th is the 3rd Ever 3D
Movie/Video Competition (no Movie
Division meeting in Sept.)

August 19th is the return of the
SCSC Stereo Expo (show and tell /
swap meet / stereo fair). Rumor has it
that we will also hold our first SCSC

club stereo card competition on this
night.

Upcoming camera shows:
The Buena Park Camera Expo

Billed as America's Largest
Monthly Camera Show. It always has
tons of stereo camera equipment and
great deals on film and other photo
supplies. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. With over 200 tables of

photo equipment, you need to get
there early to get the good deals. For
more information call: (949)786-8183
or (949)786-6644. The 1999 shows
are on March 21, April 18, May 16,
June 20, July 18, August 22, Sept. 19,
Oct. 17, Nov. 21 and Dec. 12.

West Los Angeles Bay Area
Camera Show and Sale

The show is held at the Wyndham
Garden Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr.,
405 Fwy. to Supulveda N, next to Fox
Hills Mall. 10am - 4pm. For more info
contact Anton, Bargain Camera

The Next MeetingMarch 18th—Our fourth Club
Competition (get your slides

and make-up slides ready), plus as if
our Competition Director didn't have
enough to do. Mike McKinney is
bringing a selection of slides from his
uncle, Alexis McKinney. Mike has
shown these off before and they are
fabulous. Alexis, now in his 90s,
produced these great images in the
1940s and 1950s. His specialty was
light abstracts, which were produced
by moving colored lights in a
darkened room above a Stereo Realist

camera with the shutter opened. These
images rival computer graphics now
being created, but these were made
manually using multiple exposures
and lengthy, carefully planned
exposures. Mike is sending this show
out on the road, so this might be our
last chance to see it for a very long
time.

The fun begins at 7:30pm at the
usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los

Angeles.

Other Upcoming Meetings
April 15th—Two Slide Programs,

the PSA Traveling Exhibition will be
judged and our London slide battle. It
has been a few years since we last
held a London Slide Battle, so here is
a refresher course on how it works.

The rules go something like this:
• Each member gets a score sheet
• Members enter three slides and

receive an entry number
• Every member judges every slide
• On the score sheet you judge each

slide on a scale of 5 to 9

• After all slides are projected, add
the three scores together for each
entry and enter the score in the
total column

• In the total column, circle the top
five scores on your sheet and also
circle you r own score

• The scorekeeper now sequentially
calls out each entry number

• SCSC members raise their hand

shows, PO Box 5352, Santa Monica
90409, (310)578-7446. The show is
usually the first Sunday of the month.
Call to verify.
Pasadena Camera Show and Sale

Is held at the Pasadena Elks

Lodge, 400 W Colorado Blvd., 123
Fwy to Orange Grove S. 10am - 4pm
(same contact as the West LA Bay
show). Often held on the 2nd Sunday
of the month, call to verify.

Bargain Camera Trade Shows also
has shows in Riverside on Sundays at
the Riverside Elks Lodge, 6166
Brockton Ave. From 10:00 until 2:00

($4.00). For details about Riverside
and additional Santa Monica Shows

also held on Sundays from 10:00 until
4:00 ($4.00) at the Santa Monica
Civic Auditorium, Main Street & Pico
Blvd. call (310)587-7446.

Our Previous Meetings
On March 2nd the SCSC board

meet in Woodland Hills for a "bored"

meeting. Check future issues and the
club meetings for the di,scussion of
plans and developments.

At our February 18th meeting we
were treated to the final showing of
the 41st Hollywood International
Exhibition. All the accepted slides
were projected for our enjoyment.
Oliver Dean did the honors of

announcing the titles and makers. He
did his usual fine job of adding
interesting information about the
maker, the slide or the subject. Plus
the stereo cards from the 1st

Hollywood Stereo Card Exhibition
were on display, before they made
their way back to their owners or onto
the next exhibition.

I want to take just a moment to
thank everyone who sacrificed their
time to make this exhibition another

success for SCSC. We had several

volunteers show up to help at the
judging. But, I would especially like
to thank Christopher Olson our
chairman of the 41st Hollywood
Exhibition and David Thompson (ably
assisted by his wife Linda) our
chairman for the very first Hollywood
Stereo Card Exhibition. Thanks for a



grear job, very well done!
Earl Colgan reluctantly gathered a

group of his prize winning slides
together for our enjoyment. It was
great not only to see his collection of
work, but Earl also brought his
various awards, plaques and trophies.
Not to mention his 95th birthday card
from the President and the First Lady
(yes, of the United States) and his
recently obtained renewed California
Drivers License—good for another
five years! Yes it expires on Earl's
100th birthday.

Previous Movie Division Meeting
On March 6th, the SCSC Movie

Division didn't meet in Arcadia, but
did go on an outing to the Los
Angeles ScienCenter's 3D IMAX
theater to see " Encounters in the

Third Dimension".

We met at 6:00 PM for dinner at

Margarita Jones, which is just across
from the California ScienCenter

parking. Members were encouraged to
bring their stereo cameras (slide,
movie, video, whatever). The theater
wanted the group in line by 7:35 PM
for the 8:00 PM and the last screening
(of the evening) of E3D.

Once inside we were treated to a

fabulous 3D film. If you have not yet
seen it, don't wait. I believe it will

become one of the "must-see" 3D

films. The film did have a limited

budget, nWave produced it for only
$6.5 million (Everest was made in 2D
for $6.8 million). E3D is a lot of fun,
in the Thrill Ride: The Science Of

Fun (nWave Pictures, 1997) tradition.

Admittedly, When I first saw the
film, I was bothered by the extensive
use of computer generated imagery
(CGI). But, E3D does use CGI to its

\

maximum potential. The film
integrates CGI and live action to
explore the history of 3D photography
and motion pictures. Included are
clips from several 3D ride films. It is
interesting to note that the film made
use of the new BiClops™ 870/1570
3D camera rig which Stephen Hines
built for HinesLab, Inc. But, in order
to be the first 3D LF film to have

sync-sound, they used 35mm (as well
as 5perf/70mm and 8perf/70mm)
cameras. The footage was then
integrated into 15perf/70mm digital
format on a computer.

In forty minutes, the film can only
explore a limited amount of 3D
history, but the film is well
constructed. It begins in the
digitally-created "Institute of 3D
Technology". The Professor's
laboratory was created entirely on a
desktop computer graphics
workstation at a digital studio.
Initially, animators designed a
wireframe outline of the laboratory,
then applied various textures to the
drawings to give the set its shape and
initial appearance. High resolution
colors were added along with lighting
and atmospheric effects to complete
the environment. I enjoyed the
opening with a CGI curtain and titles
that utilize "spell check". Again, this
and several other points in E3D are
very reminiscent of Thrill Ride: The
Science Of Fun, but this time they are
in 3D.

We meet the Institute's bright (and
slightly disorganized) professor,
played by Stuart Pankin. Stuart is
recognizable from his many TV and
film credits. I must mention that he

was in Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves
(1997) the video sequel to Honey, I

Shrunk The Kids (1989). I guess the
point being, of course that one of the
other sequels is Honey, I Shrunk The
Audience (1995)(see SW 22-1), The
3D attraction now playing at Epcot
and Disneyland. Giving Stuart, prior
to this role, one or two degrees of
separation from a 3D film (a stretch,
but I couldn't resist mentioning it).

In addition to portraying "The
Professor", Stuart provides the voice
for his wisecracking, assistant M.A.X.
(a flying robot). The Professor, not
content with dry scientific
explanations, presents (or attempts to
present) Elvira, to show off his new
process called "Real-0-Vision".
Cassandra Peterson also portrayed
Elvira in Thrill Ride. To me, her

presence in E3D seems like a
gimmick that is surely not necessary,
but apparently the makers of this film
are counting on her to bring in more
viewers.

Max takes us on a journey through
time, from early cave drawings to the
discovery of perspective by
Renaissance artists. After discussing
the world's first stereoscopic viewer
from 1838, we travel to the turn of the

century and stereo photography's
"Golden Age". In what 1had hoped
would be the actual footage from the
Lumiere Brothers L'Arrivee Du Train

(1903), but instead, turned out to only
be a digital reproduction.

The 1950s 3D films are discus.sed

and we see some great clips from
Richard Carlson introducing us to The
Maze (1953, Monogram
Pictures—this is from the trailer and

is uncredited) to clips from several
Paramount films and a couple clips
from Cat-Women Of The Moon

(1954). Cat-Women was courtesy of



Last Chance Productions and will

hopefully someday be part of their 3D
film festival (they are currently
searching for a corporate sponsor). I
asked Sean about the films that they
had picked to use clips from. He said
it was very hard to get permission
from the film studios. All the studios
had their reasons. Universal and

Disney were not interested, because
they currently have 3D attractions at
their parks. He said Paramount on the
other hand was very accommodating.
So we are treated to clips from Flight
To Tangiers (1953), Jivaro (1954),
Money From Home (1954) and Those
Redheads From Seattle (1953).

To prove that 3D is bigger and
better than ever, with many of today's
3D films coming from World's Fairs,
amusement parks and museums all
over the world, the Professor next lets

us take a peek at his collection of
theme park films. In his laboratory,
the Professor has " stored" some of

the best of these films of the pa.st
twenty years. As he proudly shows off
his collection, we come face to face

with the giant mercurial chrome
spider from James Cameron's
Terminator 2: 3-D and are chased by a
dinosaur from Dino Island II-3D:

Return To Dino Island (seen by SCSC
last August).

After the Professor's 3D film

presentation, he decides to
demonstrate his motion simulator and
Max reluctantly takes a test ride. Max
enters a contraption that looks as if it
were devi.sed by Jules Verne. With the
giant video screen looming above the
laboratory serving as Max's eyes, we
experience the 3D ride film Journey
Through The Center Of The Earth.
The submarine-like device drills

through the earth, dives through
mysterious subterranean caverns, and
navigates a furious river of lava to the
planet's core. Amidst radiant beams
of light, the voyage continues all the
way to the other side of the world.
The vessel bursts through the earth's
crust and emerges at the foot of the
Great Wall in China. I for one. am
happy that I was not in a motion
simulator seat while watching this
portion of the film.

Max also shows what happens to
the appearance of every day objects
when the interocular distance is

varied: a busy freeway looks like

matchbox cars racing through a toy
city, an owl seems the size of
Godzilla, a camel looks like a tiny
wind-up toy.

On E3D, Ben Stassen (founder of
nWave, with Brus.sels-ba.sed D&D

Entertainment Group in 1994) served
as Executive Producer and Director as

well as sharing the Screenplay credit.
Charlotte Huggins (LA based nWave
President) served as Producer. With
the extensive u.se of already available
3D footage this film's budget was
kept to a minimum. But producing the
film required a huge investment of
time. The live action elements were

composited with the completed
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imagery. The digital files were then
transferred to film via a film recorder

(es.sentially a machine comprised of a
computer and a high resolution
monitor with a large format camera
placed on top of it). Computer files
were .scanned onto the monitor which

reads the primary colors of red, green,
and blue. In turn, the monitor exposed
the film three times, one for each
color. For a large format, high
resolution film like E3D, the film
recorder takes nearly two minutes to
record each frame of film.

Considering the entire film has a total
running time of forty minutes and
requires two sets of images (a left eye



and a right eye) at 24 frames per
second, E3D has approximately
115,000frames. Working twenty-four
hours a day non-stop, with a record
rate of 800 frames a day, it took
nearly five months to transfer E3D
from computer to the giant screen.

Almost 140,000 hours (the
equivalent of 5,755 days) of digital
rendering was required to create the
CGI for the film. E3D represents an
incredible achievement in digital
filmmaking. The largest part was done
by Movida, Brussels and the rest by
Trix, Brussels. Their previous work
includes motion simulator films,
Devil's Mine Ride, Cosmic Pinball,
Secrets of The Lost Temple, Virtual
Time Machine, among others.

E3D was created by a team of 14
CGI animators over a one year period.
Each workedon separatecomputers
on a different part of the film at the
same time. The live action film was
scanned into computers at a re.solution
of 5.5K or 4K, at least twice or more
than that of traditional 35mm. Scenes
that contain the Professor, Max and
Elvira have thirty-seven layers of
images. It took almost 3,300 hours to
transfer the entire film from the

computers, equivalent to 137 and a
half days. Almost 2,800 Internet hours
were spent transferring the data files
from nWave's headquarters in
Brussels to its post-production offices
in Los Angeles.

From the beginning, nWave and
Iwerks had planned to release E3D
only in 3D. With E3D, they want to
maximize the market for the film with
a multi-pronged attack. The film will
be distributed in multiple formats and
versions: a 40 minute, stereoscopic
3D version for large format 3D
theaters (8/70 and 15/70); a 40
minute, anaglyphic 3D version for
other (single-strip projection) theaters;
a four-minute ride film version for

simulation theaters; and a 12 minute
3D entertainment version for specialty
theaters in amusement parks.

Sony distributed nWave's first
film. Thrill Ride. With E3D nWave
becomes the first independent film
company to produce and distribute a
large format 3D film.

The Movie Division of SCSC

meets quarterly on the first Saturday
of March, June, September and

December. Meetings are held at the
Longley Way School, 2601 Longley
Way at Las Tunas in the city of
Arcadia.

The Keystone-Mast Collection
On February 6th, SCSC traveled

to Riverside (40 miles east of Los
Angeles) for our annual tour of the
UCR/California Museum of

Photography. (http:// www.
cmp.ucr.edu ) UCR/CMP is the home
of the Keystone-Mast collection, one
of the largest collections of stereo
images. The collection is growing and
slowing but surely is being cataloged.

The group at the museum included
presidents from three local stereo
photography clubs (SCSC, Pasadena
and San Diego). The group met for
breakfast/lunch up the pedestrian mall
(Main Street) from the museum at
Simple Simon's Bakery & Bistro at
around 11:00. This fine restaurant is

known for their homemade soups and
salads, fine home-baked breads,
pastries & croissants and exquisite
cakes.

Again this year Steve Thomas (the
curator of collections) entertained us
with stories and a short glimpse at the
world's largest collection of
stereoscopic prints and original
negatives. The collection represents
the entire surviving archive of the
Keystone View Company of
Meadville, Pennsylvania, publishers

of stereographs.
Steve told the story behind the

Museum's acquisition of the
collection. Sacramento businessman.
Mead Kibbey had long been
fascinated with the probable existence
of the Keystone-Mast collection.
When he heard it was for sale for a

very small amount ($10,000) he
contacted the Mead family and told
them they were nuts for not donating
it to the UCR/California Museum of

Photography and taking a huge tax
write off for its actual value. Kibbey
spent months negotiating the deal
while the 350,000 negatives and prints
remained stored in an old

schoolhouse. The Mead family had a
long and drawn out battle with the
IRS, which they won.

Kibbey not only got the Mast
family of Davenport, Iowa, to donate
the collection to UCR/CMP in 1977,
he managed to fend off an attempt by
the University of Pennsylvania to
acquire it. In fact the Governor of
Pennsylvania tried, with a literal
twelfth hour decree to make the

collection a national treasure so it

couldn't be taken out of their state.

Fortunately for the Museum it didn't
work and they were able to get the 27
tons of glass negatives loaded up from
the vault of Keystone's old
headquarters in Meadville,
Pennsylvania and trucked across the
stateline. In addition, Kibbey has

SCSC members and guests again engage in a journey into the stereo past
as they examine the unique holdings of the University of California/
Riverside's Keystone-Mast collection.



made many generous personal gifts
to the museum, including one of the
world's most complete collections of
Zeiss-Ikon photographic equipment.
In 1987, he was responsible for
bringing the availability of the Ansel
Adams murals to the university's
attention, these were later gifts to the
museum from Wells Fargo Bank of
Sacramento. Kibbey paid for the
removal of the murals from bank

premises, a not-insignificant
proposition considering that the
three pictures take up nearly 400
square feet of space and weigh more
than half a ton. At the time, UCR/
CMP had limited space, first in the
campus Humanities building and
later in Watkins House, making the
images exceeding hard to access. In
1990, years of fund raising and
planning resulted in a 23,000 square
foot, $2.5 million museum on
Riverside's Main Street Mall (in a
former department store), where the
Keystone-Mast collection, thousands
of old cameras and other valuables

are secure.

Bob Wier, the moderator of the
Photo 3D email group had
mentioned an interesting story
several months ago. "About a
hundred years ago (actually a little
more), one of the Kilburn
photographers swung through the
area here taking a bunch of photos.
Since I'm interested in everything in
that sequence, I'm in a somewhat
unique position of collecting views
numbered sequentially. For example,
there is Keystone #8008 which was
taken down at the end of my street.
However, the sequence I'm really
interested in centers around #8080.

Now the problem is that other than
the sequence number, some of the
view are not labeled as being
scenery. For example, #8074 (which
I recently acquired from EBay)
shows five small children on a burro,
but makes no reference to the

location. However, it shows a log
cabin in the background at the other
end of my street! My ultimate find
would be a circa 1898 view of my
house (sigh...)"

I passed it along to Steve
Thomas and for our annual tour of

the California Museum of

Photography, since he always wants
to have something specific to show
us on our visit. He had pulled out the

original negatives from this series.
There were only a couple dozen
because he said within the series the

subjects moved around, to another
state and also included a set of

"black humor" stereos. He found

that the first negative in the series
(8006-1 believe) was missing from
the their collection (or misplaced).
He showed us several of the lower

numbers. Oliver Dean recognized
the location from freeviewing the
negatives! Steve was intrigued by
#8017 (I believe) that he thought
was a " spirit" view and he had
scanned it into his computer in a
matter of about 5 minutes had an

anaglyph positive version on his
monitor. One of the members of the

group commented on how quickly
now we can go from a 100 year old
negative to a modem stereo image
on a monitor. We also looked at

#8074, the negative of the five kids
on a burro, before we moved on to
another discussion.

Steve later realized that the so

called post mortem (spirit) image
was entitled, "The Little Orphan's
Dream." He apparently eulogized a
bit too soon. There was also a

discussion about the Seton

Rochewite collection donation, the
Stereo Realist proto-type camera has
been on display for 10 years in the
permanent collection gallery. Next
year Steve Thomas wants to see
some of the stuff we are doing in
stereo.

3D TV

Did you catch the Friends (NBC)
episode on Thursday Feb. 4, 1999).
The characters are given 3D glasses
as they enter a funeral ceremony?!?

Those lucky Belgium, Dutch and
German folks were treated to some

3D TV shows. In February and the
early part of March, the Flemish
public TV channel VRT broadcast
several programs in 3D (Pulfrich).
Glasses were available from

newsstands. The purpose was to
support this years fundraising action
"All against cancer". camera that
constantly turning around the
subject. Probably from the German
Nuoptix group.

Monsters of Grace 4.0
The opera in three dimensions

returns to UCLA for one night only!
Now including a number of
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never-before-seen 3D computer
animated vignettes. Set to live music
and a quartet of voices, MOG
unfolds in breathtaking three
dimensional, computer animated
images projected in 70 millimeter
format (blown up from 35mm).

Playing again at Royce Hall at
UCLA on this Tuesday evening at
8:00 p.m. Tickets are $75 (premiere
seats include post concert reception
with Philip Glass to benefit UCLA
Performing Arts) or $35. Order from
(310)825-2101

IMAX, A Little More News
The Annual report from IMAX

wasn't as rosy as some had hoped.
The stock had split and rose rapidly,
only to drop and level off. The
company took a charge to devalue
some of their existing film library
and the Ride Film inventory (90
cents), which almost totally wiped
out the year's earnings. There has
been a reduction in system
deliveries, earnings are forecast to
be flat for 1999.

T-Rex is doing pretty good at the
box office (even if the Califomia
ScienCenter is boycotting it, due to
alleged inaccuracies) But unlike
conventional cinema, in the Large
Format world, theaters keep a larger
chunk of the box office. Therefore

T-Rex will probably have to gross
$70 million to break even on its
production costs.

Imax cinematographer James
Neihouse is currently working on an
IMAX 3-D film which will

document the building of the
International Space Station. The
film is due for completion in early
2001.

IMAX Corporation signed an
agreement for the exclusive
worldwide release of Disney's
Fantasia 2000 to IMAX Theaters on

Wednesday, February 10, 1999. The
release will follow a five city live
orchestral tour of Fantasia 2000 in

New York, London, Paris, Tokyo
and Los Angeles. Fantasia 2000 will
be the first theatrical full length
feature film to be reformatted into

Imax's 15/70 fdm format and

released to IMAX theaters around

the world in its full 90-minute length.
Disney Vice Chairman Roy B.

Disney calls the film a labor of love
which expands upon a bold



experiment in sight and sound that
was started over six decades ago
Uncle Walt and his father. The film
will showcase six new segments of
Fantasia 2000 which have allowed a
whole new generation of animators to
push the boundaries of the medium
and their imaginations. Produced
under the Disney's personal
supervision and 12 years in the
making, Fantasia 2000 will be
released in 2D to IMAX theaters

around the world for an exclusive

four-month run from January 1 - April
30, 2000. The exhibition of Fantasia
2000 using IMAX theaters' giant,
immersive images and unparalleled
sound systems should be fantastic. I
understand that the initial concept
conceived by Walt Disney
Imagineering was for the film (which
is in a 1.66:1 ratio for standard

theatrical release) to be world
premiered in IMAX 3D. The decision
to gg on a 2D basis was based on both
cost and resolution issues, too bad!

Academy Awards for Large
Format Films

In 1997, Imax was awarded an
Oscar for Scientific and Technical

Achievement by the Academy of
Motion (an upgrade) The following
Large Format films have been
nominated for an Academy Awards:
Alaska (1997), Amazon (1997),
Cosmic Voyage (1996), Fires of
Kuwait (1992), The Eruption of Mt.
St. Helens (1980), Special Effects
(1996) and The Living Sea (1995).
Still nothing for a 3D Large Format
film.!. With this years nominations
there is another nomination (sort of).

The Large Format version of Mark
Osborne's award-winning film was
picked up by MacGillivray Freeman
Films Distribution Company and
packaged with Everest. The Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

announced the nomination of MORE

for this year's Best Animated Short
Film. MORE is a six-minute,
stop-motion animation tale of a
weary, aged inventor struggling to
finish the invention that he hopes will
give his life meaning and value. The
film tells its story through an
experimental combination of
claymation and eel animation.

MORE is the first animated film to

be released simultaneously in standard
35mm and 15/70 (70mm,

15-perforation). Both versions were
created from a single 65mm master.
The film premiered in its Large
Format version last November at the

California ScienCenter (it ran for four
days).

SCSC Shines in InterClub

Competiton
News has just reached us about the

results of the November International

Stereo Club Competition. The
competition is among 12 stereo clubs
which take turns in judging slides
from the other clubs. In order, the
winners were:

Detroit Stereo Society 59
Stereo Club of Southern Calif 56

Puget Sound Stereo Camera Club .... 53
Cascade Stereo Club 52
San Diego Stereo Club 51
Cordova Camera Club 51

Chicago Stereo Camera Club 49
Atlanta Stereo Association 48

Sydney Stereo Camera Club 46
In Depth Stereo Photography Club... 45
Rocky Mountain Stereo Club

(Host for November)
Deutsche Gesellshaft fur Stereoskopie

(Didn't enter in Nov.)
See you at the meeting.

Chris Olson not only guided the 41st
Hollywood Exhibition into being, he
got down 'n' dirty to help set up!

Continuedfrom page 2
Hollywood Silver "Best
Photo-Travel"

George Freeman—Mono Lake with
Paddle

Hollywood "New Exhibitor" Medal
Linda Thompson—Aspen Glow

Special Award "Best Mammal"
George Freeman—Cat

Special Award for SCSC Members
David Thompson—Chapel in the
Woods #2

Honorable Mention

Bruno Braun—Spider Rock
Doug Doughty—Flower Gatherer
George Freeman—Self Portrait in Pipe
Carole Honigsfeld—Symbols of the
Sea

David Lee—Wedding Bubbles
Peter Schnehagen—The Light is Here!
Rolf Skolaster—Approach
Otto Walasek—Colorado Monument

Ledge
Bill Walton—C'mon Guys, Let's Play

Ray Zone—California ScienCenter

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

C... ri ly $26 a year
from

NATIONAL

mC\t "fi 1! -STEREOSCOPIC
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3D slide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

April 15,1999 The PSA Traveling Exhibition will be judged and
then a London slide battle, giving the membership
the opportunity to judge other members' "pet" slides
for themselves.

May 20,1999 The Final Club Competition and the Marjorie
Webster slide show.

June 5,1999 Movie Division meets at Longley Way School,
Auditorium, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia. 7:00pm.

June 17,1999 Our annual View-Master competition. Contact Mitch
Walker for complete information on entering!
7:30pm at Wllshire United Methodist Church, 711
South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wllshire.

July 15,1999 The annual Awards Banquet at Taix Restaurant.
Bring your best appetite!

SCSC^s Website

Battling the Internet Dragons for Our Site
by Marvin Jones

How Ican begin to understand
how St. George felt! I recently

survived a period of nearly a year
during which 1 began to think that at
least one popular feature on the SCSC
Website was going to have to be scrap
piled! We apparently had a
fire-breathing dragon of a prankster
with a lot of persistence and very little
concern for our interests.

One feature on our Website from

the beginning was the "Do-It-Yourself
Links Page." This is a page that
allows any visitor to our site to add a
link to his, or anyone else's, 3D
related webpage. The idea was to
build a resource to turn people on to
other 3D websites they might not
otherwise be aware of. The page
quickly accumulated about 40 or 50
links, all to interesting sites with 3D
themes.

But after several months someone

began adding new links by the
dozen—links to sites that had nothing
whatever to do with 3D imagery.
There were links to X-rated sites,
collections of bootlegged software,
sites offering weird pyramid schemes

"guaranteed" to make you thousands
of dollars a week with no effort on

your part. And there were links to
New Age on-line coffee houses
offering poetry and gardening tips and
God knows what else. But they were
not concerned in any way with 3D,
which is what our links page was
supposed to be about.

I deleted links and tried to express
our disapproval to the anonymous
whomever who was adding them, all
to no avail. The irrelevant links were

being added continuously, at the rate
of at least a couple of hundred a week.
They were completely overpowering
and drowning out our paltry 40 or 50
3D-related links.

After a tremendous amount of

research, I finally uncovered the
mystery of our persistent and
unstoppable links provider. It turned
out to be an entrepreneur who collects
large sums of money from various
websites on the promise of increasing
the number of people who visit their
sites. He does this by using automated
software that seeks and finds "add a

link" pages such as ours. When it

finds one it begins automatically
force-feeding the page with hundreds
upon hundreds of links to its client
websites. Once it has found a site, I
was told, it is unstoppable. You have
no choice but to either or allow your
links page to be buried under
thousands of irrelevant additions or to

eliminate it entirely.

Frustrated and stubborn, I looked
further and eventually made the
acquaintance of one George Girard,
who describes himself as a

"Programmer and Fiddler Arounder."
Mr. Girard had had a similar problem
on his own website, and had finally
developed a subroutine for the links
program that is able to differentiate
between the automatically fed links
and manual ones. He has shared his

work with us, and 1 am happy to
report that our "Do-lt-Yourself Links
Page" is back up and running and
apparently free of all the get rich
quick schemes and stolen software
distribution centers.

Which brings me to suggest that
any of our "web surfer" members who
Website—Continued on page 8

Visit our website at bttp://bome.earthlmk.net/~campfire



The Technical Pa^e
Essays by SCSC's Stereo Doctor
Charles A. Piper

Installment #111

Who Invented Photography?
^I^he simple answer is W.H.F.
J Talbot, 1835. Of the names

associated with early photography two
are French—Joseph Nicephore Niepce
and Louis Jacques Mande
Daguerre—and one is
British—William Henry Fax Talbot.
Niepce and Daguerre developed the
daguerreotype, a process which made
a one-of-a-kind, non-reproducible
image on a metal plate. Talbot
pioneered the negative/positive paper
process we call photography today.
Both were developed in the same time
frame and both were publicly
announced in January 1839. Since the
daguerreotype was commercially
promoted first, we describe it first.

The Daguerreotype
A daguerreotype as it was

announced to the work on January 7,
1939: a sheet of copper was silver
plated, buffed to a mirror finish, and
fastened to a block of wood,
sensitized by exposure to the vapor of
iodine which created a thin layer of

LOUIS DAGUERRE

silver iodode. Exposure in the camera
was from 20 minutes to an hour.

Bright parts of the image were
decomposed to metallic silver.

The resulting latent image was
developed by exposing the plate to
mercury vapor which amalgamated
with the silver, making a visible
image. It was fixed in salt solution.
Areas of highlight in the original
scene were now silver amalgam and
shadows were now bare silver.

To view the picture as a positive
one held it in a way so that it reflected
a dark ground. The image was
reversed left to right. The image was
fragile so the daguerreotype had to be
kept under glass. It was not
reproducible.

The daguerreotype peaked in
America in 1853, at which time there
were 10,000 daguerreotypists. It was
gone by the late 1850s or early 1860s.
The best known American

daguerreotypist was Mathew Brady,
300 of whose plates are in the Library
of Congress, mostly in very bad
shape. A number of daguerreotypists,
including Brady, eventually went
blind because of the mercury vapor,
and a few died.

The Work of Talbot

Fox Talbot, whom we would now

call a Renaissance Man, pre,sented
papers at the Royal Society on
Assyriology, botany, integral calculus,
etc. In 1833 he got the idea of
preserving the "fleeting images
appearing in a camera obscura". In
1835 his method was to project the
image on a sheet of silver chloride
printing out paper made by washing
writing paper first with salt solution,
then by silver nitrate. This produced a
negative image, which however faded
over time.

After some correspondence with
Sir John Herschel in 1839, he adopted
a procedure for permanently fixing the
image using "sodium hyposulfite,"
now called thiosulfate, but still known
colloquially as "hypo".

By 1840 Talbot was able to
increase the sensitivity of his paper
negatives enough so that exposures
could be made in seconds rather than

minutes, producing a latent image
which could be developed by gallic
acid, a reducing agent, the forerunner
of pyrogallol. Talbot called this
process Calotype. It ws in use until
about 1853. Calotypes were never as
bright or as sharp as daguerreotypes
because of the grain of the paper
negatives, but they were correct left to
right and could be used to make
multiple prints.

The penultimate improvement in
negative material was the grainless
wet collodion plate made by coating a
glass plate with collodion, dipping it
in silver nitrate and exposing it
immediately while still wet. Collodion
plates were used until 1880 and then
replaced by gelatin dry plates and
selatin coated film.

(-

WILLIAM FOX TALBOT



1^6115 and M3t(
tliQ SCSC CbfeTiQ^e

by Lawrence Kaufman
The Next Meeting

A pril 15th—While most of North
^\America is rushing to get their
taxes paid, we'll be enjoying two
Slide Programs. The PSA Traveling
Exhibition will be judged, always a lot
of great images in this presentation.
Plus, we'll feature our London slide
battle. It has been a few years since
we last held a London Slide Battle, so
here is a refresher course on how it

works. The rules go like this:
• Each member gets a score sheet
• Members enter 3 slides and receive

an entry number
• Every member judges every slide
• On the score sheet you judge each

slide on a scale of 5 to 9

• After all slides are projected, add
the 3 scores together for each entry
and enter the score in the total

column

• In the total column, circle the top 5
scores on your sheet and also circle
your own score

• The scorekeeper now sequentially
calls out each entry number

• SCSC members raise their hand

each time one of their circled

entries is called

• The five highest scoring entries are
projected again and the First,
Second and Third place are judged
by members
The fun begins at 7:30pm at the

usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los
Angeles.

Other Upcoming Meetings
May 20th—The Final Club

Competition of the year, the Marjorie
Webster slide show premier and
nominations of officers for the SCSC

1999/2000 club year. Plus, last chance
to enter your slides into the SCSC
slide of the year competition.

June 5th—The Movie Division

meets in Arcadia.

June 17th is our View-Master

Competition, so you need to start
working on those VM reels!

July 15th is our Awards banquet

and our slide of the year presentation.
August 7th is the 3rd Ever 3D

Movie/Video Competition (no Movie
Division meeting in Sept.)

SCSC stereo Expo
August 19th is the return of the

SCSC Stereo Expo (show & tell /
swap meet / stereo fair). This will be a
fun night for all. If you have
something to sell, bring it! If you have
a favorite stereo item, bring it and
show it off! If you have some new 3D
items, bring them and show them off!

Upcoming camera shows
The Buena Park Camera Expo

Billed as America's Largest
Monthly Camera Show. The show is
held at 7530 Orangethorpe (between
the 5 and 91 freeways at Beach
Boulevard) in Buena Park. 10am to
3pm, $5 admission. Over 200 tables
of photo equipment. For more
information call: (949)786-8183 or
(949)786-6644. The 1999 shows are
on April 18, May 16, June 20, July 18,
August 22, Sept. 19, Oct. 17, Nov. 21
and Dec. 12.

West Los Angeles Bay Area
Camera Show and Sale

The show is held at the Wyndham
Garden Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr.,
405 Ewy.. to Supulveda N, next to
Fox Hills Mall. 10am—4pm. For
more info contact Anton, Bargain
Camera shows, PO Box 5352, Santa
Monica 90409, (310)578-7446. The
show is usually the first Sunday of the
month. Call to verify.
Pasadena Camera Show and Sale

Is held at the Pasadena Elks

Lodge, 400 W Colorado Blvd., 123
Ewy. to Orange Grove S. 10am—4pm
(same contact as the West LA Bay
show). Often held on the 2nd Sunday
of the month, call to verify.

Our Previous Meetings
March 18th—Our 4th Club

Competition was held, plus as if our
Competition Director didn't have
enough to do. Mike McKinney
brought and showed his Great Uncle,
Alexis McKinney's fabulous slide

show on light abstracts. Alexis, now
in his 90's, produced these great
images in the 1960's and 1970's.
These were produced by moving
colored lights in a darkened room
above a Stereo Realist camera with

the shutter opened. These images rival
computer graphics now being created,
but these were made manually using
multiple exposures and lengthy,
carefully planned exposures. Mike is
sending this show out on the road and
it was great to see it.

Last Month's Announcements
I know those of you who did not

make the March meeting are
wondering "Did Emmett show up for
the meeting?" Sorry to say no, but his
alter ego Dan Gilvezan was there!

You missed a great slide show and
the club competition (judged by three
very tough judges). There were lots of
announcements. To all of those with

Internet access, check out Emmett's
Brand Spankin' New Web Site:
http://www.3dwonderama.com/index.ht
ml. A very fun, interesting and
informative 3D place to visit

Also, while we are on the subject
of websites, Marvin Jones announced
that the SCSC's Do-lt-Yourself Links

Page is back on-line. Plus a new
virtual "Today in History" calendar is
now on-line. When you have a chance
check out the changes at the SCSC
website also.

SCSC Stereo Card Competition
The SCSC board has discussed

this and the belief continued to be that

there just weren't enough people in
the club doing stereo cards. Well, it
looks like there are enough people and
several others that would like to take

it up. I will bring notes from the last
NSA convention's workshop on
mounting stereo cards for anyone who
is interested. We will give this a try at
our August meeting. But, we do need
the support of all those individuals
who are doing stereo cards. Bring
your three best cards and good luck!

SCSC Hosting NSA Convention
Sound like a lot of work?



probably, but do you know of any
other way to have the National
Stereoscopic Association's
convention in our own back yard? I
must admit, I thought it sounded like a
very good idea, when I read Dr.
George Themelis' thought on hosting
the NSA convention in Cleveland in

2002. First he wrote about it in his

clubs newsletter about how it would

help their club get extra attention.

I began to think that it might just
be the thing to help us grow SCSC.
NSA hosts a convention on the East

coast one year, in mid-America the
next and then the West coast. So every
three years, they have had a
convention available for each part of
the US. Just prior to the SCSC board
meeting, I found out that Mary Ann
and Wolfgang Sells had already
approached Mitchell Walker about
SCSC hosting in 2003. When it was
mentioned at the SCSC board

meeting, many on the board thought
that 2003 was too far off to worry
about. But, the Sells were at that very
moment checking out the convention
center in Riverside. It seems that Los

Angeles and Orange County are way
out of the price range for NSA to run
a successful convention there. The

Sells were even considering visiting
Palm Springs, but for SCSC to be
involved, that is just to far away (and
too hot in the summer).

Now, if the NSA convention in
our area (Riverside), sounds like a
good idea to you, NSA needs a
commitment now! So, we need
volunteers for some of the duties of

running a successful convention. NSA
now has a book on the steps necessary
(which they didn't have for most
previous conventions) and several
jobs can be done by individuals that
are not in our area. So we need

volunteers for all jobs, or we will have
to go to Portland, Oregon to enjoy the
2003 NSA convention. Here are the

main jobs:

• General Chairman/Convention

Coordinator (overseas all aspects
of what is going on with the
convention)

• Registrar/Treasurer (usually one in
the same but can be 2 people-
handles all pre and on-site
registration including badges,
keeps track of who has paid for
what, etc.)

• Trade Fair Manager (overseas the
operation of the Trade Fair, making
sure tables are set up properly,
folks get spot they want)

• Stereo Theater Director (gets folks
to submit programs—The Sells are
now bringing NSA owned
equipment, as of this year, which
we are storing at the Holmes
Library in Ohio)

• Publicity Chairman (gets the word
out about the show)

• Program Director (gets the written
program together and has it printed
in time for stuffing into registration
kits)

• Food Function Chairman (handles
setting up the banquet and
breakfast and tour food)

• Tour Coordinator (sets up Monday
tour; works with FF chair on Food)

• Exhibit Director (sets up the stereo
card exhibits)

• Workshop Director (handles
setting up of various workshops
and special meetings)

• Auction set up director
• Special meetings director
• Electronic Theater director

We mentioned this convention at

our last meeting. A club our size
should be able to sponsor an event
such as this with no problem. But, we
need volunteers now and a show of

support. So please, let me hear your
thoughts and your willingness to
assist.

Tali Ship—Photo Op
Dick Howe passed on the info

about the Replica of the Endeavour.
H.M. Bark Endeavour, the full sized
sailing replica of the 18th century ship
which is undertaking one of history's
most celebrated voyages of discovery.
She will visit fifteen ports of call
along the west coast of North America
from April to October 1999, several in
our area. The wooden tall ship, with
her many, mighty sails will be in San
Diego April 2nd - 11th. You can step
aboard and back into history
(619)223-9477. Next to Newport
Beach from April 17th - 25th. Oxnard
from May 1st - 9th and then up the
coast for the rest of the year.

Endeavour's 1999 West Coast tour

is a part of a historic four year world
tour that began in October 1996. Since
departing Fremantle, Western
Australia where she was built, the ship
has sailed over 30,000 nautical miles.

The H.M. Bark Endeavour.

completing successful tours of
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa
and the United Kingdom. This will be
her first visit to the west coast.

In port. Endeavour becomes a
floating museum, transporting visitors
back in time, over two hundred years
ago. Visitors journeying above and
below deck, witness the mystery,
adventure, and hardship of life aboard
an 18th century sailing vessel.

The H.M. Bark Endeavour has

been described as "a time machine

....You will find food on the tables,

uniforms spread out in the officers'
quarters, hammocks still slung, and
half-finished drawings in (Captain)
Cook's great cabin." Volunteer guides
stationed throughout the museum
retell the .story of the original H.M.
Bark Endeavour.

The replica so painstakingly
recreates the original H.M. Bark
Endeavour that the National Maritime

Museum describes her as "the best

replica ever built." The majestic
three-masted sailing vessel is 109'3"
long, 29'2" on the beam, and
displaces 550 tons.

For Endeavour's exhibition

itinerary or information please call the
H.M. Bark Endeavour Foundation

(703) 519 4556 or check the website:
http://www.barkendeavour.com.au

Searching For The Unknown The
original H.M. Bark Endeavour is one
of the best-known ships of world
exploration and navigation.
Commanded by Lt. James Cook,
Endeavor sailed around the world



from 1768 to 1771 on a voyage which
forever altered world charts and
botanical knowledge. Take your
cameras and voyage back to the 1770s.

View-Master
Many new View-Master items

were debuted this year at the annual
Toy Fair in New York. Our own

^ Charley Van Pelt
was at our March

meeting, with
samples and pictures.

Mattel did have

another shake up
and several VPs left

the company. They
have reorganized
into several

divisions and they
are still moving

ahead. According to the Sales
Department at Mattel's Fisher-Price
division, sales for View-Master
products are strong and Fisher-Price is
pleased with the results. We're sure to
see some innovative ideas coming
from them. The new Hot Pix viewer is
a departure from View-Master but
perhaps a step forward for 3D.

The New View-Master® Virtual

Viewer™ is bigger, brighter and
bolder than ever, it includes a
wraparound visor and a 50% larger
image area to immerse the you in the
3D experience. Many license
characters help kids relive their
favorite stories. Also available in gift
sets. A new View-Master Super Show
Projector is a reworking of the classic

0.

A sinister mechanical spider attacks in thriliing Third Dimension in the
combined film and stage production T2-3D, opening soon in the southiand.
SCSC member Franklin London participated in the special effects.
2D flashlight projector for kids. The
Discovery Channel line of reels and
the special View-Master 3D viewer
that turns into a real binoculars are all

part of the growing line of Fisher
Price View-Master items.

T2 3D

I am surprised how many people
don't know what I am talking about
when I mention T2 3D. But after May
6th , I think everyone will know! That
is when Universal Studios-

Hollywood's Terminator 2-3D opens.
T2 3D might just be the best 3D
attraction to date. I have read

numerous reviews on the attraction,
since it opened in Florida several
years ago. It finally is coming to
California and I can hardly wait. The
twelve minute film, which is only part
of this ride cost over $60 million,
making it minute for minute the most
expensive film ever made (even more
expensive that James Cameron's later
Titanic effort).

Part of Encounter in the Third

Dimension was a visit by T2 3D's
monstrous T-1,000,000. But E3D

SCSC members, their guests, and the paying publicmingled to enjoy the 3D
attractions of the newest IMAX release. Encounter in the Third Dimension,
now playing at the Exposition Park IMAX in Polaroid 3D.

could only show us the action on the
front screen, in the ride there are two
additional 3D screens, to surround the
viewer.

Encounter in the 3rd Dimension

On March 6th, SCSC held an
outing to the Los Angeles
ScienCenter's 3D IMAX theater to

see "Encounter in the Third

Dimension". Two dozen members

attended (a large improvement from
the handful at our last IMAX outing).
The film was great. We met at 6:00
PM for dinner at Margarita Jones.

I reviewed the film in last month's

3D News. One thing 1 wondered about
was the delay in the release, since the
film was ready in July, 1998 and not
released until February 1999. Ben
Stassen, the director explained the
delay. "Actually the delay in the
release of Encounter had to do with

our decision to distribute the film

ourselves. In August 1998, we hired
Mark Katz (the former head of Sony
Pictures Classics large format
distribution division) to launch nWave
Distribution division. While the

completed film was presented at the
ISTC meeting in Sydney last
September, we needed more time to
set-up the distribution company and
prepare the marketing. This explains
why we postponed the release of the
film until now. The film will opened
in over 30 theaters by July.

"Our next film (Alien
Adventure—working title) will be
ready in May and we are planning a
Fall 1999 opening. We plan to
produce release two 3D film per year
from now on . We will present a work
print of Alien Adventure at the LFCA
convention in May (Los Angeles)".

Siegfried And Roy in IMAX 3D
Army Archerd (Daily Variety

Senior Columnist) met with Siegfried
& Roy, they are already pushing their
new 3D IMAX film about themselves.
Kaufman—Continued on page 7



Competition Report

Scenics and Gilvezan's Computer Graphics Win the Day
by Mike McKinney

•••^hursday nightwas fun and fast
J paced for me. I had the pleasure,

with Kathy Day's help, of getting
your slides arranged, noting your
scores, and handing out your awards.
A few notable winners include Philip
Steinman's beautiful photograph
taken while hiking the Kaibab Trail.
Philip shows great promise as a stereo
photographer. Bruno Lizzi and Dave
Porfiri turned in solid performances as
well. Abe Perlstein took home a

number of ribbons and a through-the-
window shot of "Uncle Fester" took

high honor. There was actually a
four-way tie for the top slide between
Abe, Chris Olson, Earl Colgan, and
me.

The Non-Conventional category
was really a one man show with Dan
Gilvezan taking all the ribbons. Dan
would have taken four first place
ribbons were it not for his

computerized image titled "Food
Chain" that scored slightly higher than
the others. That higher score got the
award and the others fell to HMs. Dan

is his worst, or best, competition.

I also had the pleasure Thursday
night of showing a collection of slides
taken by my great-Uncle, Alexis
McKinney. The show titled
"Challenge in Depth," is a
compilation of photographs taken by
Lex (as he prefers to be called) in the
1960s. The audio portions of the show
features '60s vintage space music and
a narration by the late Col. Melvin
Lawson.

These photographs predate
computer assisted photography by
many years but challenge many of our
modern images in creativity and
precision. Lex used equipment such as
a pen light, ping pong ball, colored
gels, record turntable, metal ruler, tin
foil, paper plate, and a nurf ball to
create his fantastic light patterns. Lex
put untold hours of work in these
images, some of which required 20,
30, 70, plus exposures. Lex is 92
years young, living it up in Denver,
and still runs mental circles around

everyone. Over the years Lex has
taken many wonderful stereo

photographs and among them is a
collection of every wild flower
indigenous to the State of Colorado.
He is amazing.

I could go on for a long time about
Lex and I will in another article.

See you at the May competition.
This will be the last competition for
the Club year and please show up
early. I anticipate there will be a large
number of makeup slides.

• Be there!

Mike

A-Group Standard

Abe Perlstein

HM: David Nelson

HM: Rejoice in Red
A: Uncle Fester

Earl Colgan
A: Greybeard

Lawrence Kaufman
Mitchell Walker

Dick Howe

Mike McKinney
HM: Bottle Baby
A: Salt Crystals

Chris Olson
A: Peppy

Kathy Day
Tony Alderson
James Comstock
Chuck Bernhardt

Todd Eiffert

Dorr Kimhall

Ahe Fagenson
John Ladd
Erick Purkhiser

B-Group Standard

Bruno Lizzi
A: Balloon Glow

Cassie Kaufman
Dave Porfiri

A: Ball "Z" Baby
A: Push Start

Miles Clay
Dorothy Bernhardt
Fred Peters

Philip Steinman
Mark Kernes

Dave Washhurn

Ann Platzer

Non-Conventional

Dan Gilvezan

HM: Xmas '98

HM: Dare Devil
HM: Gorilla

HM: Precious Bauble

March Total

64 255

60 250

60 242

58 239

— 216

62 190

62 185

— 182

— 177

J 122
— 110

— 66

— 55

— 53

39 39

— 43

March Total
59 242

55 233

154 197

— 181
— 116

— 91

61 61
— 60

— 53
— 20

March Total

145 288

A: Food Chain

Ahe Perlstein

Earl Colgan
Mitchell Walker

Tony Alderson
Mike McKinney
David Starkman

Susan Pinsky
James Comstock
Bruno Lizzi

Erick Purkhiser

John Ladd

62 256

60 256

— 175

— 164

— 134

— 134

— 128

— 69

— 52

— 45

2020

Kaufman—Continuedfrom page 6

The article included these highlights:
I was talking to Roy Uwe

Ludwighorn, who with partner
Siegfried Fischbacher...were filming
"Siegfried & Roy: The Magic Box" at
the Chandler Valley Center Studios in
Van Nuys. The duo's amazing life
stories are told in/captured on the
newest technology of IMAX 3D.

Siegfried and Roy have been
commuting from their nightly shows
at the Mirage in Vegas to oversee the
scenes filming here with youngsters
who portray their beginnings — from
childhood at home in Germany, later
meeting on a trans-Atlantic ship on
which their magic animal act was born
and then on to their unparalleled
success in Las Vegas, plus
international recognition for their
amazing animal-tronics.

He feels this 3D movie will be

seen around the world through that
time...Roy (54) and Siegfried (59) had
filmed sequences for the picture last
June and Decemberin Las Vegas andT
on location and Roy tells me they will
now start to edit the film for July
premieres at Lincoln Center and
around the world.

And visiting here on the set of
"Siegfried & Roy's The Magic Box"
were longtime friends Ann-Margret
and Roger Smith. They raved about
the film to me. A-M and Roger had
worked with Siegfried and Roy on
"Looking to Get Out" (1980) and
have been friends, and fans, ever
since. Ann-Margret's now commuting
to Miami and next to Dallas for Oliver
Stone's "Any Given Sunday" in
which she plays Cameron Diaz's mom.

See you at the meeting!



Website—Continuedfrom page 2
know of interesting 3D-related sites
should check onto our website and

share them with the rest of us. The

"Do-It-Yourself Links Page" can be
found under the "Fun and Games"

section of the SCSC website. The

address is on page 2 of every issue of
the 3D News.

On-Line Photo Gallery
While I'm writing about ungrades

and additions to the SCSC Website,
I'd like to point out our Photo Gallery.
This collection of 3D images is about
to be expanded with several excellent
images from the recent Hollywood
Exhibition. For the past year or two,
the Gallery has required a free
"plug-in" from V-Rex called Depth
Charge, which allows visitors to
choose just about any viewing method
imaginable (many flavors of
anaglyph, freeview, alternate field,
etc.) to see the pictures.

Its main drawback, however, has
always been that it is available only
for the Windows 95 platform.
V-Rex's promised plug-ins for the
Mac and other platforms seem no
closer than when they began

predicting them "in a few weeks" a
couple of years ago.

, Now comes a program called
Stereoscope, developed by German
programmer Andreas Petersik and
American 3D expert Larry Berlin. It
does virtually everything that
DepthCharge does, except that, being
written in the Java programming

language, it is immediately usable on
any computer regardless of platform,
with nothing to download or install in
your browser (assuming that you are
caught up to date on your browser's
Java interpreter, which is available
free on-line from whomever produced
the browser you are using).

Since DepthCharge does offer a
few perks unavailable in Stereoscope,
I've decided to make all of the images
in our Picture Gallery available for
both systems. As soon as I've gone
through the tedious process of
programming all the new pages
required by the addition of
Stereoscope (finished by the time this
is published, with luck), both systems
will be available at your choice when
you check out our Photo Gallery.

3D News On-Line Edition

Finally, you should be aware that
the 3D News is now available on our

website for anyone with Adobe
Acrobat 3.0 software (the reader is
available free from Adobe). Now if
your out-of-town friends want to keep
track of your 3D activities, you can
tell them to check the SCSC Website

and read all about it. Copies of the last
six newsletters are always available
for viewing or downloading.

Dan Gilvezan's Website

SCSC's Clown Prince of Stereo,
Dan Gilvezan, has recently openedJiis_
own website, a gallery of 3D images
and information. As you might expect
from Dan, it is witty and skillfully
done. Numerous 3D images, all
displayed in parallel freeview format,
are grouped by category and exhibited
in a museum setting. The site also
includes an informative page on how
3D works, and promises even more
goodies in the future. If we have any
quibble at all with the site, it is only
that the images are somewhat smaller
than they need to be. Visit Dan (or
rather his stereo camera alter-ego
Emmett) at www.3dwonderama.com.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

Only $26 a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCSATION

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214
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Mitch's Sketchbook

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded In 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally Include 3Dslide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are alwayswelcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members.Annual subscription for those notwishing to participate in Club activities is$20,and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news Items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline Is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

May 20,1999

June 17,1999

June 19,1999

July 15,1999

August 7,1999

The Final Club Competition and the Marjorie
Webster slide show. 7:30pm at Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

Our annual View-Master competition. Contact Mitch
Walker for complete information on entering!

PLEASE NOTE SPECIAL DATE FOR THIS

MEETING! Movie Division meets at Longley Way
School, Auditorium, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.
7:00pm.

The annual Awards Banquet at Taix Restaurant.
Bring your best appetite!

The 3rd Ever 3D Movie/Video Competition Judging
will begin at noon at Longley Way School,
Auditorium, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia.

Computer News

Hollywood In Depth Exhibit Comes To www.3Dwonderama.com
by Dan Gilvezan

Hollywood and 3D. It's anatural
combination. And oh, what a

delicious combination it is! That's

why we're justifiably excited to
announce that for the next month,
starting May 1st and running through
June 3rd, the 3DWonderama Gallery
(the Internet's premiere 3D gallery) is
presenting its very first limited
engagement exhibition. Entitled
Hollywood In Depth, this remarkable
show will bring those of you with
Internet access an exciting peek at
some of the people and personalities
who have helped shape the world of
entertainment for the past 50 years.
And all in glorious full-color 3D I

Culled from a number of private
collections, this remarkable
assemblage of stereo photographs,
some never before seen publicly,
features an assortment of the biggest
names ever to come out of the

Hollywood dream machine. You'll
see stars like Gary Cooper, Marilyn
Monroe, Clark Gable, Abbott &
Costello, Marlene Dietrich, Marlon
Brando, Doris Day, Jack Nicholson,
Robert Mitchum and many, many

more.

The show is being presented in
both full color side-by-side format
(great for those red 50s lipsticks) and
a larger size diminished-color
anaglyph format for viewing with
red/blue or red/green glasses. So pour
yourself your favorite libation, polish
up your 3D glasses, fire up the old

Hollywood In Depth #4

modem and get ready for some real
stargazing, all in the comfort of your
easy chair!

Once again: 48 different television
and movie personalities in 42 separate
shots. Absolutely free. And it runs
until June 3rd. The web address is

http://www.3DWonderama.com. Do
yourself a favor and don't miss it!

y y
One of the world's mosf
duriibie and charisinalic
stars,

jVlAKLOiV URANfK).
is credited with brmgiiii;
the stvic* of
acting to HoilvAvtxid.
He has been awarded the
best actor Oscar twice,
once in 1954 for

"(.>n the Waterfront,"
and again in 1972
for •' t he fiodfather."

Visit ourwebsite athttp://boiiie.earthlink.net/''campfipe



3D History

Autostereoscopic Movies—3D Without Glasses
by Ray Zone

•'̂ he recent invention in Great
\ Britain of alow-cost

autostereoscopic display system called
RealityVision by artists David
Trayner and Edwina Orr may portend
the future of 3D movies.

RealityVision technology uses a
standard full-color Liquid Crystal
Display panel, a backlit point light
source, a Fresnel lens and an

horizontally striped optical element
(HOE). So far, RealityVision can only
be used with small CRT displays but
the low costs involved, and emerging
large flat panel display technology
suggest that we may soon be viewing
autostereoscopic movies delivered
digitally with a similar process.

3D without glasses is the "holy
grail" of stereography. And, not
surprisingly, various 3D pioneers have
created over the last century different
forms of autostereoscopic imagery.
These systems have generally
employed either lenticular screens or a
barrier grid array and are genetically
classified under the name of "parallax
stereogram." In addition to inventing
in the 1890s the color Kromskop
stereo camera and anaglyph movies in
the 1920s, stereographic innovator
Frederic E. Ives set forth the principle
of the parallax stereogram camera
with a classic patent in 1902.

Subsequently, the Russian
filmmaker Semyon Ivanov expanded
upon the principles Ives established
and produced a short parallax

Robinson Crusoe

MM 19H6, iVAHov pRoiJucep
AN AUTosrgReoscopic movis in
RU'SSIA TITLEP "RoetHSON CHUSoe*.

The parallax stereogram system of the Russian inventor
S. P. Ivanov. (British Patent 602,794—1948.}

stereogram motion picture titled Film
Concert in 1941. Ivanov completed
filming of the world's first
feature-length autostereoscopic
motion picture titled Robinson Crusoe
in 1946. Robinson Crusoe was

photographed on 70 mm film with
side-by-side stereo images having an
aspect ration of 1.37 to 1. A special
180-seat theatre had been constructed

in Moscow for viewing these films
and the screen grid consisted of a
large number of parallel copper wires
stretched from top to bottom and
regularly spaced. The stereo films
were back-projected over an area
about 14 feet high and 19 feet wide.

Autostereoscopic movies played at
the Moscow Stereokino for 18 years

igMoT «»pe-By-jsic»e oM-TO
IT WA-S or4 A
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and four additional theatres were built

in Russia to utilize the grid screen.
Two additional features were

• reputedly produced in the parallax
stereogram process—Lalim based on
a Chekhov story, and Aleko from a
poem by Pushkin.

Ivor Montagu, in his book Film
World, has described the limitation of

Ivanov's parallax stereogram movies:
"The disadvantage of this system is
that you must sit just so, for your two
eyes to see the two images as one. A
slight shift of the head and their
coincidence is lost and you must
wriggle in your seat until you find
them 'right' again." Even so, many
reviewers of the films were

enthusiastic. About Robinson Crusoe,
Ray Zone—Continued on page 8

by Ray Zone & Chuck Roblin
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The Next MeetingMay 20th—The Final Club
Competition of the year. It

looks like there will be a lot of

makeup slides, so please get to the
meeting early and have all of your
slides ready to enter by 7:30 PM. This
is the last chance for you to enter
slides to count for the Slide of the

Year Competition. Plus we will be
treated to a collection of slides from

the late Marjorie Webster. Mitchell
Walker has culled through the vast
collection of sides that Marjorie left to
the club to put together, what should
prove to be a fascinating slide show.

Plus a little club business will be

in order. The Nomination Committee,
consisting of Mitchell Walker,
Christopher Olson and David Kuntz,
has come up with a list of candidates
for the four elected offices for the

1999/2000 club year.
• President—Lawrence Kaufman.

• Secretary—James Comstock.
• Treasurer—David Kuntz.

The committee has requested that
these officers make a retum

engagement.

• Vice President—Steve Berezin.

For those of you who don't know
Steve, 1 think he is an excellent
candidate for this position. Even
though Steve has been a member for
less than two years, each month he

by Lawrence Kaufman
seems to get more involved in the club
and stereo photography—through his
rapidly expanding company, Berezin
Stereo Photography Products. Steve
drives from his home in Mission

Viejo to be with us each month.

More on Steve Berezin

Steve was bom in Ohio. He lived

10 years in Boston and has a
Molecular Biology background. He is
the father of two boys, Daniel (4) and
Tommy (3). His wife Anna makes it
to some of the meetings. Berezin
Stereo Photography Products (21686
Abedul; Mission Viejo, CA)
http://www.berezin.com/3d sells
viewers and other stereo photography
supplies (such as the stereo slide
storage pages that 1 use) and neat 3D
collectibles. Steve shoots with his

TDC Colorist 11, (given to him by his
Uncle), Realist, twin Rig Canon EOS,
View-Master Personal, Fed and
FedBoy cameras.

Steve got into manufacturing
viewers because after a trip to
Carlsbad Caverns when he only had a
weak flash, no tripod and K64 film he
found the film too dark to view until

he made a viewer from a set of

achromats and a high energy xenon
caving light. The only pictures Steve
has of his father and grandfather in
their youth were stereoviews taken
before 1932. Steve can be reached by

SCSC member Steve Berezin shares this photo of his father, Jay, and aunt,
Evelyn, in Norwalk Ohio, in approximately 1932. The picture was taken by
an itinerate photographer who sold the Berezins a viewer and the pictures.

email at steve@berezin.com,
telephone at (949)581-8378 or FAX
(949)581-3982

As you are probably aware, the
club's by-laws allow for additional
nominations from the floor at our

regular May meeting, by any member.
All floor nominations are subject to
the conditions that: 1) The person
being nominated is present at the May
meeting and gives consent, or 2) The
Nominee has given the nominator
written consent, and said consent is
given to the Secretary at the time of
nomination.

Slide of the Year Slides

Have you tumed in your best
slides of the year to the Mike
McKinney or Kathy Day? Bring your
four best images that you entered this
year to enter Into the SCSC slide of
the year competition.

The fun begins at 7:30 pm at the
usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los
Angeles.

Other Upcoming Meetings
JUNE 17th is our View-Master

Competition, so you need to finish up
those VM reels and get them ready to
enter.

JUNE 19th—The Movie Division

meets in Arcadia. That's correct, the
movie division meeting is being held
two weeks later than normal. We will

discuss the new 24 hour 3D cable

television channel (with a preview),
new 3D videos that are now available,
the divisions upcoming 3rD Ever 3D
Movie Video Competition and any
other topics that arise. The meeting
starts at 7:00 PM in the Longley Way
Media Center Library at 2601
Longley Way at Las Tunas in the city
of Arcadia.

JULY 15th is our Awards

banquet and our slide of the year
presentation. See Mitch Walker about
buying your ticket. Buy them early
and Save. The banquet will again be
held at Taix Restaurant.



AUGUST 7th is the 3rd Ever 3D

MovieA'^ideo Competition. Judging at
noon in Arcadia, showing will follow
in the evening at the Longley Way
School.

SCSC Stereo Expo
AUGUST 19th is the retum of the

SCSC Stereo Expo (show & tell /
swap meet / stereo fair). This will be a
fun night for all. If you have
something to sell, bring it! If you have
a favorite stereo item, bring it and
show it off! If you have some new 3D
items, bring them and show them off!

SCSC stereo Card Competition
AUGUST 19th is also the first

SCSC Stereo Card competition. Lots
of people picked up the notes from the
last NSA convention's workshop on
mounting stereo cards that were
handed out at the last meeting. Maybe
we will have a few new stereo card

makers by August. We do need the
support of all those individuals who
are doing stereo cards. Bring your
three best cards and good luck!

Upcoming Camera Shows

The Buena Park Camera Expo
America's Largest Monthly

Camera Show. The show is held at

7530 Orangethorpe (between the 5
and 91 freeways at Beach Boulevard)
in Buena Park. 10am to 3pm, $5
admission. Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. For more information call:
(949)786-8183 or (949)786-6644.
Shows are on May 16, June 20, July
18, August 22, Sept. 19, Oct. 17, Nov.
21 and Dec. 12.

Bargain Camera Shows
Bargain Camera shows include the

West Los Angeles Bay Area Camera
Show and Sale. Held at the Wyndham
Garden Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr.,
405 Fwy. to Supulveda N, next to Fox
Hills Mall. 10am - 4pm. The show is
usually the first Sunday of the month.
Call to verify.

Pasadena Camera Show and Sale

is held at the Pasadena Elks Lodge,
400 W Colorado Blvd., 123 Fwy. to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 4pm. Often
held on the 2nd Sunday of the month,
call to verify. For more information
about these and other shows contact

Anton, Bargain Camera shows, PO
Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409,
(310)578-7446.

Our Previous Meetings
On April 15th, while most of

North America was rushing to get
their taxes paid, we were enjoying two
Slide Programs. The PSA Traveling
Exhibition had been judged by
Mitchell Walker, Christopher Olson
and myself. As in all previous years,
the show contained lots of great
images. Plus, we had loads of fun with
our London Slide Battle. 1 was a little

nervous since 1 had missed the

previous London Slide Battles and the
instructions weren't completely clear
to me.

Luckily David Starkman was there
to help us all through the night. Even
though the attendance at the meeting
was normal the entries were light,
which helped me win third place. Dan
Gilvezan came in second (that is the
closest 1 will ever get to Dan) and Earl
Colgan was the first place winner.

3D Dinosaur Book

David and Susan brought their
latest 3D acquisition, the world's
largest (almost two feet tall) 3D book,
3-D Dinosaur. The large board book
includes a pair of cool dinosaur
shaped anaglyph 3D glasses kids will
just love. The question where can we
get a copy wasn't really answered at
the meeting. 1 found copies available
from Books Are Fun ltd. Book Fairs.

These book fairs travel around to

different libraries and shops. The
$25.95 book can be purchased from
them for only $12.99. If you can't find
the book fair, you can order by mail.
Call 1-800-730-7076, have your credit
card information ready to give to the
operator, allow 2-3 weeks for
delivery. The book is so large, 1 don't
know how they package it. Once
again the title is 3-D Dinosaur, they
charge tax based on the city/state in
which you reside and there is a $4.00
shipping and handling charge.

SCSC Hosting NSA Convention
Do you know of any other way to

have the National Stereoscopic
Association's convention in our own

back yard? NSA is still looking at
California for the convention in 2003.

No word on whether they will pick
Riverside or Palm Springs. It would
surely help our club get extra
attention. It might just be the thing to
help us grow SCSC.

NSA hosts a convention on the

East coast one year, in mid-America
the next and then the West coast. So

every three years, they host a
convention for each part of the United
States. 1 did meet with Mary Ann and
Wolfgang Sell on their recent trip to
visit several resorts in the Palm

Springs area. Unfortunately, Los
Angeles and Orange County are way
out of the price range for NSA to run
a successful convention. 1 have only
heard from a few individuals about

our hosting the convention. Even if
Palm Springs wins out, 1 think SCSC
should be involved.

Now, if the NSA convention in
our area, sounds like a good idea to
you, NSA needs a commitment now!
So, we need volunteers for some of
the duties of running a successful
convention. NSA now has a book on

the steps necessary and several jobs
can be done by individuals that are not
in our area. So we need volunteers for

all jobs, or we will have to go to
Portland, Oregon to enjoy the 2003
NSA convention. Here are the main

jobs:
• General Chairman/Convention

Coordinator (overseas all aspects
of what is going on with the
convention).

• Registrar/Treasurer (usually one in
the same but can be 2 people-
handles all pre and on-site
registration including badges,
keeps track of who has paid for
what, etc.). This individual(s) need
to know how to run a database.

• Trade Fair Manager (overseas the
operation of the Trade Fair, making
sure tables are set up properly,
folks get the spot they want, etc.).

• Stereo Theater Director (gets folks
to submit programs.

• Publicity Chairman (gets the word
out about the show)

• Program Director (gets the written
program together and has it printed
in time for stuffing into registration
kits)

• Food Function Chairman (handles
setting up the banquet & breakfast
and tour food)

• Tour Coordinator (sets up Monday
tours)

• Exhibit Director (sets up the stereo
card exhibits)

• Workshop Director (handles
setting up of various workshops
and special meetings)



• Auction set up director
• Special meetings director
• Electronic Theater director

A club our size should be able to
sponsor an event such as this with no
problem. But, we need volunteers now
and a show of support. So please, let
me hear your thoughts and your
willingness to assist.

SCSC Group E-mail Address
We have been sending out email

reminders for some time now. SCSC
has now gone to the next level. We
have begun the SCSC e-group. We
have about 60 email members on the
new SCSC email list, which will make
our reminders interactive.

We do have a diverse group
getting our emails, most are SCSC
members, some have asked to be
reminded others were submitted by
friends or just because they are local
to Southern California.

There are numerous pluses to the
new list. You can tell a friend and

they can add themselves. We have put
an invitation on our website and

people can click a button and add
themselves. I have set the list up so
replies to an email are sent to every
member. You can of course edit the
destination of a reply and send it to
only one individual. Plus anyone that
is aware of an activity in Southern
California can make a posting. In
addition to reminders of meetings of
the Stereo Club of Southern

California, anyone can email the
group and tell of other exciting events
that we might not know about. For
instance did you know about the
stereo slide show in Yucca Valley the
first week end in April? (darn, I
missed that), did you know that
T2-3D was actually started at
Universal Studios Hollywood on
April 14th (even though the ads stated
coming May 6th), look for long lines!
Did you know that SCSC member
Dan Gilvezan appeared on the April
29th special two hour Diagnosis
Murder television show. That last 'did
you know' isn't 3D related, but might
have been of interest to SCSC

members.

I am the first to know how

important ones time is and the last
thing we need are a bunch of emails
coming to us that we are not interested
in receiving. Plus their are numerous
other email lists for everything from

3D photography to who knows what!
Our list is intended to be used to

notify others of 3D events in and
around the Southern California area.

There might be a question from
someone new to stereo photography in
the Los Angeles area, and while this
would be best sent to Photo3D, not
everyone is on that list. So we can
help either off or on the list.

Some of the features of the new
list are: Web interface to read old

postings. Flexible group policies
currently unmoderated and public (all
can read the old postings, but must
join to post new ones, which should
reduce any Spam sent to the list), the
list also uses a proprietary spam
detector to block spam. No software
to install. Reliable. 95% of all
messages delivered in 50 seconds or
less! Full-text searchable. A control

panel for all groups on eGroups.com.
There is a group polling feature.
Messages readable via e-mail, on the
Web, or in digests. You can change to
digest form (but you won't have
instant notification).

You can also unsubscribe yourself
at any time. Users can add themselves
by entering their e-mail addresses into
the membership form found with the
group's messages on the eGroups.com
site. Our group's messages, calendar,
polls, and more are available at
http://www.egroups.coni/list/scsc/ If
you should have any questions, feel
free to email me and I will try to
answer them.

The group email address is
scsc@egroups.com emails will be
distributed to all group members by
e-mail and on the eGroups.com Web
site.

Joining Our E-Group
There are four ways for people to

join our group:
1.1 can manually add members

(the hardest way to join).
2. Users can add themselves by

entering their e-mail addresses into
the membership form found with the
group's messages on the eGroups.com
site.

3. Go to the SCSC website and
join there.

4. Users send an e-mail to

scsc-subscribe@egroups.com The
messages of our group and other
group info is found at
http://www.egroups.com/list/scsc/

T2 3D

I am surprised how many people
don't know what I am talking about
when I mention T2 3D. But after May
6th, I think everyone will know! That
is when Universal

Studios—Hollywood's Terminator
2-3D opens. T2 3D might just be the
best 3D attraction to date. It finally is
coming to California and I have seen
it. I can saw it is fabulous! I would

like to say it will be a long time before
we see anything else like this, but
Universal is set to outdo it with its

upcoming (to Florida, any way)
Spiderman Adventure. The twelve
minute T2 3D film, which is only part
of this ride cost over $60 million,
making it the most expensive film
(frame for frame). Universal has
picked a good time to open this
attraction. With the exception of Sea
World in San Diego, no other theme
park has a new attraction this year.

I have been looking forward to
this for some time. The attraction was

lots of fun, the screen image was
fabulous and flawless. The out-of-the

screen 3D was unbelievable! The

concept, story and final result was
first class all the way (the $60-h
million was well spent). The audience
applauded at the end of both of the
performances we saw. This did not
seem unnatural, since there are actual
performers on stage. 1 hate when I am
so looking forward to something,
because I am often disappointed,
definitely not the case here.

The parking at both Disneyland
and Universal went up to $7.00 this
year. You pay almost $40.00 to get
into the park, but your car gets a
bargain at only $7.00 to spend all day
in their nice parking lots and
structures. If you do like the T2 3D
attraction as much as I think you will.
Universal has a bargain on their
annual pass. For the price of about
two admissions, you can get a whole
year of T2 3D and all the rest of their
attractions. That is a very attractive
price, indeed!

Part of Encounter in the Third

Dimension was a visit by T2 3D's
monstrous T-1,000,000. But F3D
could only show us the action on the
front screen, at Universal, there are
two additional 3D screens, to
surround the viewer.



IMAX Tour
When I was in Palm Springs

visiting with Wolfgang and Mary Ann
Sell, they invited me to tag along to
visit one of the most state of the art

IMAX theaters. At the time it was the

newest 3D IMAX theater, but several
have opened in the last month or so.
The Desert IMAX theatre opened on
April first. The theater is up and
running, but the crews are still
pouring the concrete for the sidewalks
and hammering the nails for the
adjacent shops and restaurants.

Fred Beale, a twelve year veteran
of large format theaters gave us the
grand tour. We ended up in the
projection booth, where we talked
until moments before the first film of

the day (Everest) was to begin. Since
he was doing the intro and Mary Ann
and Wolfgang were staying to see the
film, we had to cut our conversation
short.

I very much enjoyed the
conversation. I was able to ask his

opinion on several large format issues.
He is not sure if the theater, located in
Cathedral City
(http;//www.desertimax.com) will run
Encounters in the Third Dimension,
because of issues he has with the film.

They started running T-Rex: Back to
the Cretaceous on May 1st. I thought
that was humorous, since a few
museum IMAX locations have chosen

not to mn T-Rex, due to alleged
inaccuracies. These same Museum

locations have no problem running
E3D.

I asked about the outcry relating to
Fantasia 2000 (affectionately called
F2K). Disney wants an exclusive run

^t^ny large format theater for the
entireTcmriTiorrtlT-period. This seems
like a lot to ask and might not be
possible for many institutional
theaters. Many theaters have already
signed deals for Dolphins (due next
winter) and other films. Many are
worried about setting a precedent
which all Hollywood companies may
follow. F2K is a big investment for
Disney and seems destined to help
large format theaters.

San Francisco Stereo Show
Planning to be in or around San

Francisco this summer? Check out the

San Francisco Museum of Modem Art

(SFMOMA). A major exhibition
explores the work of visionary 19th

Century San Francisco photographer
Carleton Watkins.

In its ongoing commitment to the
investigation of photography and
visual culture. The SFMOMA will
present the first major critical
exhibition on the work of Watkins,
considered by many the finest
American landscape photographer.
'Carleton Watkins: The Art of

Perception' will be on view from May
28 through September 7.

Watkins settled in San Francisco

at the height of the Gold Rush, taking
up the still new medium of
photography in the mid 1850's. In his
pictures he aspired to capture the
vastness and grandeur of the
American West for audiences

primarily on the East Coast and in
Europe. In pursuing this goal Watkins
composed images that were
astonishingly sophisticated and
modern in appearance. Watkins made
photographs that are visually
immediate, lush in detail,
compositionally abstract and
psychologically compelling. His
imagery has a uniquely visceral
impact, effectively pulling the viewer
into the scene by means of artistic
devices such as radical framing, deep
space perspective and intruding
foreground objects. Watkins' prints
were impressive in size. Many were
made using a specially constructed
camera yielding negatives that
measured 18 by 20 inches, displayed
in ornate wooden frames gave them a
presence of a painting, in an era when
most photographs were small and
confined to albums.

The exhibition presents over 150
photographs by Watkins, culled from
institutional, corporate and private
collections across North America. In

addition to Watkins' large format
prints, the exhibition will include
several immerse panorama
pictures—works made of large prints
placed side by side to orchestrate a
vast visual sweep of terrain. Also,
many stereo views will be displayed
in the exhibition not only in original
Victorian era stereoscopes, but in a
novel interactive computer database.

Upcoming PSA Exhibitions
It has been suggested (and planned

for sometime) to include a list of
upcoming Photographic Society of
America (PSA) approved stereo

exhibitions. The list is featured each

month in the PSA Journal. If you are
not a PSA member, you should really
think about joining. There is also now
an email list, which Dr. George A.
Themelis started as a reminder and to

get and give insight to upcoming PSA
Salons. For more info check out:

http://www.onelist.com/subscribe.
cgi/3Dsalon It is possible to subscribe
to the list using email. Just send a
blank message to any of these
addresses:

3Dsalon-subscribe@onelist.com

Upcoming PSA Stereo Exhibs
PSA approved means that those

acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's
Who list. However ,neither PSA, ISU,
or NSA membership is required to
participate in these exhibitions. They
are open to all photographers world
wide

4th Stereoscopic Society of
American International Stereo (SSA).
Format: Stereo Cards. Closing date:
May 29, 1999. Bill C Walton, 3739
Meadowlark Drive, Columbus, GA
31906, Email: bill3dbw3d@juno.com,
N.Amer.-$7.G0, 0thers-$7.00

PSA Sequences. Format: Stereo
Slides with text (send for rules).
Closing date: June 9, 1999. H Lee
Pratt, APSA, 1017 Bayfield Drive,
Huntsville, AL 35802-1101, Email:
leepratt@ro.com, N.Amer-$8.00,
Others-$ 10.00

View-Master Sequence. Format:
View-Master Reels. Closing date:
June 15, 1999. Mitchell Walker, P. O.
Box 8834, Universal City, CA
91608-8834, Email:
Mitchbear@earthlink.com,
N.Amer.-$6.00, 0thers-$8.00

PSA Traveling. Format: Slides.
Closing date: July 13, 1999. Mary E.
Bury, APSA, 6525 Sunrise Blvd.,
#52, Citrus Heights, CA 95610-5148.
N.Amer.-$5.00, 0thers-$6.00

10th Rocky Mountain
International Stereo Salon. Format:

Stereo Slides. Closing date: July 22,
1999. David K Morison, APSA, P.O.
Box 1786, Grand Junction, CO
81502-1786, N.Amer-$6.00,
0thers-$7.00

PSA International Exhibition.

Format: Stereo Cards & Stereo Slides.

Closing date: July 24. Benjamin
Shook, FPSA, 8815 Fallbrook Way,



Sacramento, CA 95826,
benshook@email.msn.com

N.Amer.-$6.00, 0thers-$7.00

3rD Ever 3D (Stereoscopic)
Movie/Video Exhibition AKA The

1999 International 3D Movie Video

Exhibition. Closing date: August 2nd.
Format: Movie & Video. Dr. John

Hart, 2601 Longley Way, Arcadia,
CA 91006, (626)821-8357 or FAX
626)574-3812 movies3d@aol.com or
kaufman3d@earthlink.net,
N.Amer-$10.(no entry return) or $15.
All others: $15.(no entry return) or
$25.
http://home.earthlink.net/~campfir
e/movcomp.html

International Stereoscopic Union
International (ISU) Card Exhibition.
Format: Stereo Cards. Closing date:
Aug 28. Klaus Kemper,
Kommerscheidterstrasse 146,
D-52385 Nideggen Germany, Email:
ddd.kemper@t-online.de or Bill C.
Walton, 3739 Meadowlark Drive,
Columbus, OA 31906, bill3dbw3d@
juno.com N.Amer-$8.00, Others US
$8. or DM 15.

Potomac International Stereo

Exhibition. Format: Realist -format

stereo slides only. Closing Date: Got
16. A.S. BlairP.O. Box 211, Front

Royal, VA 22630, N.Amer-$7.00,

0thers-$9.00

Chesapeake International Stereo

Exhibition. Format: Stereo Cards.

Closing Date: Get 16th. R.J. Leonard,

5895 Rockhold Creek Road, Deale,

MD 20751-9620 N. Amer-$7,

Gthers-$9.
4th Delaware Stereo Card Show.

Format: Stereo Cards. Closing Date:
Jan 16, 2000. L.T. Maniscalco, 1304

Gberlin Road, Wilmington, DE
19803-5110

If you are interested in entering
any of the above listed exhibitions,

please contact them at the listed

address for an entry form. Gbtain an

enter form to the Annual 3D

Movie/Video Competition at the
SCSC site: http://home.earthlink.net/
-campfire/movform.html. The form

can be printed by clinking on print.
See you at the meeting!

of Southern
nalifnrnia'Q AnnualCalifornia's Annual

BANQUET

French Restaurant

V 1911 Sunset Blvd,
^ \los Angeles, CAJ^ursday July 15

4^:

tickets $20.00 advance, $25.00 at theldcop
For more information contact, Mitch Walker
(310)459-1030 ©1999 Mitchell Walker

Ray Zone—Continuedfrom page 3
one of them wrote, "Gut in the
auditorium, about three rows in front

of you, leaves and lianas materialize
in the air, dangle and dance, and float
away into Crusoe's face."

The great Russian film-director
Sergei Eisenstein, after seeing
Ivanov's work, stated, "To doubt that
stereoscopic cinema has its tomorrow
is as naive as doubting whether there
will be tomorrows at all."

Famed Russian film director and 3D

movie enthusiast Sergei Eisenstein
lectures to his students in 1931.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,.
Past & Present,

in

Only S26 a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPiC
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 14801
C,olutnt;ms, OH 4321,4
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Mitch's Sketchbook

0

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings, which normally include 3Dslide projection, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to the Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all
members. Annual subscription for those notwishing to participate in Club activities is$20,and foreign subscriptions are $25(send
to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D
News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

June 17,1999

June 19,1999

July 15,1999

August 7,1999

August 19,1999

Our annual View-Master competition. Contact Mitch
Walker for complete information on entering!

PLEASE NOTE SPECIAL DATE FOR THIS

MEETING! Movie Division meets at Longiey Way
School, Auditorium, 2601 Longiey Way, Arcadia.
7:00pm.

The annual Awards Banquet at Taix Restaurant.
Bring your best appetite!

The 3rd Ever 3D MovieA/ideo Competition Judging
will begin at noon at Longiey Way School,
Auditorium, 2601 Longiey Way, Arcadia.

A special Club meeting! Cur first card competition,
plus the return of the Stereo Expo. 7:30pm at
Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire.

The Internet

The 4th of July Brings Fireworks to the 3DWonderama Gallery
by Dan Gilvezan

•"l^he Fourth of July. The words
\ conjure up images of backyard

barbecues, hometown parades and
fireworks spectaculars; all manner of
red-white-and-blue displays of civic
and national pride honoring a nation
built on freedom, and dedicated to the
ideal of individualexpression. It's
fitting then, that July 4th should mark
the opening of a uniquely American
showcase, with Stereolusions: The 3D
Magic of Tommy Thomasbeginning at
the 3DWonderama gallery, the
Internet's premiere 3D gallery. This
extraordinary show brings the work of
a true American visionary and
innovator to a newaudience through
technology undreamed of at the time
of its creation.

Visual magic using common
household items

In the early 50s, photographer
Tommy Thomas became intrigued
with the pictorial possibilities
afforded by the newly created class of
consumer 3D cameras. And so, armed
with his trusty Stereo Realist camera
and an array of "low-tech"

paraphernalia like masking tape,
cardboard, string, black velvet and
often his stalwart and ever-patient
friend and model, Snoka Thordarson,
Thomas set out to create a series of

3D effects shots that even now, almost
50 years later, continue to amaze and
delight even the most casual of
observers. Marketed under the name

Stereolusions, these pixilated
photographs not only charm and
amuse, but have an almost palpable
feel of the time in which they were
created. There is an innocence and

exuberance about them that seems to

perfectly capture the spirit of the 50s
as an age of hope, optimism and
Gilvezan—Continued on page 7

Visit our website at http;//hoine.earthliiik.iiet/~campfire
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The June MeetingsJUNE 17th is our View-Master
Competition, so you need to finish

up those VM reels and get them ready
to enter. This is a full night, especially
if the entries are anything like last
year's competition, which had one
great stereo sequence after another
great stereo sequence. You won't
want to miss this evening!

Special Meeting Location
The fun begins at 7;30pm at the

usual place, the Wilshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Blvd., just off Wilshire near
Crenshaw, west of downtown Los
Angeles. But not in the usual meeting
room! We will meet downstairs in

Plymouth Hall. The stairs are located
near the street parking on the east side
of the church.

The 3D MovieA'ideo Division
JUNE 19th—The Movie Division

meets in Arcadia. That's correct, the
movie division meeting is being held
two weeks later than normal. We will

discuss the new 24 hour 3D cable

television channel (with a preview),
new 3D videos that are now available,
the division's upcoming 3rD Ever 3D
Movie Video Competition and any
other topics that arise. The meeting
starts at 7:00 PM in the Longley Way
Media Center - Library at 2601
Longley Way at Las Tunas in the city
of Arcadia. ;

Slide of the Year Slides

Have you turned in your best
slides from the current club

competition year to Mike McKinney
or Kathy Day? Bring your four best
images that you entered this year to
enter into the SCSC slide of the year
competition. The June meeting is your
last chance!

Other Upcoming Meetings
JULY 15th is our Awards

Banquet and our Slide of the Year
presentation. See Mitch Walker about
buying your ticket. Buy them early
and Save. The banquet will again be
held at Taix Restaurant. Mitch

by Lawrence Kaufman
promised new menu options for those
who are ready for a change.

AUGUST 7th is the 3rd Ever 3D

MovieWideo Competition. Judging at
noon in Arcadia, showing will follow
in the evening also at the Longley
Way School.

SCSC Stereo Expo
AUGUST 19th is the return of the

SCSC Stereo Expo (show and tell /
swap meet / stereo fair), all at our
regular meeting location. This will be
a fun night for all. If you have
something to sell, bring it! If you have
a favorite stereo item, bring it and
show it off! If you have some new 3D
items, bring them and show them off!

SCSC Stereo Card Competition
AUGUST 19th is also the first

SCSC Stereo Card competition. We
do need the support of all those
individuals who are doing stereo
cards. Bring your three best cards and
good luck!

Our Previous Meetings
May 20th—The Final Club

Competition of the year. There were a
lot of makeup slides as this was the
last chance to enter slides to count for

the Slide of the Year Competition.
Plus we were treated to a collection of

slides from the late Marjorie Webster.
Mitchell Walker had culled through
the vast collection of sides that

Marjorie left to the club to put

together, what proved to be a
fascinating slide show.

We also took care of a little club

business. There were no more

nominations from the floor for

officers for the 1999/2000 club year.
The nominees from our Nomination

Committee (consisting of Mitchell
Walker, Christopher Olson and David
Kuntz) will stand and the candidates
for the four elected offices for the

1999/2000 club year will be sworn in
at our July Banquet - Be There!
President—Lawrence Kaufman.

Vice President—Steve Berezin.

Secretary—James Comstock.
Treasurer—David Kuntz.

Also at the meeting, I announced
some 3D screenings that were being
held the following Saturday at a few
film company open houses. Thanks to
Abe Perlstein's fine navigation, we
were able to enjoy most of these
events. I wish I had had more time to

get the word out. Sorry more folks
didn't take advantage of these one
time events, they were lots of fun.

NSA Convention in Green Bay
I hope to see a lot of you at this

years National Stereoscopic
Convention in Green Bay. Being held
July 8th through July 12th. We are
planning on spending a few days there
and then rushing back for the July
Banquet, which will be held on the
15th, another early third Thursday.

I
I

SCSC is assembling a traveling program showcasing the stereo photos of
the late Marjorie Webster, such as this one Marjorie took of Edgar Bergan
taking a stereo picture of Jayne Mansfield.
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Fisher-Price is introducing a "new
and improved" View-Master viewer
it is calling the "Virtual Viewer."

Inter Club Competition
SCSC didn't do too well in the

second round of judging at the Inter
Club Competition. In part due to the
fact that we didn't get our entries in.
The third round (and final 1998/1999
round) was judged by the San Diego
Stereo Camera Club in May. Cassie
and I made the trip to the judging and
SCSC did pretty good up against
some very tough competition.

The standings after the 2nd round:
Club 11-98 2-99 Total

Detroit 59 46 105

San Diego 51 46 97
Sydney 46 49 95
Cascade 52 40 92

Puget Sound 53 38 91
SCSC 56 — 56

Cordova 51 Host 51

Chicago 49 — 49
Atlanta 48 — 48

Rocky Mtn Host 40 40

James Comstock continues to

manage this for SCSC. So if you have
any fabulous slides or would like to
suggest another members slides,
please see James.

3D Postage Stamp
Michael Kaplan reports, "The

1950s "Movies Go 3D" stamp is on
sale, part of the "Celebrate the
Century" series. The stamp is one of
15 designs on a souvenir sheet. Little
more than 1" x 1" in size, it is printed
in anaglyph with about 1 mm
separation between the red and cyan
images. Needless to say, there's not
much depth when viewed through
anaglyph glasses." I have seen the
poster, but not the stamp yet, I need to
stock up.

View-Master

The new viewers, which
Fisher-Price is calling "Virtual
Viewers" will be available in a variety
of colors: purple, lime green,
raspberry, electric blue. In addition to
the color assortment, they enlarge the
image more than the current ones do
and are about the Model L red

viewers. You should be able to find

them on store shelves soon.

Fisher-Price is certainly giving the
VM product a boost by giving it a
new logo and a new look to the reels
and now a new viewer!

I like this newly designed viewer,
which is bigger, brighter and bolder
than ever. With its wrap-around visor
(fits comfortably), enhanced quality
and extra-large image (which is
approximately 50% larger), it's ready
for your 3D reel viewing.

Noel Archambault Remembered
The Large Format Cinema

Association (LFCA) and Eastman
Kodak Company posthumously
honored Noel Archambault with the

first annual Kodak Vision Award for

Large Format Cinematography. The
award presentation was held on May
19th, following the opening reception
of the LFCA 1999 Conference and

Large Format Film Festival.
Archambault died in June 1998 at

the age of 37, in an aircraft crash
while shooting aerial scenes of a
volcano for "Galapagos: The
Enchanted Voyage", a 15/70 3D film
retracing the famous voyage of
Charles Darwin, set for release in fall
1999. An accomplished
cinematographer, stereographer,
filmmaker and camera operator,
Archambault was an expert in 15/70
3D processes. He worked on nearly
every large format 3D film ever
released, from "Transitions"/1986);
"Echoes of the Sun"(1990) and "The
Last Buffalo"/1990) to "Mark
Twain's America in 3-D"(1998) and
"T-Rex: Back to the

Cretaceous"/1998). Archambault also
contributed to a number of acclaimed

2D films, including "Rolling Stones:
At the Max" (1991) and "Cosmic
Voyage" (1996).

The LFCA Board of Directors

voted unanimously to bestow the
award on Archambault in recognition
of his primary work in large format
cinematography.

The Kodak Vision award

recognizes vision, imagination and
leadership in filmmaking. It has been
awarded to cinematographers,
producers and filmmakers whose
work embodies artistic achievement

and a commitment to excellence. It is

given to an individual who embodies
the above values as judged by a jury
of his/her peers.

Almost 400 members of the

international large-format film
industry were in attendance at LFCA
99, when Noel's father Richard
Archambault accepted the award.
Cara Burres, Noel's fiancee joined
Mr. Archambault at the ceremony.

Now That's a Big Screen
The Saturday, May 8, 1999 San

Francisco Examiner had this story: It
took 28 workers using ropes yesterday
to lift the screen for the Sony-IMAX
theater being built in the new Metreon
entertainment center at San

Francisco's Yerba Buena Gardens.

The one-piece screen weighs 600
pounds, is 80 feet tall and 100 feet
wide. To project a clear image on the
screen, movies must be made on film
three times the size of conventional

movie film. (Metreon is set to open in
June).

San Francisco Stereo Show

Planning to be in or around San
Francisco this summer? Check out the

San Francisco Museum of Modem Art

(SFMOMA). A major exhibition
explores the work of visionary 19th
Century San Francisco photographer
Carleton Watkins.

Watkins, considered by many the
finest American landscape
photographer. 'Carleton Watkins: The
Art of Perception' will be on view
from May 28 through September 7.

The exhibition presents over 150
photographs by Watkins, culled from
institutional, corporate and private
collections across North America. In

addition to Watkins' large format
prints, the exhibition will include
several immerse panorama pictures,
works made of large prints placed side
by side to orchestrate a vast visual
sweep of terrain. Also, many stereo
views will be displayed in the
exhibition not only in original
Victorian era stereoscopes, but in a
novel interactive computer database.



19th Century meets the 21st
Watkins made more images in

stereo than in any other format,
inventing imagery that made
spectacular use of its three
dimensional effects. In the exhibition,
original stereo cards will be displayed.
To optimize viewing conditions for
these images a separate room will
contain twelve computer viewing
stations that utilize cutting edge
technologies, designed specifically for
the exhibition. The viewing stations
will provide access to approximately
200 stereo cards by Watkins,
organized by year, subject matter and
region. Using LCD glasses the
museum visitor will see the selected

images in 3D.
The software interface was

designed by StereoGraphics (see
below). A lavish 228 page catalogue
by Peter E. Palmquist will be
available in paperback for $34.95 and
a clothbound edition will be $60.00.

Visit the mu.seum website;

www.sfmoma.org or call
(415)357-4000 for more information.
Open daily (except Wednesdays)
10am - 6pm (Thursdays until 9pm).
$8.00 for adults, Thursday evening are
half price and the first Tuesday of
each month admission is free. The San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art is

located at 151 Third Street (between
Mission and Howard streets) San
Francisco, CA 94103

Following the premiere as
SFMOMA, the exhibition will travel

to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York (October 11,1999 - January
9, 2000) and the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, DC (February 6 -
April 30, 2000).

StereoGraphics
Earlier this year a Northern

California newspaper explored the
history of Stereographies and the fact
that their Simuleyes glasses nearly
killed the company. Here is the article:

San Rafael firm's 3D technology
is serious stuff. By Kelly Zito

A new Ford prototype hurtles into
a guardrail in a Dearborn, Mich.,
engineering lab. Across the globe, a
biochemist fixes a protein onto the
molecular model of a new HIV drug.
Thirty-five million miles away,
NASA's Sojourner rover wrestles
with the bumpy terrain on Mars.

The common denominator in each

of these scenarios is highly complex
data that require examination from all
angles. If scientists at NASA mistook
a deep hole for a shadow, the "little
rover that could" may not have
transmitted those famous

topographical pictures of the Red
Planet.

That's where San Rafael's Stereo

Graphics Corp. comes in.
Using the concept behind the

"View-Master" — the requisite kids'
toy that lets you see in three
dimensions by showing each eye a
different image — StereoGraphics'
signature CrystalFyes glasses have
made inroads into almost every
industry in which scientists, engineers
and architects use computers to
visualize,.model and analyze knotty
sets of data.

Take crash testing at Ford's
Advanced Research and Engineering
Center in Michigan. Engineers there
say hundreds of thousands of elements
may react to impact during a test run.
And they must be able to see and
measure them all.

"Without 3D, engineers don't get
a natural view of the objects they're
looking at," said Dave Henderson,
computer applications engineer at
Ford. Henderson said StereoGraphics'
special eyewear "helps us define the
spatial relationships between different
parts. When a vehicle crashes, we can
now see what elements move closer or

further away from an occupant."

But StereoGraphics' technology
goes beyond just producing realistic
eye candy. Company principals say
that by creating the illusion that an
airplane wing or DNA spiral is
reaching out of the monitor, scientists
and graphics professionals save
precious time and money.

"If you're working with a complex
model on a screen, designing or
researching things, very often being
able to visualize more and better, you
can reduce errors," said David Forter,
StereoGraphics president and chief
executive officer. "And because these

products reduce errors, we're actually
able to shorten the design cycle; and if
you shorten the design cycle, you get
your products to market faster. That's
something every manufacturer is
looking for."

StereoGraphics' technology relies
on the fact that humans perceive
depth, in part, because the distance
between our two eyes creates two
slightly different images of the world.
The brain combines these two

perspectives to create the perception
of three dimensions — an effect called

stereopsis.
CrystalFyes creates stereopsis in

this way:
Specially-designed software

transforms information — whether it

is the dimensions for a new passenger
jet or the anatomy of a human knee —
into two distinct, digital images. A
StereoGraphics' emitter, which sits

, .11
SCSC member Dan Gilvezan at his "day job" recently played an enthusiastic
and unprincipled TV producer in an episode of Diagnosis.Murder, opposite
Dick Van Dyke,



atop a computer monitor like a tiny
cable-TV box, tells each eye of the
CiystalEyes glasses (which look more
like sunglasses for outer space than
regular spectacles) to "shutter" or
close. When the right lens is closed,
the computer shows the left image to
the left eye, and vice versa. The
switching is so rapid — about 120
times a second — the left and right
views appear to be simultaneous.

The end result is a display similar
to those of the real world — a

three-dimensional image, instead of a
flat, two-dimensional one.

Armed with that 3D image,
designers can see exactly how an
object will look in real space, without
spending time and money
manufacturing multiple prototypes
with minute differences.

"In essence, the performance of a
machine, as well as its structural
dynamics, are perfected well before a
prototype is ever built," according to a
report on CrystalEyes by Caterpillar, a
Peoria, 111. manufacturer of
construction, mining and agricultural
equipment.

While many StereoGraphics users
are design-oriented, there are
exceptions.

The most dramatic is NASA's use

of StereoGraphics technology on the
Pathfinder mission to Mars in the

summer of 1997. Both the lander

module and rover were equipped with
stereoscopic cameras based on
StereoGraphics' design. The rover's
side-by-side cameras captured and
relayed 3D images of Mars' surface
back to scientists at the NASA Ames

Research Center in Mountain View.

The arrangement "allow(ed) our
scientists to view the Mars terrain in a

natural way and interact with the
terrain as if they were really there,"
said Daryl Rasmussen, head of the
virtual reality group at Ames.

But StereoGraphics executives
admit their early forays into the
marketplace weren't all so high
profile or successful.

Company founder and chairman
Lenny Lipton has a hard time
forgetting trade shows several years
ago. "I'd show people CrystalEyes
and they'd laugh. They'd say 'You
want me to put on these glasses? What
are you going to show me, a gorilla
coming out of the screen?"' he recalls.

Or there was the company's initial
investor, who couldn't really
appreciate its products because he had
sight in only one eye.

Though StereoGraphics officials
say 1998 was "very profitable," the
company almost committed corporate
suicide several years ago by
attempting to launch a mass market,
retail version of its eyewear.

"It almost killed the company,"
said Lipton, also StereoGraphics'
chief technical officer.

For the 58-year-old Lipton, the
demise of his company would have
dashed a dream that took root in his

youth in Brooklyn in the early 1950s,
when 3D comics were the Internet or

computer games of the day. Lipton
says films such as "House of Wax" —
that required red and green glasses in
order to see characters jumping out of
the screen — sparked his interest in
stereo 3D.

"Some people just love
stereoscopic displays... usually
they're teen-age boys who like
science fiction movies," Lipton said.

After experimenting with 3D
displays during adolescence, Lipton
went to Cornell University to study
physics.

But it was music that ultimately
allowed Lipton to pursue his passion
for 3D images. In 1959 Lipton
co-wrote the song "Puff the Magic
Dragon" with Peter Yarrow of Peter,
Paul and Mary fame. The song
reached No. 2 on the music charts and

has since been recorded hundreds of

times and made into several cartoons.

With royalties from the song,
Lipton was able "to stay at home and
work on stereoscopic inventions."

"I'm forever thankful to 'Puff,'"
he said. "It allowed me to be

independent and to pursue what I

wanted to pursue. If I hadn't had that,
if I had to work in a 9 to 5 job, I
couldn't have done what I've done."

In 1980, Lipton decided to form a
business around his work. With

money raised from friends, Lipton
incorporated StereoGraphics and
began focusing on stereoscopic
television images. But as time passed,
Lipton says it became clear that the
major market for his technology
wasn't television or video, but the
fledgling computer graphics industry.

"So we began to develop products
that would work with the computer
graphics infrastructure," he said.

A major deal with workstation
manufacturer Evans & Sutherland

helped and in 1988 StereoGraphics
introduced CrystalEyes. The company
further refined the product through the
mid 1990s.

"Now there are over 60,000 people
in the world who are siting at
workstations and looking at stereo
images to do molecular modeling,
aerial mapping and medical imaging
... which is just great because it's
furthered human intelligence and
human communication," Lipton said.

It's also furthered StereoGraphics'
bottom line.

Though privately held
StereoGraphics doesn't release
financial figures, the company is
expecting 50 percent sales growth
annually for the next three years,
according to Bob Derezinski, vice
president of sales and marketing. In
part, the company has the migration
from UNIX to the Windows NT

operating system—designed for less
expensive workstations—to thank.

In January, StereoGraphics
released CrystalEyes Wired, stereo 3D
eyewear aimed at the NT market.
Unlike standard CrystalEyes, these
glasses plug directly into a computer
and therefore don't require the
emitter. They also cost much less:
about $300, compared to $1,000 for
the standard CrystalEyes glasses and
emitter.

"The NT operating system in a
sense democratizes interactive

computer graphics, and spreads the
medium, which is very good for most
users ... and good for us," Lipton said.

See you at the meeting.



Competition News

Let's Make Up
by Mike McKinney

•^l^he last competition for the club
J year drew an avalanche of slide

entries.

B-Group Conventional, usually
dwarfed by the number of entries in
the A-Group out numbered them this
evening and the groups slides were
fantastic. Dave Porfiri, in the B-Group
scored a HM for his beautiful

photograph of a black hot rod with a
bathing suited beauty drenched in late
afternoon light. Miles Clay took the
top award in this category for an also
warmly lit photograph entitled
"Louvre Light." Great jobs!

A-Group showed their creative
colors as well. Kathy Day always
seems to have her main squeeze along
on her photo outings and she is never
empty handed for great shots of Doug
rock climbing. Her photograph,
"Caveman," was a good example and
Kathy took home a HM for her and
Doug's efforts. Earl Colgan reached
ever deeper into his treasure chest of
past award winning slides, and yes,
once again won the top award in this
category.

Dan Gilvezan tied with himself,
again, in the Non- Conventional
category. Dan keeps venturing into
new and fantastic themes for his

computer creativity. His photograph,
"Lighting the Darkness," is a
futuristic foray from his comical
Emmett. Though Emmett will not be
denied either as "3DTV" also took an

award. I had the opportunity to show a
group of photographs that I took in
Death Valley. I am RBT-less and
Death Valley is the perfect location
for a single camera with a slide bar.
Nothing moves there!

My thanks to the judges for the
evening; Charlie Van Pelt, Mitch
Walker, and Lawrence Kaufman.

Their talent and critical eyes helped
make the competition a success. And
the competition would not have been
complete without the mathematical
and vocal skills of Dan Gilvezan who

actually had to circumvent our errant
scoring machine to correctly announce
the judge's total. (I'd better re-add
Dan's scores) Thank you Dan. Also,

to be acknowledged is the tag team
running the projector. David Kuntz
with his nimble fingers shuffling the
slides through the projector and Chris
Olson sorting them after they're
viewed. It takes a lot of person power
to put on a competition. So while I'm
at it let me thank Kathy Day for
helping me out at the scoring table all
year, and to everyone who has judged,
added scores, sorted slides, ran the
projectors, and worked the focusing
controls. Well now I'm on a roll. Let's

not forget the competition entrants
' and the appreciative audience. And
then theirs the significant others at
home that gladly shuffle you out the
door so they can have a quiet evening
at home and clear off that ridiculous
tabletop project you have assembled
on the dinning room table. And then
there's the dysfunctional home that
drove you into such an esoteric, rebel
without a cause, art form. And...I'm
going to leave it at that. Thank you all.

Don't forget the Year End
Competition. Get me five of your best
photographs shown during this last
competition year. You have until June
17, 1999 to enter.

• Be there!

Mike

Gilvezan—Continuedfrom page 2
unlimited possibilities.

No computers, just patience and

ingenuity
In this modern age it seems

inconceivable that Thomas' many and
varied effects were produced "in
camera" using multiple exposures,
cardboard masking over the lenses,
and black velvet backgrounds. No
computers. No digital compositing.
No electronic strobes. Just an

unbounded imagination and a dogged
persistence. Endless experimentation.
Countless hours of trial-and-error

spent pursuing his vision. And
Thomas made no secret of the

techniques he developed to achieve
his illusions. He shared them openly,
believing that knowing how a shot
was accomplished could actually
increase the pleasure for the viewer.
As if by whispering in their ear how
the trick was done, the magician could
create a secret bond between himself

and his observer; a conspiracy of two,
enmeshed in the same fanciful vision.

And what a wonderfully off-kilter

7

vision it is; heads resting serenely
detached from their bodies, artist's
paintings come to life, poker playing
pooches and all manner of pin-up
cuties, making up a world, as
envisioned by Thomas, in which the
laws of physics are broken, common
sense is rendered senseless, and
nothing is quite as it seems.

Web show runs July 4 -
September 5

Join us, won't you, at Emmett's
3Dwonderama, the Internet's premiere
3D gallery at http://www.3dwonder-
ama.com from July 4th through
September 5th for Stereolusions: The
3D Magic of Tommy Thomas. The
show will be presented in both a
full-color Side-By-Side format
suitable for freeviewing (or with a
lorgnette type 3D viewer), and in a
larger, diminished-color anaglyph
format for viewing with red/blue or
red/green 3D glasses. Make plans to
celebrate the Fourth of July in the
company of a true American original
with Stereolusions: The 3D Magic of
Tommy Thomas. We promise you'll
have a bang-up time!

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

Only $26 a year
from

NATIONAL
.STEREOSCOPIC

t J ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 14B01
Columbus, OH 43214
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Slide of the Year Entry Form
for 1998-99 Competitioii Year

Ihz "you Can't Win ifyou 'Don't Tnter" yorm

Entry Deadline: June 17, 1999

NAME: ^
ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIR:

TElE?HOME:_( )

Please select 5 slides you submitted in Club competitions from September 1998 to May 1999 for entry in the 1999
SCSC Slide of the Year competition and show. The slides may be any combination of "Standard" and/or
"Non-conventional" slides. The slides may be any combination of Realist-format and/or 2"x2" slides. Please
number your slide entries to correspond to the order in which you list them below. Be sure to thumhspot your
slides in the lower left corner as for use in a viewer.

This year there are 5 special awards for individual slides: Imagineering Award for the best use of the imagination
to create the most unusual slide; The Wonderful World ofColor Award for the slide that portrays the wonders of
nature around the world; All Creatures Great and Small Award for the best use of people or animals in a slide;
The Most Promising Ne}v Member Award - a group of 5 slides from each new competitorwill be judged for the
special award Most PromisingNew Member. All Club members with less than 2 years in the club are automatically
eligible for this award as well as THE SLIDE OF THE YEAR Award. To have any ofyour slides considered for
these awards, please place the letter I (Imagineering), (W) The Wonderful World of Color Award, (C) All
Creatures Great and Small Award in the Special Category column below. All slides are eligiblefor the Slide
of the Year award. A slide may be considered for more than one special award; you mayplace more than one
letter in the Special Category column.

Slide Number Slide Title Special Category
1
2
3
4
5

Please bring your 5 slides with this completed form to me at the Club meeting on June 17,
1999, If you can't make the meeting, please mail your entries to:

Mike McKinney
CB Richard Ellis, Inc.

990 West 190th St., Suite 100
Torrance, CA 90502-1025

(310) 516-2312

The absolutefinal last deadline for receipt of all entries is June 17,1999
If you have any questions or problems, don't hesitate to call Mike McKinney at the above number.


